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Boston
Police
Patroll
the Mods
ByLaure

NCAA Director
Addresses
Athletic Issues
By Marin Kirby

Rakvic

HEIGHTS NEWS

FOR THE HEIGHTS

EDITOR

The Boston Police has joined
forces with the Boston College Police
Department to monitor underage drinking on campus during home football

National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation (NCAA) Executive Director
Cedric Dempsey addressed the Boston
College community at a special appearance on campus October 15.
Through his talk, entitled "Gender
Equity, Amateurism and the Graduation
Rates of Student-Athletes," Dempsey
sought to provide some insight to the
students, faculty and student athletes
about some of the most controversial
issues in collegiate athletics.
BC Athletic Director Gene
DeFilippo introduced Dempsey as a
person who "stands for the things that
are good in college athletics. He is
someone that truly cares about the students and their welfare."
Dempsey, the formerathletic director at the University ofArizona, was appointed to the position of NCAA ex-

games.

According to Captain William
Evans of District 14 of the Boston Police Department (BPD), "We do not
have a problem with tailgating per se.
We have a problem with underage
drinking, especially in the Mods."
At the first football game this year,
37 students were identified by the BPD
as underage drinkers. The students
were subsequently reported to Dean for
Student Development Robert A.
Sherwood, and internal disciplinary
action was taken against them.
The second home football game
yielded similar results, with 38 underage students reported to Sherwoodand
one student arrested.
The student, under the age of 21,
was arrested after being caught with
alcohol twice. An officer told the student to put down a beer in the Mods,
Thestudent obeyed the officer, only to
be caught drinking another beer less
than an hour later. At this point he was

arrested.
"We are just trying to

put a message out there. We do not want to see
underage drinkers out there," Evans
said. "I hate to ruin [tailgating] for everyone in the Mods, but we will continue until it is all taken care of."
Chief Robert A. Morse of the
BCPDexplained that this is the second
football season that the BPD has joined
'forces-with the BCPD on game days.
According to Morse, the presence
ofthe officers is a stipulation in the licensing agreement BC has with the city

BC Beats Pitt In Last Quarter
Seeßl

of Boston to hold home football game

festivities.
Four members of the BPD work
with 44 officers from the BCPD on
game days.
"The joint policing effort addresses
the need for more,manpower [on game
days] than we can provide alone,"
Morse said.
He continued, "There are students
out there who are getting caught who

do not have to get caught. Either the home football games are not necessarword is not out there, or people do not ily the forum for tackling that issue.
care."
"We ask for their student IDs and
Evans adds to this notion by say- dates of birth. Students are cooperative,
ing, "We are all uniformed officers." and we simply report theirnames to the

The Boston Police have not gone un- school," Evans said,
dercover, nor do theyplan to in the near
Paul Chebator, associate dean for
future.
Student Development, described Tilt;
When asked about other drinking- disciplinary action taken against stu*
related crimes such as the possession
of false identification, Evans noted that

See GAMES, A4

"[The] major reasonthat the NCAA
has so many rules and regulations is because of recruiting. Most of the violationsof the NCAAoccur duringrecruiting," Dempsey said.
The director then addressed the issue of genderequality extensively,
He said that he is beginning to see
the impact of a federal law issued in
1972 thatcalled for equal rights in col-

legiate sports.

However,he does admit that efforts
are "slow coming."
"It has not been until the last decade that we have seen any progress
even though the law has been in effect
since 1972,"Dempsey said.
According to Dempsey, money is
an issue that needs to be directed to
Division-I schools like BC.
"To get money for a program you
have to be successful, and to be successful you have to win," he said, addingthat the hardest balance in collegiate
ecutive director in 1994and since then athletics is the educational mission of
has seen many changes made tothe orthe institution and the objectives of the
athletic program.
ganization.
After compiling a list of what the
Following the lecture, Dempsey anaudience thought were some of the isswered audience questions.
He said in response to a question
sues that the NCAA deals with,
Dempsey addressed each topic indi- about scholarships and injuries in athvidually. He then touched upon drug letics, that all athletic scholarships are
testing, recruiting, eligibility, gender given in a one-year grant.
issues andscholarship. Dempsey setout
If an athlete is injured, some colleges keep the aid for the entire year
to explain the basic problems the
NCAA runs into with each category.
and others do not continue the aid.
Drug testing has continuously been "There is no rule that says the college
a problem for the NCAA,
is required to assist that student-ath"Every time we Find a way to test lete," he added.
wmeoiK,-someone finds a way to beat
Dcn>p.-iC-> said in closure, "\ am in
the test," Dempsey said.
this job because I have a passion for
He added thatthe NCAA has spent athletics. I would nothave gone to college and would not have had that edua lot of time and money on drug education.
cation if it hadn't been for sports."

Coming Out Week at BC: Rainbows Across Campus
BC Football

Gay/ Straight

Alum

Celebration

By Jeff

Held Friday

Hobbs

HEIGHTS STAFF

Exploring the nature of sexuality and faith
and the impact they have on life, Brian

By Paul Crocetti

Murdoch, a former Boston College football
player, explained his struggles last Wednesday

FOR THE HEIGHTS

night.
Murdoch, an Episcopalian priest and an
openly gay man, detailed his battle with sexuality while attending BC and Seminary in New

York City.
He utilized a diagram of"the tensions of
opposites" to explain thepressures that weighed
on him while he was still confused about his
sexuality.
The opposites, according to Murdoch, are
two opposing views or forces that act upon individuals in life, be they societal, religious or
physical.
Juxtaposing the conventions of the church
and his personal sexuality, he explained that it
is the struggle between two "truths" thatcauses
the tension one feels in life.
This was especially true for Murdoch, who
early in his college career became strongly devoted to Christianity.

See FOOTBALL, A5

HEIGHTS PHOTO/LAUREN M. PRINGLE

Students gather on the O'Connell House stairs for a photo at the third annual Gay/ Straight Celebration Friday night.

Inside

inside

To mark the end.of Coming Out Week at
Boston College, the LGBC (Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Community) and the GLBTI (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and TransgenderIssues)presented the third annual Gay/ Straight Celebration at O'Connell House on Friday night.
The free event attracted about 80 to 100
people according toVinnie Tamuzza, A&S '00,
the director of the LGBC and the GLBTI.
Tamuzza said he believed the most people
came to the firstcelebration, held in 1997, when
125 to 150 people showed up. That event was
his idea, and he has continued it in subsequent
years.
"Every year, you want as many people as
possible, but I'mhappy with the result this year,"
he said.
The people at the celebration were predominantly straight or not openly gay, said Tamuzza.
For those attending, there was a caricaturist,
psychic readings and a dance floor.

See CELEBRATION, A3
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Irish Institute
Promotes Diversity
generalmonthly seminars.

According to the program brochure, "The monthly seminars offered

The Irish Institute of Boston Collegerecently began a new initiative, the
University Affiliates Program, to promote diversity on the professional side

by Affiliates Program incorporate a

range of active-learning techniques
and address critical themes in higher
education administration."
The techniques used will be case

ofBC.
The program is "a strategy

to

.

The two-partprogram begins with

By Molly Sell
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

di-

versify the ranks," said Aideen Mullen,
program manager of the Irish Institute.
Leo Y. Sullivan, vice president for
Human Resources, commented on the
program in the Boston College

studies, simulations, problem-solving

workshops, lectures, role playing and

discussions.
The second part of the program will
place the Affiliates in various departments on campus, depending on their
areas of interest.
"Mentoredby a team of senior university administrators, Affiliates will
study and observe leadership in action

Chronicle.
"We've made considerable
progress in hiring AHANAemployees,
but not as much as we would like in
higher administrative levels," he said.

"We've made considerable progress in hiring
AHANA employees, but not as much as we
would like in higher administrative levels."
Leo Y. Sullivan, vicepresident
for Human Resources
?

"To be a candidate for such positions,
it's vital to be exposed to the decisionmaking and strategicplanning that typifieshigher education management.The

Affiliates Program will accomplish
this."

According to Mullen, the program
to give candidates the opportunity to broaden their experience
and knowledge of the University.
It will also strengthen their viability of promotion within the University.
"It's basically designed to enable
underepresented employees to enrich
their professional skills and increase
theirpotential for promotion," she said.
The "internship-type experience"
of the Affiliates Program will allow
candidates from within the BC professional staff to see how the -leadership
is designed

and management skills learned in
monthly seminars will apply to the reallife workings of the management of a
higher education institution through
placements in BC departments.

Rebecca Kjnyon

Facing an audience overflowing into
the aisles of Saint Ignatius Church on
the evening of October 7, Professor
Charles Derber of the Sociology Department introduced Noam Chomsky as the
"conscience of the United States in the
last half century,"
Chomsky, a renowned professor of
linguistics at MIT and a vocal critic of
U.S. foreign policy, delivered a speech
entitled "Money, Power and the New
World Order."
"We are in an unusual historical moment, a constitutional moment. This is
a period in history where very fundamental rules about how the world is going to work are being renegotiated,"
Derber said.
According to Derber, the World
Trade Organization (WTO) operates
outside the public eye, yet it is the constitutional body for the world today.
"This constitution is usuallywritten
by select people with a select view of
what is good for the world," Derbersaid.
Chomsky opened by quoting what
he believes to be Margaret Thatcher's
favorite saying: TINA, an acronym for
"There Is No Alternative."
He vehemently refuted this idea,
emphasizing that the U.S. always has the
power choose not to follow today's
world order and power structure.
"We can accept the philosophy of
the future preached by politicians, orwe
can take things into our own hands," he
said.
Chomsky also quoted George
Orwell, saying, "some states are more
equal than others."
He added that since World War 11,

the U.S.'s accumulating power and
wealth has resulted in increasing inequality throughout the world.
Drawing a link between economies
and politics, he said, "The markets are
run by huge tyrannies called orporations, and if you have the power, you
expect protection from the state."
Chomsky accused numerous institutions as being run by the rich at the
expense of the poor, including the International Monetary Fund, World Bank
and the WTO.

was [he most powerful of these tools,
essentiallybecoming major corporations
presenting the owners' picture of the
world.
Another tool of repression was the
public relations industry.Chomsky said
that the PR industry's goal is "to nullify
the customsof the ages bycreating fancy
needs and desires."
By focusing people toward the more
frivolous aspects of life, they will become "passive, hopeless, futile objects,"
and the PR industry's "bailie for the

"fVe can accept thephilosophy of thefuture
preached bypoliticians, or we can take
things into our own hands."
Noam Chomsky, author and MIT professor

?

In order to make it seem as though
these institutions are working for the
public's good, Chomsky said that politicians term their policies as being in the
country's national interest.
However, he noted that the country's
national interest often conflicts with special interest groups, which he defined
as constituting nearly the entire population.
This contradiction between national
interests and special interests originated
in the 19605, when Chomsky said there
was an "excess of democracy" due to
marginalized sectors of the population
trying to enter the political arena. Tools
of repression were employed, he said.
According to Chomsky, the media

minds of men" will succeed.

According

to

Chomsky, the U.S.

not onlypolitical warfare, butalso
psychological repression in order to

used

maintain a unilateral player.
Under the guise of fighting communism, the U.S.'s involvement in thirdworld countries was driven by a desire
to subdue populations fighting for democratic control.
Chomsky pointed to the conflicts in
Kosovo and East Timor to support his
argument.

Stating that ethnic cleansing in the
Balkans was a predicted and anticipated
consequence of NATO's bombing.
Chomsky insisted that President Clinton
made sure there wouldbe no provisions

for the ensuing exodus of refugees.
However, Chomsky alleged that the
U.S.' hands-off reaction to the situation
in EastTimor resulted from their desire
to maintain the Indonesian regime that
they brought to power, rendering them
able to monitor their government.
In contrast, he said, Serbia's Slobodan
Milosevic could not be so easily controlled.
In response to a question asked by
an audience member, Chomsky addressed the issue of reform.
He held that both grassroots movements and those within positions of
power need to work together in order to
change the current power structure.
"We can't just wish power structures
away," he said.
Chomsky's lecture was the first
event by the Global Justice Project,
whose series throughout October and
November aims toraise awareness about
the World Trade Organization's upcoming convention in Seattle at the end of
November
The remaining six events of the Global Justice Project's series will begin on
October 26.
According to Derber, he and other
project coordinators are confident that
the issues raised at Chomsky's lecture
will not affect the turnout at other

planned project events.
"The Global Justice Project and the
larger movement for social justice on
this campus is the most importantawakening of students that I've seen in 25
years," Derber said, "BC has the possibility of leading a national campus campaign for democracy and equality that
could help bring new light to not only
the lives of people in poor nations, but
to all of our lives here at home."

Labyrinth Encourages Reflection
By Chris Fagiani

HEIGHTS STAFF

and gain heightened awareness about
Last year a medieval-style labystrategic issues affecting higher educa- rinth, painted on the lawn in front of
tion." the brochure said.
Burns Library, attracted approximately
The program will start in Novem1,000students, faculty, staff, neighbors
ber with an orientation and will run unand University visitors to its path to
til June 10.
pray, reflect and meditate.
Ten candidates will be chosen for
This year, the labyrinth is back, but
the program. The participants will be in a different location.
announced on October 22.
It is now located on Beacon Street,
The purpose of the Irish Institute across from Carney Hall.
is to host avariety of programs designed
A dedication ceremony was held on
to promote political, economic and eduThursday, October 7.
cational growthin Northern Ireland and
The ceremony consisted of a blessthe Republic of Ireland.
ing led by Jesuit Community Rector
Also, as a subdivision of the ExFrancis Hermann, SJ, a brief history of
ecutive Vice President's office, the In- labyrinths and an instructional session
stitute will use its expertise to promote on walking the labyrinth by Assistant
the goals of the University in the area Professor of Theology Bruce Morrill,
of academic growth as well.
SJ.
The University AffiliatesProgram
The labyrinths in Gothic cathedrals
is a collaborative effort to promote leadof medieval France inspired this year's
ership and managementskills designed labyrinth.
by the Irish Institute, BC's Office of
It is a near duplication of the labyAffirmative Action and BC's Officeof rinth on the floor of the Cathedral of
AHAN A Student programs.
Chartres.

The Athletic Association painted
the labyrinth, a 50-foot circle of concentric rings forming a single path to
the center, on the lawn.
The BC labyrinth is comprised of
12 rings enclosing a single path that

leads to ihe center through 28 loops.
The path to the center is approximately 300 yards in length.
Timothy Sullivan. A&S '00 and
president of the BC chapter of the
French honor society Pi Delta Phi,

'

All's fair in the war of love.

HEIGHTSPHOTO/ BLYTHE VITO

The new labyrinth is located across from Carney Hall, on Beacon Street.
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which led the effort to establish the
labyrinth, said it offers a meditation
opportunity for members of the BC
community and the surrounding neighborhoods.
According to Sullivan, it provides
people of all faiths the opportunity to
walk and meditate in an attempt to find
inner peace.
Professor Rebecca Valette of the
romance languages department said last
year's labyrinth was tremendously
popular and reflects a national trend
toward spiritual interest in the medieval
prayer circles.
Last year, visitors'responses to the
labyrinth were catalogued in a guest
book.
"It helped me to be at peace and
allowed me to reflectupon a significant
issue that needs resolution," wrote one
visitor.
"Such a positive, peaceful experience; a form of prayer that relaxes and
energizes; a strong connection to God
and nature," commented another. This
year's labyrinth will provide a similar
opportunity to the BC community.
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BC to Sponsor Workshop Addressing AHANA Issues
By Kim

Aime

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Boston College's AHANA student

reten-

tion rate hasrisen over the past 20 years from
17 percent to 85 percent, due largely in part to
initiatives such as the Options Through Education (OTE) program, as well as other
mentoring and scholars programs that provide
support to AHANA students.
Donald Brown, director of AHANA student programs, hopes to share BC's success
with othereducators during the two-day workshop, "Models of Success: Retention of
AHANA Students from Elementary through
College Years," that will take place this Thursday and Friday in the Heights Room, which is

located in the Lower Dining Facility.
"If an institution is to be successful in retaining AHANA students, it must provide them
with academic support services and go out of
its way to ensure the environment is more wel-

coming for them," Brown said.
BC has achieved success in this area by
providing services such as academic advisement, tutoring, personal counseling, academic
performance monitoring, career advisement

at BC

two Saturdays per month throughout
their four high school years.
Classes are taughtby Boston public school
teachers and BC faculty members and are as-

and financial aid, he added.

activities and support services.
In recent years, more than 90 percent of
the students who have completed the program
have graduated with a BC degree, one of the
dition to developing leadership abilities.
To complete the program, all students must highest success rates in the nation.
maintain at least a "B" average in their high
Also scheduled for discussion is the "Imschool curriculum, take part in extracurricular pact of Standardized Tests on Different Ethnic
activities and spend summer vacations in aca- Groups," which will be led by Dr. George
demic enrichment programs, employment or Madaus, a professor in the Boston College
Lynch School of Education (LSOE).
travel.
The success of the University's OTE proDean Mary Brabeck of the LSOE will be
gram will also be a point of focus during the taking part in the discussion. She will be preworkshop.
senting "Role of University Educators," an
OTE, a nationally recognized college oriexample of a university response to educating
entation program, is designed to help educa- urban youth.
In addition to presentations from BC factionally and financially disadvantaged
ulty, Dr. Peter Kiang of the UMass-Boston
AHANAstudents reach their full potential.

sisted by BC graduate and undergraduate

stu-

The six-week summer program puts emphasis on personal growth and development.
It does this by guiding students through
academic and social aspects of college life by
balancing classes five days a week with social

dents.

Faculty from BC, along with educators
from Harvard University, Syracuse University,
Ohio State University, Northwestern University, the University of Maryland, UMass-Boston and Rhode Island College, as well as area
high schools, will come together to share their

achievements.
Successful programs that serve as models
for other institutions will be highlighted.
Among the programs to be examined are
BC's College Bound Program, UMassBoston's Urban Scholars Program, Rhode Island College's Upward Bound Program and
Mother Caroline Academy's program.
In BC's College Bound Program, founded
in 1987, students are required to attend classes

The emphasis in theseclasses is placed on
writing, computer and test-taking skills, in ad-

College of Education will present a perspective that advocates an inclusive curriculum.
Included in his talk will be discussions on
learning styles and academic challenges, as
well as cultural issues.
Dr. Gary Orfield, professor of education
and social policy at Harvard University, will
talkabout "Racial Change: Separate and Unequal Education and its Impact on College Ac-

cess."
There will also be a panel presentation examining educational research affecting
AHANA students and recommendations and
strategies for implementing these methods in
the classroom.
"Many of ourAHANA students have gone
on to become lawyers, doctors and educators
because BC gave them a chance they did not
have before," Brown said.
He concluded by saying, "I hope other
schools with low retention rates can benefit
from our experiences."

Eating Disorders

Workshop Held
At BC
On Wednesday, October 13, the Women's
Resource Center (WRC) offered a workshopad-
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dressing eating disorders and eating issues at
Boston College.
The workshop was co-facilitated by Dr.
Christine Merkle of University Counseling Services and Jen Tilghman, coordinator of the
WRC. Anne Cunningham, Health Services
health education coordinator, also shared several resources with the group.
The focus of the workshop was two-fold:
to discuss some of the reasons eating issues are
so prevalent at BC and to learn how to support
friends or others who are struggling with eating
disorders.
The first half of the workshop addressed
some of the "macro" level issues that are inherent at BC and in our society at large which may
contribute to distorted body image and the perceived need to be thin.
These societal factors do not in and of themselves cause eating disorders, but they do contribute to th/ overall climate within which eating disorders develop and thrive. This analysis
was important for understanding the context
within which a person with an eating disorder
lives.
Following this overview, Dr. Merkle initiatedan informative discussion on how to help a
friend that has, or may have, an eating disorder.
She provided participants with a number of nonthreatening intervention techniques. A variety
of on-campus resources were also highlighted:
Counseling Services, the WRC, Residential
Directors, Health Services and the Health Education website. These resources are aimed to
help those struggling themselves and provide
information on eating disorders in general.
If you feel this workshop would have been
helpful to you or a friend and you would like
more information about eating issues and the
resources that are available, please contact Jen
Tilghman at wrc@bc.eduor Anne Cunningham
at cunninaa@bc.edu.
?

Jen Tilghman, WRC

Differences
Celebrated
Continued from Al
"The caricaturist was really interesting," said
Young Song, A&S '03, who attended Friday
night.
'The whole night was fun because people
were dancing and having a good time," she

Nothing can put you in the mood for a great conversation
faster than AT&T Connect 'N Save® Service! Get hooked up
now and start saving with rates as low as 7 1/2 cents a minute* on
calls to anywhere in the US.

Freedom of Expression!
Don't just settle for less. Get your friends excited over
Connect 'N Save and they can start saving, too. Our Referral
Program will earn you $ 10.00 of free calling every time a friend
you refer signs up.That's right...it pays to be a Connect 'N Save

'N Save is what you'd call a sure thing!
There's no hidden expenses. No surcharges. And no monthly fee

subscriber.

Connect

?

just a great way to control your spending and still have enough left in
the budget to pick up a little something extra for your sweetie.Talk
about easy.You don't even have to switch your long distance carrier!

And if you call today, we'll add an extra $5 of free calling** to
your $25, $50, or $100 account at time of purchase. Now there's
something to ooohhh and aaahhh about!

Show Some Emotion! Get together with AT&T Connect 'N Save® Service. Call I 800-345-0995, Ext. 1169
(Monday thru Friday, 9 AM to 8 PM ET) or visit us on the Web at www.cns.att.com
*Rates do not include costs, if any, assessed by your local phone company to reach our service access numbers. Subject to availability.
Other terms and cond'tio.ns apply. **$5 of Connect 'N Save calling time will be added to your account at time of purchase.
Offer valid through 12/31/99.
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added.
Tamuzza said he extended National Coming Out Day, on October 11, into an entire week
at BC toincorporate many different events. The
celebration brought an end to Coming Out
Week, which also featured an information table
on Tuesday, a speaker on Wednesday and an
LGBC meeting on Thursday.
As director of LGBC, Tamuzza said, "Everyone is welcome" to the meetings, which take
place Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the fifth-floor

lounge ofMcGuinn Hall.
"The LGBC is a social, structural and support group," said Tamuzza. "I usually come up
with a topic and we have a discussion about it.
If you have a problem with anything, though,
you can just bring it up."
Sometimes the meetings feature guest
speakers. This week, a representative from the
Health Centerwill be at the meeting, speaking

about STDs and other health issues.
In his other position as director of GLBTI,
Tamuzza said he goes to the UGBC Cabinet

meetings.

"Itis my job to be spending money and doing events geared to issues," Tamuzza said.
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Second Try Pub Series Faces New Set of Obstacles

Trustee Elections
By Chris Fagiani
HEIGHTSSTAFF

The Boston College Board ofTrustees elected Charles L. Clough, Jr. as
chairman of the board at the October 1
meeting.

Also elected at the meeting were a
new vice chairman and three new board
members.
The former chairman, Richard
Syron. concluded his termby thanking
board members for the opportunity to
serve as their leader and praising the
work of University President William
P. Leahy, SJ. Immediately after Syron's
remarks, the board elected Clough as
chairman and William F. Connell as
vice chairman, and re-elected Edward
M. O'Flaherty, SJ as the board's secretary.

"Boston College is like the Boston
Red Sox," Clough said. "It's a wild card
that is in contention to oe the very best.
I will do whatever I can to help BC
move into the realm of the very best."
Thomas J. Rattigan, Thomas F.
Ryan, Jr. and Benaree P. Wiley werereelected to the board. The trustees also
welcomed three new members, Daniel
J. Harrington, SJ, R. Robert Popeo, Esq.
and the Hon. Marianne D. Short.
After the elections, theboard heard
committee reports. Investment and Endowment Committee Chairman Robert
J. Morrissey said that the University's

By Molly Sell

total endowment stands at S9ll million,
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR
a $97 million increase over last year.
The First Round Knockout Pub
According to Chairman Thomas A.
Vanderslice, the Academic Affairs Series on Thursday almost got knocked
out again, but this time it was not by
Committee is reviewingthe current acaODSD, but by another rival series
demic plan, based mainly on the Unithe American League Championship
versity Academic PlanningCouncil reSeries.
port and how it will be implemented.
The bands Aberdeen (formerly
Patrick Carney, chairman of the Development Committee, said the Univer- known as the Cat's Pajamas), Best
sity has received $717 million in cash Friend Josh and the Dij were supposed
and $8.8 million in pledges so far this to play on 9.9.99, a UGBC programyear. He also reported that there was an ming event at which nine bands were
87 percent growth in membership scheduled to play at various venues
around campus.
among the top donor groups,
The Pub Series component of the
Thomas J. Flatelystepped down as
chairman of the Buildings and Properties Committee, though he remains a
member of the board. The new chairman, Joseph E, Corcoran, said the committee is reviewing designs for the proposed Lower Campus office building
and a renovation of the Flynn Recreation Complex.
John F. Farrell, chairman of the Finance andAudit Committee, noted that
Project Delta is reaping financial savings for the University, especially in
?

day was canceled, primarily because of
conflicts with event advertisement and
ODSD posting policies.
UGBC bounced back with another
Pub Series featuring the same bands.
However, because of outside forces, the
event's attendance was not as well attended at the first was expected to be.
According to UGBC ExecutiveDirector of Programming Nando DiFino,
A&S '00, it was not only Game Two of
the Red Sox and Yankees playoffs, but
other on campus events as well as midterms that restricted the attendance.
"It was a weird set of circumstances,"' DiFino said.
UGBC took precautions against

Pub Series was a great way for the local bands to show off their talents with
the Pub Series could watch the game at the support of other students, not lo
the same time.
mention a great time for those who atIn addition, friends of UGBC memtended.
bers, Vanessa Conte, LSOE '02, and
"From start to finish, it was a good
Jonathan Buck, CSOM '02, drove show," DiFino said.
around the Mods Thursday nightto rally
He also pointed out that besides the
Guster Pub Series held in the fall of the
support for Pub Series and also to inform students that the game was being 1998-1999 school year.
shown in the Rat.
The series, which boasted an atten"We just wanted to be a part of dance of approximately two hundred
helping everyone out. We just thought people, was one of the biggest in the
it would be really fun to help them and history of the Pub Series.
support them," Conte said.
The next Pub Series has been
Conte also said she was a big supscheduled tentatively for Thursday
porter new bands and thought that the November 11.
game interference by having TVs
placed in the Rat so those who attended

controlling costs.

Student Life Committee Chairman
Brian G.Paulson, SJ met with a group
of student leaders earlier in the day and
expressed their gratitude to Trustee
John A. McNeice. Jr. for his recent $5
million gift, which benefits student volunteer and retreat efforts at BC.

BPD Patrol Mods
on Game Days
COISTINUED

FROM Al

dents caught by the police.
"A lot depends on their prior
record. Ifit is their first time caught,
we issue a fine and a disciplinary warning." Chebator said.
If a student has a disciplinary
record, however, higher fines and deferred housing may be issued.
According to Chebator, "A few students, very few, were able to demonstrate that they were not responsible for
the [citation] by die police."
According to the police and«dmin-

istration. there is no end in sight.
TheBoston Police will continue to
patrol the area.
"Tell your friends. This willnot
stop. [The police] will continue."
Chebator said.
"Students need tt be aware that we
are out here, and need to curb their
drinking," Morse said.
Evans explained the underlying
reasoning for the close patrolling of the
Mods. "I'm afraid of what we may find
someday ... someone passed out and in
really bad shape because they drank too
much." he said.
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In anticipationof the 1999 Homecoming Dance, students took advantage offree salsa lessons in O'Connell House
last Tuesday. This week, two sessions of salsa lessons will be held on Tuesday in the Eagle's Nest, the first from
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. and the second from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Homecoming is this Thursday at Boston's Park Plaza
Hotel from 8 p.m. to I a.m. A shuttle bus to the hotel will leave at 7:30 p.m. from More Hall Circle.

www.AllAdvantage.com
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Ceremony Commemorates
Law School Anniversary
By

Marin Kirby

HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston College Law School's 70th anniverary was celebrated by more than 120alumni
nd faculty on October 8.
The ceremonies included a panel discussion
:>nceming the many changes at the school in
s 70-year history, the establishment of a new
aching award in honor of Professor Emil
lizewski and a ribbon-cutting ceremony which
pened the school's new classroom and office

ing.
The Law School opened in September of
)29 in a Beacon Hill office building and consted of 32 students and two full-time faculty
lembers.
University President William P. Leahy, SJ
lid the strong commitment to academic excel:nce and service to society that the Law School
pened with remains a strong part of its stanards today.
"There has been a great deal of physical
hange, but the dreams and visions that inspired
hose in 1929remain very strong today," Leahy

aid.
He added that on the occasion of the
ichool's 70th anniversary, "We rededicate our-

selves to those same dreams and aspirations that

Jesuit Institute on Faith and Justice

motivated people 70 years ago."
The day of celebration kicked off with a
panel discussion that was lead by Renee
Landers, JD '85. and included former BC longtime Admissions Director Louise Clark, retired
Judge Mary Beatty Muse. JD '50 and Alicia
Alvares, JD '85.
Former deans Robert Drinan. SJ. Professor
Richard Huber and Monan Professor of Law
Daniel Coquillette also participated in the discussion.
The panelists noted that in these 70 years,
the Law School hasremained acutely aware of
gender and racial diversity.
According to Coquillette, although the first
classes consisted almost entirely of Catholic
men, such lawyers were uncommon at that time
in Boston.
Coquillette added that the school has been
well ahead of other law schools in their efforts
to admit women and hire people of color to the

faculty.
Slizewski, a professor at the Law School
since 1944, was presented with a Revere silver
bowl which initiated the school's new Emil
Slizewski Faculty Excellence Award,
This honor will be presented annually by
the students at the Law School commencement
exercises.

By

Jeff Hobbs

HEIGHTS STAFF

The Jesuit Institute at Boston College presented a lecture on the connection between faith
and justice last Thursday.
Presented by Brendan Byrne. SJ in Cushing
001, "The Faith that Seeks Justice" concerned
itself with the biblical foundations of the Jesuit
doctrine.
Byrne used the metaphor of two connecting arcs to bridge the gap between Jesuit doctrine and biblical authority.
He began constructing the first arch by detailing the Society of Jesus' view on the link
between faith and justice.
He cited several examples, including a statement issued from the Society of Jesus.
"What is it to be a companion of Jesus today? Is it to engage, under the standard of the
snuggle for justice which it includes?" he asked.
Building his companion arch, Byrne
refererred to Paul's letter to the Romans.
He presented the history of the letter's interpretation from Augustine to Luther as a background to the modern interpretation.
His analysis focused on the meaning of the
term "righteousness" and its similarity to justice.
Byrne found in Romans 6:13 a biblical authority for the link between faith and justice:
"and your members to God as instruments of

righteousness."
The term righteousness, though, needed
before
it
analysis
yielded the

HEIGHTS PHOTO STI.V! MURRAY

Brendan Byrne, SJ, addresses the BC community on "Faith Seeks Justice"
meaning of justice.
Byrne concluded that Paul's letter did represent a biblical authority for faith's
link with justice.

He said, "It seemspossible, ona broader hermeneutical perspective, to find a scriptural foundation in Romans for the sense of a faith that
works justice."

Gay Priest Shares Struggle
Continued from Al

HEIGHTS PHOTO ANNA Slll-HIY

The newly renovated Law School celebrates its 70th anniversity this month.

The tension arising from the beliefs espoused by the church and his own sexuality left
him unable to enjoy life.
Moreover, as a member of the BC football
team in the early 19705.Murdoch lived in a masculine atmosphere that looked down upon homosexuality and deep religious faith.
The only way he found to relieve this tension was by exploring a route that was forbidden by his faith.
Murdoch used "the tension of opposites" to
explain the applications of acceptance in life,
He described how one must perceive the

inherent truth in both forces and then absorb
these into life in order to gain peace.
"It is in the middle that peace is found." he
said.
As for sexuality. Murdoch explained that
one shouldremain true to oneself and one's feelings, while also being aware of the truths inherent in religion. He emphasized the process
of awareness.
Murdoch spoke of how his journey in life
was one of awareness. He began life without
much knowledge of himself and through experience and self-examination, became aware of
his identity.
Murdoch described how through imagina-

UGBC Senate Newsletter
McElroy 106

552-4937

JU

tion, one is able to perceive another's situution.
According to Murdoch, by using the imagination one can gain peace through understanding.Murdoch also spoke on the state of gays in
the Episcopalian church.
He argued that rhe church must wake up to
the realities of homosexuality in the priesthood.
However, he said that the church has made
progress in allowing its members to voice their
sexuality in the last 10 years.
In closing, Murdoch stressed the importance
of nurturing differences to insure growthwithin
society, the church and families.
The event was part of "National Coming
Out Week" sponsored by the GLBTI

Meetings every Sunday night
Gassson 305, spm
All are welcome!

you asked wfio we are?

Landon Clark, A&S

Edward Mills, A&S

Communications & Programming Committeeß
"When I was bom, I was white.
I had no pigmentation."

Vice-Chair
Communications & Programming Committee

\u25a0
\u25a0

PUPP

Marshall Griffin, CSOM
Finance Committee

I

"I am the walrus."

'

Michael Galano, A&S

Senate Vice-Chair
"Looking back, it ail goes too fast. lam already
realizing how much I will miss life here."

fa
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Maura Quinn, CSOM

Robert Cristiano, A&S

Senate Chair

Finance Committee

"I'm not a player, 1 just vote a lot."

rewarding career."

IHI

MqMiqMihq tka Seniors
Current projects in the UGBC Senate

Extending move-out date for seniors past graduation |

|

Securing lamps for residents in Walsh Hall

Following up on Board of Trustees meeting regarding pricing in dining halls

Addressing situation of freshman

triples"]

Off-campus service project within the month
Designed by Rebecca Kinycm
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Marketable Disorders
As Halloween approaches, it is becoming more
and more evidentthat the costume of choice for BC
girls will be a bony skeleton. Unfortunately, thelook
is not simply for the holiday. With the appearance
of an article entitled "How Thin is Too Thin?" in
last week's People magazine, and rates of disorders
such as anorexia and bulimia at an all-time high,
we must consider why eating disorders are suddenly
therage across campus and the nation.
Why are women so desperately hungry for control, attention and ultimately acceptance that they
are willing to jeopardize their health and happiness
to achieve these goals? It is a sad sight to walk
around any dining hall on this campus. Just observe
what many BC girls eat to maintain an "appealing"
look, whilespending countless hours a week exercising, despite study-induced exhaustion. Our dining halls are plagued by endless lines at the salad
bar, as lettuce andbeans seem to be thekey to maintaining the desirable bone-thin look that is socially

acceptable.
Perhaps the question, however, is not why females at BC hope to be socially acceptable, but why
If niS'Be'Sorne socially acceptable to be grossly underweight.
"Thin is beautiful" is the image perpetrated by
themedia. Pick up any magazine, and undoubted!
it will have a photo of a scantily-dressed, gaunt

woman. If you read the cover, there will be at least
one, if not more, articles on how to lose weight, be
it through exercise or a special diet. (Note: articles
do not suggest ways to stay in shape, but more specifically portray weigh/ loss as the ultimate goal,

regardless of one's body type.)
Critics point to themedia, condemning their penchant for waifish, underweight models as perpetuating an unhealthy desire to be thin amongst this
nation's youth, who look up to these models as paragons of attractiveness and beauty. Designers such
as Calvin Klein, DKNY and Versace are seemingly
shameless in their selection and portrayal of models who look sickly and emaciated. Calvin Klein's
advertising department has even gone so far as to
model women with "tracks," overtly suggesting and
glamorizing the thinning effects of heroin use.
These designers, however, are not to blame: we
are. Calvin Klein's stock has never in its history
posted negative earnings, as photos of a clinically
underweight Kate Moss are plastered on billboards
in Times Square and across the nation. Calvin Klein
puts Kate Moss in his advertisements because we
want Calvin Klein to put Kate Moss in his advertisements - after all, we keep buying his clothes.
CX's advertising campaign is studied in public relations courses as the picture ofeffective marketing, and rightfully so. Sales are up, and Calvin is
happy.
If some day people chose to be truly offended,
standing up against distasteful ads by not buying
the products of those that run them, this newspaper
can guarantee that those ads will promptly disappear. The "waif look"continues to thrive,however,
because it somehow appealsto the market thatsupports the designers who aggrandize it. Perhaps, then,
it is not designer, nor the model, nor the ad department that is depraved, but the audience.

GRADUATE EDUCATION AND CAREERS
IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

ofProfessional Bis ofInternational Affairs(APSIA)

IP

Forfurther inrormction,please contact
TlicFklchcr SchoolofLaw and Diplamicy, Tufts Univrnlry
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The JohnF. Kennedy School of Government, Hirvird University
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Letters To The Editor
STUDENTSCALDED IN

BCDS EMPLOYEES
DEFEND FELLOW
EMPLOYEE

DISCUSSES
4BOSTN

PLACEMENP
T
ROCESS

To the Editor:
Wow. two articles in two weeks disparaging Boston College Dining Services (BCDS). Have you no shame?
First Tim Garry, then Xavier Baker
who's next? Who is going to take the
next cheap shot?
We just cannot believe thai Boston
College siudeius can be so damn insensitive. First, you ripped us for the meal
plan, then the inefficient workers, but
now, our management. You have gone
too far! Ifyou think that we were going
to sit and let you keep going with your
attacks, then you are dead wrong.
Collectively, we have been working for BCDS for eight years, and it is
the best part of our years at Boston
College. The main reason is management. They care! Our manager, Craig
Silverio over at Stuart Dining Hall, said
this to us, and we will never forget it,
''Excellence tWough Caring." Do you
know what that means? He told us.
"BCDS is a team of caring, creative,
efficient and responsible individuals
dedicated to providing wholesome,
nutritious food and quality service to
the university community,"
Every day, we tried our best to live
outhis philosophy. He is the reasonwhy
we kept going back to work for Stuart.
He cares!
Craig Silverio's philosophy has
rubbed off on many student employees
over at Stuart, as we have the highest
rate of returning student workers. Management must be doing something
right. Craig Silverio not only taught us
how to be the best at serving our customers, but he also gave us a philosophy to life. We are very grateful that he
is not only a manager, but also a friend.
It really made our transition from high
school to college a lot smoother. If you
come down on a Friday or Saturday late
night to Stuart, we will show you his
philosophy being lived out. Management cares!
Management is willing to listen to
any problems that you might have concerning BCDS. They have set up focus
groups to Listen and provide satisfactory solutions to students' concerns.
Have you really sat down with Ms.
Bando and listened to the challenges of
running BCDS? It is not as easy as you
might think, Mr. Garry and Mr. Baker.
Do you really think that you can do a
better job? Let's not judge until we
know what it's like to be on the other
side.
Our first goal was to write an article attacking The
and UGBC.
but we figured that would be childish
and immature. Please rake into consideration of people's feelings. It's not an
organization that you are attacking, but
its constituents. We care!
?

?

YongKunLi.CSOM'OO

Colin Robinson, A&S '02
Chris McCottry, A&S '02

To the Editor:
We are writing this letter in regards
to 4Bosion\ receni placement process.
We would like to extend a public apology to all students who could not be
placed in our program this year.
In previous years we were able to
place all students who applied for our
program. This year, however, we received many more applicants than we
expected. We had close i0441 applications for only 324 spots. Last year we
accepted 359 volunteers, thinking that
adding one or two people to each group
would not be a problem, However, this
expansion caused problems both in our
groups and at the placements because
the placementsupervisors design them
to handle a specific number of people.
It created further troubles at the pro-

gram-wide events.

For this reason, we could not sacrifice the quality of this year's program
for the quantity of people we accepted.
This is not to say that the students we
did not accept would not be qualityvolunteers. In fact, all of the applicants
would havebeen excellent 4Boston volunteers. We just could not run the placements efficiently with such a large number of students.
The reason we could not add more
placements to support the growing
number of volunteers is another one of
quality versus quantity. Each placement
is coordinated by a council member
who works with supervisors at the
placement and organizes small group
meetings to examine volunteer work
within the context of spirituality and
social justice. The 23 of us also meet
weekly as a council to handle the business of the entire program. If we added
more placements, we would have to add
more council members, and we fear this
would lead to problems with the quality of our work. It is said that too many
cooks spoil the broth. Adding one or
two more council members may not
seem like much, but it is our feeling that
both council and the program have
reached their ideal numbers.
What else can be done? There are
definitely a large number of students on
this campus who are ready and willing
to give their time to serve the
marginalized of this city. There are also
many placements in the Boston area
that are in desperate need of volunteers.
We are well aware of this and are trying to do something about it.
If4Boston cannot handle any more
students, this University needs other
volunteer organizations that can. A few
members of council have volunteered
to look into this possibility, and they
need help doing it. Therefore, this letter is not only to apologize, but to ask
for help from anyone out there with the
initiative and drive to prevent this from
happening again. Ifthere is anyone interested, please stop by the 4Boston
Oifieeni McHlros 105 orcall us at (617)

552-3503.

Again, we are sorry to any and all
students whom this program could not
assist this year.
The 4 Boston Council
?

MCELORYTRAGEDY
To the Editor:
I am writing to you anonymously
until I figure out the legal issues. Ihave
areal problem with the coffee vending
machine in McElroy Commons. Sometimes it doesn't work and spits out a
cup with nothing in it. Other times it
spits out liquid with no cup. Such was
the case the other day when Istuck my
hand in there and had hot chocolate
pour all over my left hand. Luckily I
am feeling little pain because I'vebeen
through this before in an accident with
an iron. Each hurt equally.
I am not looking for much. I do feel,
however, that a sign should be placed
on the machine when it is indeed out of
order. The BC staff should also makesurethe machine is stocked at all times
with both ingredients and cups. 1 am
going to stop using it for the next two
years I am here. I hope others will do
the same.
?

Anonymous

WHY WAS DEVINO
LET GO?
To the Editor:
I am writing to publicly voice my
disgust with the Chaplain's office
after their dismissal of Father Terry
Devino. I do not know the reasons
why Fr. Devino was let go, nor do I care
to know the reasons why. All
Iknow is that unless he committed
some heinous sin, he should still
be a chaplain here.
Fr. Devino embodied everything a
chaplain should be. He was able to
bring himself, without compromising
hisbeliefs, to the level of students. He
created dialogue and an atmosphere on
this campus that brought profound insights to students. 1 think he
was able to relate to students more than
anyone else in the Chaplain's
office, but now that's gone. I guess it's
true that the majority dismisses thereal
workers of Christ.
My purpose in writing this letter is
not to hurt anyone's feelings in the
Chaplain's office. However. I do think
that the Chaplain's office made a huge
mistake in lettinga devoted, yet humble
individual get away. Way to go.
Kevin Calkins A&S '00

-

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
TheHeights welcomes correspondence from its readers.
Letters must be submitted via email to heightsed@bcheights.com or
dropped off on disk in McElroy 113
by Friday at 5 p.m.
To be considered for publication,
letters must be 850 words or less, and
includethe author's name, school, year
ofgraduation and phone number.
The Editor reserves the right to
reject, condense and edit all letters.
The letter's author, notThe Heights, is
responsible for ail statements.
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Superfans Come
Through

The Skinny on BC
Women

BY MATTSWENSON

BY NOËLAIJGIJSTON

has been very easy

Does

anyone else notice how the salad bar lines have
become three time longerthan the other food lines?
Or how the Plex is jammedpacked at 10 p.m.? It
has become more and more apparent that the women here at
Boston College feel inadequate. They struggle to maintain a
sense of self-worth and esteem, and are apparently using their
weight as a way to combat their feelings of inadequacy.
I am not going to go into a tirade about the presence of
anorexia or bulimia, because we allknow these truths to be
self-evident. No instead, I would like to address this growing need to be thin in order to please. However, the question
arises: Whom exactly are we trying to please? I have seen
friends tear themselves apart over feeling as though they don't
measure up to the BC ideal of what is attractive. In addition,
I toohave often thought that if only Ilooked skinnier, maybe
then someone would tell me I am beautiful.
Walking around campus, one cannot help but pick out
girls who are gravely skinnier than in previous semesters.
They now look withdrawn and downhearted. I ask them and
the entire student body, where has the strength of womenon
this campus gone? It took many years for women to reach
program
country?
iall
in the
equality, and now these achievements are being "stripped"'
Even with the Sox game going on about 20 minutes away away in this quest to be thin. Is this an obsession? YES.
full,
rom Alumni Stadium, BC's student section was nearly
Magazines are filled with stars who every season appear
vith a vast majority wearing their gold Superfan shirts thinner than in their past episodes. If anyone has taken a
iroudly. And the fans were not just there in body
they glance at the magazine rack, they will see the cover pages
vere really into the game. On more than one occasion did filled with the so-called definition of beauty. This correlahe students' jumping up and down on the bleachers cause tion between thin and beautiful has been ingrained in our
he press box floor (right above the student section) to shake. minds since we were girls. But these are the truths I menThese were not just people who did not care about the tioned before, the things we have been taught to believe.
Beyond this the issue that appalls me the most is the
laseball game, either. Some of the game's largest ovations
Efme when Alumni Stadium's scoreboard revealed that the attitude toward women on campus. I have sat at countless
lunches and in dorm rooms while someone has said, "Oh,
led Sox were blowing out the Yankees. Thestadium moniors even showed Clemens giving up a homer to Nomar she'd be a fox if she lost a few pounds." Oreven comments
jarciaparra at one point. It was clear the fans wanted the like, "I'd date her if only she were a bit skinnier." Yes. (have
iox to win pretty badly, but they chose to root for their even heard such harsh comments as, "That girl should really
go anorexic." How does one know that these girls are not
chool's football team instead, and they cheered enthusiastialready in and of themselves beautiful? Maybe I am just in
ally throughout the entire game,
thatcan't accept the new idea that in order to be
The fans were so good that BC's star defensive player, the minority
Hovan, took time to recognize their energy. "I can't valued a girl must sacrifice her body.
We all know it is human nature to judge a book by its
they really
\u25a0ay enough enough about the student section
cover. Everyone does it, and I would be lying if I said I did
ire our 12th man," he said after the game. And that statenot do it myself However, I think people should be aware
nent came after a game when many sports fans' loyalties
that while you are picking and pulling that book apart, some\u25a0vere torn between a great baseball game and a very exciting
one is always listening. Who knows, maybe the girl next to
Football game.
you in accounting class or the girl down the hall might have
BC fans have been known in the past to give up on the a lot to say if you give her the chance to be herself.
football teamat the first sign of trouble, and losing to Temple
Being strong as a woman is not solely having the conficertainly was that this year. But, something extraordinary dence to wear a tube top out on a Friday night. It does not
year:
Alumni,
instead of barely filling half of
happened this
mean being able to live on lettuce or killing one's body on
over 33,000 fans showed up and cheered as hard they could the Stairmaster. No
it means being at peace with ouryear's
for their favorite football team. Maybe this
group of selves and knowing that although there will be pressures to
different,
which would be a great thing for all fit a certain mold, we are valued as women and most of all,
Superfans is
of the athletic reams at this school. Let's hope the fans keep we are beautiful. So instead of second-guessing ourselves,
it up, because for one weekend in October, BC students lets defy this trend and bring back our smiles, our spirit, and
?showed what great fans wccan be.
most of all, bur strength as women.
to bash BC fans

this year for

showing up late to the previous two football games, and
the generalperception is that BC fans would rather drink
that cheer for their team. However, when BC fans deserve
credit, it should be given to them, and against Pittsburgh
this past weekend, the Superfans really were super.
With a 5 p.m. start brought upon by ESPN2's coverage
of the game, this week's game was competing head-to-head
with the Boston Red Sox-New York Yankees playoff game.
Not only was it game three of the American League Championship Series and the first ALCS game played at Fenway
Park since 1986, but it was Pedro Martinez (baseball's best
Ditcher) against Roger Clemens (Boston's former ace).
Talk about an exciting game no baseball fan would want
o miss, especially ona campus where at least 80 percent of
;tudents cheer for either die Yankees or the Sox. Could you
eally blame someone for staying at home to watch that game
nstead of going to seea football team that barely beat Northeastern (a team that lost to UMass, a Division-I-AA school,
'7-0) and lost to Temple, arguably the worst Division-I foot-

Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!
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617-527-6655
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?
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Matt Swenson is the Review Editor of The Heights.

The author is a student in the CarrollSchool of
Management, class of 2002.
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A victim
of YanksSoxfever BC comes back in
Michael
big 20-16 win

Eagles avoid Pitt-fall

Teevan

The insanity got out when Pedro
Martinez trotted out of the bullpen in
Cleveland last week.The Red Sox were
on their way to the Bronx then, and we
all knew it. What we mightnot haverealized, however, is the impact it would
have on Boston College.
All week,our campus was testament
to the best rivalry in sports. Among my
five classes, only one teacher failed to
mention theseries as a way to open class.
The Yankees and Red Sox caps and jerseys came out in full force throughout
the week. Friday night's hockey game
included a harsh "Yankees Suck" chant.
On Saturday morning, Sinatra's "New
York, New York" blared over Lower

By Matt Swenson
HEIGHTS EDITOR

In what amounted to a must-win
game against the Pittsburgh Panthers,
Boston College did what it needed to
do in Alumni Stadium on Saturday
evening.
Rallying behind an injured Tim
Hasselbeck, who entered the game after starting quarterback Brian St. Pierre
suffered a concussion in the third quarter, the Eagles came back from a fourth
quarter three-point deficit to down the
Panthers, 20-16. The win followed a
disappointing 24-14 loss to Temple a
week ago that many feared would send
Campus.
the Eagles into a spiral they could not
To top it all off, on Sunday, walking recover from.
booed
Aye.,
simply
down Comm
I was
"This is the team I expected to
for wearing my Yankee apparel. (The coach," said BC Head Coach Tom
driving
a O'Brien. "We dug ourselves a hole and
suspect was a Caucasian male
white Wrangler with Massachusetts we had to dig ourselves out of the hole,
plates. Yeah, that should be easy to find which we did tonight."
Hasselbeck, a junior, added to
on this campus.)
And of course, my apartment beO'Brien's comments. "One thing Coach
came a battleground, almost literally, as O'Brien said was 'Don't let Temple beat
we prepared for Game Three. We antici- you twice.'"
Trailingby three with just over three
pated another classic battle in history,
along the lines of Athens versus Sparta, minutes remaining in the game,
North against South andGeorge W. Bush Hasselbeck ted a 66-yard drivethat culversus Al Gore. Pedro Martinez versus
Roger Clemens stirred up arguably the
most celebrated game at Fenway since
Bucky Dent took Boston fans for a ride
over the Green Monster in 1978. But
Game Three didn't live up to its classic
bilult S- ,L
?:''
vw«8 tyrIESS Fans, it was the glime""
said,
that wasn't. As a sign in the stands
the Rocket crashed and burned.

minated in a 36-yard touchdown pass
to sophomore wide receiver Dedrick
DeWalt, which proved to be the game
winner. DeWalt's catch came just three
plays after he had dropped a similar
throw from Hasselbeck.
From there, the defense held, thanks
in large measure to back-to-back sacks
by sophomore defensive end Scan
Guthrie, although Guthrie combined
efforts with senior Chris Hovan on the
second sack. Theresult left the Panthers
with a third-and-28 on their own 10-yard
line. Following an incomplete pass on
third down, Pittsburgh quarterback
David Priestley completed a 26-yard
pass to Antonio Bryant with 4° seconds
remaining, sealing BC's victory.
The Eagles started out sharply, but
only manageda 7-0 lead despite stellar
field position in the first quarter. St.
Pierre, a redshirt freshman making his
first college start, showed no signs of
nerves before his injury. Completing
seven of 13 passes in the first half, St.
Pierre showed goodpoise in the pocket,
completing several long throws, including a 33-yard bomb to streaking senior
Carlton Rowe that eventually set up a

See RALLY,

B8
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George White and the Eagles had reason to celebrate after Saturday's #yin over Pittsburgh.

The pass worked both ways

***

This is going to be a great hockey
season. Theroad to Providence will not
be easy, but the Eagles are as well prepared for the journeyas any team in college hockey. And from the looks of Friday night's game, freshman Krys
Kolanos is going to add yet another
weapon to an already potent offense.
Against Bowling Green (whose
team colors, curiously, are black and
orange), it was good tosee that our new
Nike uniforms haveremained the same
in style. And when the lights over the
ice went out, the band stepped it up big
time.

***

The people who

By Greg Gagliardi
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Located near three rivers, the 42-story Cathedral of Learning at the Uni-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ALBERT WANG

Brian St. Pierre was effectivebefore failing victim

to

a concussion.

versity of Pittsburgh is the tallest school
building in the western world. Thetall
task the Boston College Eagles had to
face surfaced threefold as well, in the
form of the Panther passing attack from
quarterback David Priestley to wide receivers Antonio Bryant and LatefGrim.

However, it's even more fitting that
a 26-yardPittsburgh pass fromPriestley
to Bryant, on fourth-and-28, would almost move the victory in the opposite
direction with justunderone minute left
on the clock. "The defense really came
up big there in the last series," O'Brien
stated. "When the opportunity came, we
made a play, and that's the difference
in the ballgame."

See PASS, B8

1999-2000 Hockey Preview

spent Friday in

Eagles eye the
national title

Cushing 001 were certainly treated to
an exceptional afternoon, courtesy of
Cedric Dempsey, the executive director
of the NCAA.
He said several things that caught
my attention. First of all, the NCAA is
composed of 335,000 student-athletes.
The problems that we associate with
college sports such as "tramp"athletes,
drug usage and behavioral problems
are theresult of a minute percentage of
the whole. It's the wonderful work of the
vast majority that goes largely unnoticed.
Dempsey also pointed out that the
disparity that exists between a place like
BC and a large state school. State
schools have budgets that far exceed ours
which, theoretically, would limit the
competition we pose. However, if you
look at the landscape of BC sports, we
have been able to compete at the highest level in this decade. On the men's
side, each of the revenue sports rest in
good hands, and many of theothers have
enthusiastic coaches who will get the
most out of their talent. Our women's
sports are strong already, and in time,,
they will become powerhouses.
I knew it already, but Dempsey's
speech affirmed that we have a good
thing going for us at BC.

But in the end, it was the Panthers
who received the lesson.
"You had two teams fighting their
hearts out, so yo» know it's too bad
[Pittsburgh] had to lose," BC Head
Coach Tom O'Brien said. "But I'm
happy we won."
In a game dominated by the pass
on both sides, it is only fitting that a
big touchdown throw from Tim
Hasselbeck to Dedrick DeWalt would
givethe Eaglesthelead late in the game.

-

?

By Mark Vernazza
HEIGHTSASST. SPORTS EDITOR

BoW
by's orld

?

***

One of my roommates, Chris lacoi,
A&S '01, is spending the semester in
Spain. His e-mail of the week informed
me that former BC basketball great
DanyaAbrams is playing for Cespedes.
He is desperately searching for a place
where he can watch his Red Sox battle
my Yankees.
And there will soon be resolution to
a friendly wager thatwe made at the start
of the baseball season. I still maintain
that Derek Jeter will draw more MVP
votes than Nomar Garciaparra.
Michael Teevan isthe sports editor of The Heights

Junior defensemanBobby Allen has been a mainstay in his
By

Michael Teevan

HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

As Bobby Allen boarded a Conte
Forum elevator last week, a venerable
baseball fan greeted him. It was the day
after Pedro Martinez had butchered the
ClevelandIndians.
"How about those Red Sox?" the
man asked, barely able to contain his
excitement, smiling the vindicated smile
of a Sox fan.
"Unbelievable," Allen replied.
Thai's the operativeword to describe

Allen's first iwo years as one of the anchors of the Boston College defense.
Since he's left the pages of Sports Illustrated as a high school senior and come
to the Heights, Allen's play behind the
blue line has been a staple ofthe Eagles'
Frozen Four appearances and Hockey
East championships in each of the last
iwo seasons.
"My experience at BC has been unbelievable so far," the 6' I", 200 lb. junior said.
('\
Allen's road to Chestnut Hill began
in Hull, Massachusetts, situated ona tip

The superstarsfended offa summer
of National Hockey League suitorsdangling rich contracts. The eye-popping
talent has ripened into well-oiled machinery. The spirited band of players has
learned the lessons of two seasons of
championship journeys. All the pieces
of the puzzleare in place for the number-one ranked Eagles, brimming with
excitement and expectations, to be as
dominant a team as college hockey has
seen in recentyears.
After two years of Hockey East
Championships and Frozen Four heartaches, the Eagles welcome back a determined squad almost intact from last

season. Ail-American Brian Giontareturns as the Hockey East Preseason
HEIGHTS PHOTO/KIM AIME Player of the Year, joining an offense
anchored by the dangerous scoring
career at Boston College.
punch of seniors Jeff Farkas and Blake
of land south of Boston, so close that he Bellefeuille. Senior Mike Mottau, concan see the skyline from his home. An sidered by many to be the best
avid hockey fan growing up, Allen paid defenseman in the country, captains a
close attention to thecollegerivalries that two-way defense in front of tested junstemmed from his hockey hotbed of a ior goaltender Scott Clemmensen.
hometown. The Bruins were his favorite Weaknesses? Not a one.
"They have a great confidence level
team since about the time he first laced
and they are more mature because the
up a pair of skates at age four.
As a youngster, athleticism was bulk ofour team is third and fourth year
Allen's strong suit, and he was adept at players," said Head Coach Jerry York.
skating backwards. Thus, with one "The way you get experience is through
simple, brilliant stroke of coaching, a games, big-time games, and pennant
races. They are more experienced than
See ALLEN, B7 last year, but the same excitement and

the samepositive leadership is present."
BC, 27-12-4 last year, has been
swimming in preseason accolades. The
Eagles were a nearly unanimous choice
as the top team in the Hockey East
Coaches' Pol! and hold the nation's top
ranking in the U.E College Hockey Online Poll as well as number one spot in
the Sporting News poll.
With the upper classes the richest
in talent, this year may be the Eagles
best chance in the next few years to
avenge two straight overtime losses in
the Frozen Four to Michigan in the
final two years ago and to Maine in the
semifinal last year.
"I think all indications are that we
are going to be moreexcited aboutrepresenting BC and trying to be the best
team we can be," said York. "Inotice it
in the weight room, in the summer conditioning and in the practice sessions.
We are proud to be here... it's still early,
but that's jumpedat me."
York, no doubt, had a few anxious
moments over the summer as stars like
Mottau, Bellefeuille and Bobby Allen
all flirted with the idea of signing NHL
contracts and leaving the Heights early
as Marty Reasoner did a year ago. But
in the end, York, who enters his sixth
yearof coachingthe Eagles, with a solid
record of 97-78-18, could breathe easilywith the outcome.
"We are trying to impress upon all
of our players the importance of the
four-year college experience as some?

See EAGLES, B6
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Shields Women's soccer takes two
leads
losses; Powell honored
women 's

golf
team
By

Erik Pierorazio

FOR

THE HEIGHTS

Katie Shields is playing her
best golf ever. Through the past
four tournaments she has been the
top finisherfor theBoston College
women's golf team, taking eighth
place at theVale University Invitational and eighth atthe Dartmouth
Invitational. Shields dominatedthe
Mount Holyoke Invitational just
narrowly missing her first major
victory by two strokes shooting a

76-76-152. Indeed, she has been

playing herbest golf ever, leading
the Eagles and setting a fine example forthe rest of the team.
"Katie's leadership is wonderful and an asset to our team," said
Head Coach Kristen Lindgren.
"She leads by example and helps
out the younger players with their
game."
Shields, a native of Holmdel,
N.J., suffered a knee injury last year
that kept her from competing during her senior year. This was possibly the worst thing that could
have happened during one of the
most crucial times. However, using this to her advantage, she came
to BC for graduate school and is in
her fourth and final year of eligibility, according to NCAA rules.
She has been playing her best and
intends to keep it that way when
the women's golf team goes to the
ECAC Championship this weekend. It will be an intense weekend
for Shields, one thatshe has waited
a longtime for. It will be herchance

.

to show the rest of thecountry how

good she really is.
"She's our captain, our leader,"
Lindgren said. "Katie is the one we
go to when we are down and out
and she always comes through."
The women's golf team has
been getting better andbetter as the
season progresses. They went from
eighth place at the Dartmouth In-

vitational to seventh at the Vale Invitational and to third at the Mount
Holyoke Invitational. As their tee
has steadily improved, so has
Shields, which makes her one of

the players to beat. With her positiveattitude and aggressive style of
attacking the golf course, she has

managed to turn everyone's heads
and stun the ECAC. It is not easy
to overcome a knee injury in general but to come back in top
form and perform even better than
before is incredible. Katie Shields
has managed to dowhat noone expected her to, and she's having a
grand time at it.
The men's golf team meanwhile has been steadily improving
as the season wears down. OnSeptember 30, they tied for fifth place
at the ECAC North/ Northeast
qualifier at the Ralph Myhre Golf
Course at Middlebury College. Because of rain, the qualifier was
shortened to nine holes instead of
?

By

Volleyball gains
momentum

James Sheppard
HEIGHTS

doubled her assist effort from the previous match, registering an outstanding 48 throughout the four games. Of
the four high-scoring killers, freshman
Rachel Bach totaled hercollegiate high
of 14 to lead the way. Sprinkel and ElHag nailed 12 each, while El-Hag dug
out 24balls forthe second lime this season. Schwer had 10 kills to name and
also made 12 digs, producing her seventh double-double of the season.
The following Wednesday, Marist
College invaded the Power Gym and
received a thorough lesson from the
Eagles. BC was led offensively and
defensively by the sophomore Shull,
who stroked nine kills and a team-best
seven digs. She was also one of three
Eagles to serve two aces, along with
Sprinkel and DeLong. BC was down
3-1 in the first game when it tied the
score and then went ahead by one with
Sprinkel behind the line. Then, with
Shull serving, it reeled off a steady barrage of points to take a commanding
12-5 lead. Marist never scored again,
going down 15-s.BCjumpedouttothe
lead in game two, using Schwer's service ace to take a 7-3 lead before a Red
Fox sideout.
It was then Delong's turn to take
over behind the stripe, and she orchestrated a six-point run to close out the
game at 15-7. Marist again fell behind
in the third game, but came back to
make it 5-4 before Sprinkel served the
Eagles to another six-point rally. At that
point it was 10-5, and the Eagles
cruised to a 15-6 victory, winning the
match hy a count o( 3-0.
BC plays game three of its sevengame homestand on Wednesday, October 20 at 8p.m. against Brown Uni-

By David May

STAFF

HEIGHTS

This season it appeared as if the
Boston College women's soccer team
was climbing in full force up into the
top 25. After an impressive shutout victory of Seton Hall, the Eagles were 8-3
and seemed ready to take on a tough
part of their schedule.
The polls had begun to recognize
the play of the Eagles, and now they
had to prove their worth.
The first test would be a game on
the road against Syracuse. This Big East
game would important as both teams
were beginning conference play. After
the first half, the score was tied at zero.
However, in the second half it did not
take long for the Orangewomen to strike
first. Syracuse scored on a quick lob that
went in just under the cross bar. Syracuse scored their second goal with 12
minutes left in the game, and their defense held onto the shutout.
After their tough loss to Syracuse,
BC hosted its cross-town rival, Harvard
University. The Crimson came into the
game with a near perfect record of 8-1
1, andranked number 17in the nation.
BC would have another tough opponent, as Harvard consistently dominates
the Ivy League.
Similar to the game against Syracuse, BC was trailing by one goal.
Harvard freshman Joey Yenne broke the
scoreless tic in the 24th minute of play,
Although Harvard started with a quick
goal and the Boston College defense
played strong following that first goal.
Unfortunately for the Eagles, their
defense could not hang on forever,
Harvard took a two-goal advantage in
the 64th minute. "P-e Crimson kept on
the pressure, and pushed their lead to
4-0, and closed out the game with a
shutout.
Following a tough loss to a very
good Harvardteam, BC had revenge on
their mind as they prepared to play
Villanova University. Last year, the
women's team suffered a disappointing
2-1 loss as Villanova scored a goal in
the 89th .minute of play. The. Eagles
were going to be a dangerous and motivated team coming off two consecutive losses, and with every intention ot
redeeming their loss lo the Wildcats'
last year.
This determined BC squad was not
going to let their losing streak continue.
In the third minute of the game, senior
Mary Guarino found the back ot" the net
early on a pass from sophomore
Meghan Moore. The first goal of the
game was Guarino's 11th on the season.
With a 1-0 lead, BC continued to
pressure Villanova. Junior Katie
Murphy punched the second goal into
the net, which was Murphy's second
goal of the season. Following the example set by Murphy and Guarino.
Jillian Livolsi beat the Wildcat goalkeeper early in the second half. In the
64th minute, senior Janice Collein

-

lir-.IGHTSPHOTO MICHAIT I. MARINO

The women's soccer

team is preparing for the rest of the Big East slate.

scored her first goal of the season.
The offense was the story of the
game against Villanova, but the Eagles"
strong defensive unit has been the key
to the victories. Junior sweeper Sarah
Powell and juniorgoalkeeper Courtney
Schaeffer have led the way on defense
this year. The toughdefensive play combined with a powerful offense has been
difficult for many teams to stop this year.
The hard play ofthe defense can be seen
in the shot charts. The BC defenders
protected Schaefferagainst Villanova by
only allowing 14shots on goal.
Powell was honored with the SoccerAmerica Player of the Week and Big
East Defensive Player of the Week
awards during the first week of October. Powell has had a strong supporting
cast on defense as well.
"Ithink that it is well deserved." said
women's soccer Head Coach Allison
Foley about the awards, "I have said it

all along, I think that she is the best defender in the Big East and one of the
best in the country."
BC had trouble getting onto the
scoreboard in their game against Syracuse, and the same problem would
plague the Eagles against Harvard.
However, their scoring problems were
solved against Villanova in their 4-0
victory. The Wildcats had noanswer for
Schaeffer.
The BC women continue their quest
toward postseason play this week as
they take their game to the road. On
Tuesday, the Eagles play at New Hampshire, follow that up with a game at
Rutgers on Friday, and close out their
week against St. John's on Sunday afternoon. BC now sits at 9-5. and they
are looking to continue their offensive
improvement in order to find themselves
in a good position for the Big East tournament.

The Boston College volleyball
team won its second consecutive match
on Friday night, improving theirrecord
to 9-11. Playing only a few footsteps
away from the men's ice hockey season opener, the women cruised to victory, crushing SUNYAlbany 15-4. 15-3 and 15-0 for a 3-0 victory.
Sophomore Brooke Shull posted 12
kills to lead Eagle attackers for the second straight match. She was one dig
shy of a double-double, nailing nine on
the night. JuniorKristin Sprinkel served
five aces in the second game, including three straight during a 10-pointrun
that put Albany away for good. BC rode
that momentum to a shutout in the final game of the match, where they
committed only one error in 16 attack
attempts. The week did not start out this
friendly for the Eagles, however, as
they finished on the lowerend of a3-0
score. For the second time this season,
they were defeated by the University
of New Hampshire. But all of the
games were close with BC losing 15-11, 15-8and 15-13.
Freshman Lauren Schwer, junior
Julia El-Hag and Sprinkel all managed
to make seven kills, and co-captains
Laura Delong and Kyleen Charlton had
four blocks apiece. Charlton, who is
also the team's setter, made a healthy
24 assists on the night as well. BC rebounded from the loss to defeat Big
East rival Villanova on Saturday. October 9. The Eagles won 3-1. usingtheir
usual balanced offensive attack. Four
women notched double-digit kill totals,
and the setter Charlton finished one shy
with nine. More importantly, she versity.
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the normal 18. There, the top three
teams qualified for the ECAC
Championship, held October 10
and II at Colgate University.
Although BC did not advance
to this tournament as a team, they
did send Pat Dunn to represent the
squad. Dunn led the team, shooting around of 40 for nine holes and

coming in 12th place. Rich
Tilghman. Josh Folkerth and Bob
Gregory all tied for 17th place,
shooting a 41, while Mike Teneglia
came in 36th place with a score of
45.
Meanwhile, on the weekend of
October 3-4 at the Hickory Ridge
Country Club in Amherst, BC took
18th place out of 26 teams. Dunn

and Tilghman, both of whom fired
a 40-36-76, led the Eagles, tying
for 31st place. Gregory came in
84th place, with a score of 40-41-81. The team has one more tournament, the New England Championship, on October 18-19 at the
New Seabury Country Club. They
will try to finish the season instyle.
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It was a Saturday to remember (by the minute) in sports
By

4 p.m., with ihe first pitch coming at approximately4:30 p.m. The game featured
Roger Clemens returning to Boston in
pinstripes to face offagainst his old team
and their probable Cy Young Award winner, Pedro Martinez. Any baseball fan
could not bear to ignore this chilling
drama.
The Boston College-Pittsburgh Big
East football contest started at 5 p.m. For
die-hard football fans, ESPN2 was the
television option for this event.The game
was originally scheduled to begin at 12

Ernie Kappotis

HEIGHTS

EDITOR

Between the Boston College-Pittsburgh home football game and game
three of the riveting American League
Championship Series, Boston College
sports fans enjoyed a full plate ofoptions
on Saturday afternoon.
For fans who did not make their way
to Alumni Stadium, channel clickingbecame a necessity. Fox commenced their
coverageof Yankees and the Red Sox at

p.m., but ESPN2 entered the television
equation at the proverbial last minute, and
the stallingtime was subsequentlymoved
into the late afternoon slot.
The following is a television
spectator's interpretation of an actionpacked sports Saturday in Boston.

4:15 p.m.

the best-of-seven series. Ifthe Curse of
the Bambino is to be broken in 1999, the
Red Sox would have to earn a victory on
Saturday. No team in the history of baseball has evercome back from a 3-0 deficit to win a playoff series.

coverage of Clemens' stroll out to the
pitcher's mound in front of the Fenway
faithful. The live-time Cy YoungAward
Winner and former Red Sox ace was
greeted by a few cheers and several thousand boos.

4:33 p.m.
Martinez strikes out Bernie Williams
to end the top hall ofthe first inning. In a
truly unusual strategy, Fox opts to skip
its first commercial break between halfinnings. The network instead offers live

4:37 p.m.
Jose Offerman leads off the Boston
first inning by tripling into the sundrenched right field corner against
Clemens. Yankees right fielder Paul
O'Neill appears to have had his vision

(approximately)

Martinez and the Boston Red Sox
take the field to emotional applause at
Fenway Park. The New York Yankees
entered the affair carrying a 2-0 lead in

4:40 p.m.
John Valentin drills a Clemens high
fastball into the left field screen for a tworun homer. The Red Sox open up a 2-0
first inning lead.
4:58 p.m.
Martinez strikes out Rickey Ledee to
end New York's half of the second inning. Martinez struck out the side in the
second.
5:00 p.m.
The Boston College-Pittsburghgame
coverage begins on ESPN2. Redshirt
freshman quarterback Brian St. Pierre
prepares to make his first career college
start for the Eagles. Regular starting quarterback Tim Hasselbeck suffered from an
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m

disturbed duringthe play.

injury.
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5:15 p.m.
Nomar Garciaparra rips an RBI
double into the left field corner off
Clemens. After two innings, the Red Sox
lead, 4-0.
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5:31 p.m.
Brian St. Pierre completes a long
pass to Carlton Rowe in the first quarter.
This puts the Eagles into Pittsburgh ter5:34 p.m.
St. Pierre hooks up with Brian Arndt
for a touchdown pass. The Eagles sprint
to a 7-0 first quarter advantage.
At the same time, Clemens is removed from the baseball game in the
third inning after surrendering a wall ball
to Mike Stanley. After officially pitching
only two innings, the "Rocket" is replaced by Hideki Irabu.
5:40 p.m.
Irabu fares no better for theYankees.
Boston designated hitter Brian Daubach
launches a two-run homer around the
Pesky Pole in right field. The Red Sox
extendtheir lead to 6-0 in the third in-
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5:47 p.m.
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Pittsburgh attempts a field goal in the
second quarterof the football game. The
Eagles Jonathan Ordway comes out of
nowhere to block thekick. BC retains its
7-0 lead.
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5:55 p.m.
Martinez continues the laser show at
Fenway. He ends the top of the fourth
inning by blowing away Chili Davis for
his eighth strikeout.
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the need.

5:56 p.m.
The second blocked kick in nine minutes is registered atAlumni Stadium. This
time Pittsburgh deflects John Matich's
field goal attempt for the Eagles. The BC
leadremains 7-0. Moments later Cedric
Washingtonis shown heading toward the
BC locker room with an apparent injury.

AT&T NationalPrePaidWireless.

Just open the box, charge the
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phone and talk.

5:29 p.m.
Martinez strikes out Derek Jeter to
end New York's half of the third inning.
Pedro accumulated six strikeouts over
three innings.
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6:02 p.m.
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Pittsburgh quarterback David
Priestley completes a precise downfield
pass. This puts the Panthers into thered
zone at the Eagles 13-yard line.
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6:09 p.m.
With BC leading 7-3, Eagles tight
end Mike Guazzo drops a long pass attempt from St. Pierre.
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6:14 p.m.
In the fifth inningat Fenway,Darren
Lewis doubles into the right field corner.
Another Red Sox baserunner crosses the
plate and Boston leads, 7-0.
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6:21 p.m.
The Boston scoring barrage continues. John Valentin rips an RBI single to
left field and the Red Sox extend their
lead to 8-0.

6:23 p.m.

Pittsburgh 10, Boston College 7 in
the second quarter.
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Jeter again in the

6:32 p.m.
Martinez X's Paul O'Neill to endthe
top of the sixth inning. Martinez registers 11 strikeouts through six.
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6:30 p.m.
Pedro strikes
sixth inning.

6:40 p.m.
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Halftime at Alumni Stadium. The
numbers of several BC ex-athletes are
retired in a halftime ceremony. An
ESPN2 sideline reporter interviews
Eagles football legend Art Donovan.
Donovan admires the vast renovations on
Lower Campus that have taken place
since his days at the Heights. When asked
if BC felt like home to him, Donovan
responds that he lives in Annapolis. He

See SATURDAY, B4
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Baseball takes over BC A big Saturday
By Adam

Shub

HEIGHTS STAFF

Boston and New York play in
a best-of-seven series for the right
to represent Ihe American League
in the World Series. For the First
time in baseball history, these storied rivals are in themidst of postseason war.

For Red Soxfans it is a golden
opportunity. A chance to redeem
themselves from eight decades of
Yankee domination. "Reverse the
Curse." "Exorcise the Demons."
Call it what you will, since it really doesn't matter.
What does matter is that it's the
Sox and the Yanks. The most heralded rivalry of otfr nation's pastime. However, since the infamous
sale of the Babe, Soxfans haven't
had much to cheer about. With just
six appearances in the World Series since 1918.the Sox have come
up empty. Nothing. Zilch. Zero.
Thanks for playing.
On theother hand, the Yankees
are one of the greatest franchises
in sports history. 24 World Championships. A number unmatched
by any team in any sport. When
Yankee fans recall their most
memorable moments, they are
filled with names like Ruth.
Gehrig and Mantle. When Red
Sox fans recall their most memorable moment, they are filled with
the anguish ofBuckner and Dent.
Certainly Yankee fans cherish
each one of their championships.
It is their goal coming into every
season to win the World Series.
Anything short is considered failure, and Steinbrenner utters threats
to stoke a fireof motivation under
his club.
New York is a solid team. Built
around multiple Cy Young pitchers and a batting order from one
to nine that is as good as any in
the majors. They are led by a wellliked and highly respected manager. Clearly they are heavy favorites.
Boston is also asolid team. It's

.

fj Mm

the Pedro and Nomar show with a
supporting cast of youngsters and
spare parts. Boston has battled
Jough all season and showed their
stripes in their come-from-behind
effort against Cleveland. The Sox
have been underdogs since spring
training, so why should this series
be any different. We're obligated
to refer to it as a match-up of
David vs. Goliath.
The atmosphere created by this
year's ALCS transcends sports.
Debate over which team (and for

as arrogant New Yawkers.
There are fans who feel like
the Sox are merely a formality
a bump in the road, a stepping
stone to another World Series
berth. Isn't it even a little pre?

sumptuous for the Yankees' pitching staff to be takingbatting practice? They are certain their squad
will be playing in the Fall Classic.
It's been ingrained into the
fabric of Red Sox nation to despise the Yankees. For nearly two

in Boston
Continued from B3
then states that partying was the most
memorable aspect ofhis days at Boston
College. Still no word if Art made it
down to the Mods after the game.
At about the same time, this spectator is informed that Papa Gino's will not
deliver to Lower Campus due to the closing of St. Thomas More Drive. Plan B
(codename: Addies) begins to take full
effect as the Tostitos level quicklydrops.
6:59 p.m.
Valentin keeps sizzling in a white
home uniform. The third baseman's RBI
double off the Green Monster puts Boston up a touchdown and a field goal, 10-0, in the seventh inning. Johnny Val collects five more RBI in Game Three.

7:03 p.m.
In the Boston seventh. Garciaparra
delivers a two-run blast over the wall to
put the Red Sox up, 12-0.

Rowers
sports prepare
for the
Charles

7:29 p.m.
The resilient Hasselbeck has replaced St. Pierre and has thrown a
touchdown pass to Dedrick DeWalt.
The game is tied at 13 after the Eagles
miss an extra point. In this minute Chris
Hovan applies heavy pressure on Pitt
quarterback David Priestley and deflects his pass attempt.On the next play,
Priestley is pressured by the BC defense
again and is flagged for intentional
grounding. The third quarter ends.
The Red Sox register their 21 st hit
of the game. That mark represents an
American League Championship Series
record.
7:37 p.m.

Rickey Ledee grounds out to Jose
Offerman at second base to end the
baseball game. Pat Rapp closes the door
on the Yankees in a 13-1 Boston win in
Game Three. Boston slices the New
York series lead in half to 2-1.

7:39 p.m.
cwKrtSYOFmrw.asspoinsuNE.coM

Roger Clemens and Pedro Martinez had differentfates in
Saturday's game.

that matter, which city) has the
edge dominates conversation on
campus. You can't walk from
McElroy to O'Neill Library without seeing Yankees or Red Sox apparel. It's not just avid baseball
fans from Beantown and the Big
Apple debating which is the better team; it's everybody. The series has overtaken the campus to
the point where some people can't
think of anything else.
Red Sox fans hate New York
with a passion. Don't take my
word for it. Tune into sports radio. Between callers asking.
"Who's betta. Nomah or Jetah?",
the radio waves are cluttered with
frustrated Bostonians who balk at
the success of the pinstripers.For
the most part, Sox fans are disgusted with whom they perceive

mm
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generations, the Sox have never
made it over the hump. This bestof-seven can change all of that. If
the Red Sox can manage to overtake New York it would make everything right in the world. The
"Big Dig," who gives a [expletive]! The fact the Bruins are awful and the Celtics couldbe given
a game from the top collegiate
teams wouldn't make a difference.

New York has Torre, Zimmer,
Clemens, Cone, El Duque and
Jeter. Boston has Jimy, Pedro and
Nomar. Oh yeah, let's not forget
the "Curse of the Bambino."
These two teams are steeped with
rich baseball tradition. No matter
which club comes out victorious,
the fans of both cities will no
doubt get their moneys worth.

7:06 p.m.
"The merry-go-round continues,"
informed Fox baseball play-by-play
commentator Joe Buck. The Red Sox
score their final run of the day when
Mike Stanley singles to make the score
13-0in the seventh inning.
7:07 p.m.
BC frustration builds in the second
half. Pedro Cirino throws a Pitt player
down onto the turf while out of bounds
after a play. The safety gets flagged for
a personal foul.
7:14 p.m.

Pittsburgh is in business
six-yard line.

at

'

7:22 p.m.

Pittsburgh 13, Boston College 7 in
quarter. St. Pierre completes a
to Crittenden,

7:44 p.m.
Hasselbeck converts a crucial firstdown pass.

8:01 p.m.
Hasselbeck continues the comeback effort by completing another big
pass.

8:12 p.m.

John Matich misses his third field

goal attempt ofthe game, a 50-yard try.
Pittsburgh still leads, 16-13,

the BC

| $

7:15 p.m.
.\_t
The Yankees avoid a shutoiitwhen
Scott Brosius homers off Tom Gordon.
TheRed Sox lead 13-1 in the eighth.

the third
big pass
receiver.

Pittsburgh 16, Boston College 13
in the fourth quarter.

the senior wide

8:23 p.m.

Hasselbeck rallies the Eagles to a
game-winning score with less than two
minutes remaining in the game. Dedrick
DeWalt hauls in his second touchdown
pass of the contest on a Hasselbeck
bomb. The Eagles waltz off the field
with a 20-16 comeback victory over

Pittsburgh.

8:25 p.m.
The mad dash for Addie's begins.

By

Ernie Kappotis

HEIGHTS EDITOR

TheBoston College rowing team
is preparing for the pinnacle event of
theirfall season. This weekend marks
the 1999 edition of the Head of the
Charles River regatta. This race features colleges andclubs from all over
the nation. Several international contingents also make their way to Boston on an annual basis to showcase
their talents on the waves of the historic river.
The Eagles are scheduled to participate in five events this weekend.
Junior varsity competition commences on Saturday at around 1 p.m.
All varsity eight-man races will be
held on Sunday. Sunday's action also
includes single, doubleand four-man
races.
Seniorrower Michael DiPierro is
the captain of the BC men's lightweightsquad. He is also the president
of the rowing student board at BC. In
his fourth year of rowing at BC,
DiPierro has become quite familiar
with the Charles River. "Every day
werow on the Charles," he said. However, the Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
native has been flexing the oars for
seven years."Crew pretty much commands," said DiPierrowhile explaining therole that rowing has played in
his college career. "You lead almost
a separate life," he added.
Rowers are generally silent warriors who go about their business
without much complaint. However,
many of the daily exercises of these
athletes should not go unnoticed. To
be a member of the BC crew team,
you have to be a disciplinarian in every sense of the word. St. Ignatius of
Loyola must be smiling over some of
these competitors. "You have practice

See CHARLES, B5
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Men's soccer battles the Big East
By Dave

LaMattina

HEIGHTS STAFF

Even on paper, it was obvious that
the men's soccer team would have a
tough week. Coming off of a tough 1 -0
loss to conferencerival Georgetown, the
Eagles returned home with games
against dominant conferenceopponents
West Virginia and St. John's University
looming on the horizon. Winless in
three games, a homecoming against an
8-3-1 Mountaineer squad provided a
chance for the Eagles to either rebound
or sink deeper into their mid-season

slump.

It looked as if the team would end
their skid against one of the Big East's
premier teams, but the West Virginia
Mountaineers came to the Heights with
nothing but victory on their minds.
Kevin Boyd, the Eagles' leading scorer
for the past two seasons, got the team
off to a quick start when, only minutes
into the second half, he buried a cross
from sophomore Chris Cleary. The goal
would prove to be the lone strike for
the Eagles that afternoon.
Clinging to the lead, the team came
out on their heels to a powerful West
Virginia unit. Stealing a play from the
Eagles' playbook, Abdul Caulker took
only three minutes in the second half
before finishing an AndyKoenig cross
to knot things up at 1-1. The game
would remain even for the rest of the
half, but there was no shortage of action on the Newton field.
The Eagles, spearheaded by Cleary,
Casey Schmidt and Bobby Thompson,
had some greatchances. Thompson had
perhaps the afternoon's best chance
when Cleary knocked a ball over the
top of the Mountaineer defense. The
ball, intended for a leaping Schmidt,
sailed too high and found the foot of
Thompson. Volleying the ball out of the
air, Thompson's laser was just right of
goalkeeper Mish Sapsai.
Minutes later, an almost identical
play left Thompson alone in the middle,
but his one-time rip yielded the same
result. Schmidt and his now-famous
ability to find the back of the net almost led the Eagles to victory when he
broke free towards the West Virginia
net, but Sapsai made a phenomenal save
team with
nothing to show for their offensive flare.

|&
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Freshman Casey Schmidt is shown in action against St. John's on Friday afternoon
The Mountaineers had their share
of attempts,but the stellar second half
defense from Andrew Stein, Paul
Bourke and Paul Cornoni was enough
to send the game into overtime. With a
few minutes remaining, the ball was
placed at the feet of a Mountaineer forward that took off on a partial
breakaway. Cornoni chased him down,
turned him away from the net and let
Stein clear the ball while he tended his
man. Chris Hamblin, the Eagle's threeyear fixture in net, had another strong
game. Making several key saves, he and
the defense appearedready to end the
winless drought.

Overtime proved differently.

Only minutes into the sudden-death

overtime, freshman Mountaineer Guido
Cristofori tore away from the Eagle
defense and put the ball past Hamblin,
sending West Virginiainto a frenzyand
the Eagles to the ground in defeat.The
match was a solid game against one of
the topranked teams in the Big East,
but it was still a conference loss.
Desperately needing a win to lift
morale, the Eagles hoped for a better
outcomeagainst non-con ferenee opponent
on Qctorier
Irriniediately,though, they found themselves on

11.

the defensive end when the Brown
Bears found their way to the BC net.
However, they weregreeted by the continued strong play of Bourke and the
Eagle defense. Brown threatened early
when Ryan Smith touched a rocket to
the left ofa diving Hamblin. The Eagles
regrouped and turned the momentum
around en route to a 3-0 shutout.
The scoring started when BC's fiery 57" transfer Jorgen Lie fed a perfect lead ball to Schmidt, whocollected
the ball with little opposition. On the
break, Schmidt chipped a ball over
Brown's keeper, Peter Mahoney. The
crowd thought that Schmidt had fired
it over the net andreleased a collective
sigh of disappointment but heknew
better and celebrated as the ball gently
floated into the back of the net.
Minutes later, an animated Cleary
created a breakaway and neatly tucked
the ball in the goal as if it were a daily
routine. Cleary. whose celebrations are
always energy-packed, pulled his shirt
over his head and ran toward the crowd.
The offensive barrage continued in
the second half, creating an extremely
entertaining match for the hometown
crowd. Cleary showed the offensive
Hare of a Brazilian striker with his flaw?

less flicks and through balls. He created a wonderful opportunity for Thompson on a give and go, but Thompson was under heavy pressure and his
shot was saved. Cleary's passing continued to terrorize the Bears when a
great lead pass allowed Schmidt to use
his breakaway speed and chip the ball
over the lanky Mahoney, giving the
Eagles their third and final goal.
Unity wasn't enough to take a nationally ranked St. John's team. The October 15 game was more like a game of
chess than a Division-1 soccer match.
The Eagles, the obvious underdog,
came out ready to defend against a
highly touted offense. St. John's spent
most of the half in the offensive /one.
While the Red Storm played in front of
Hamblin and the BC defense, the

Eagles couldn't string together enough
passes to get a quality chance.
Kelly's defensive strategy worked
for the first half, but the Eagles showed
signs of breaking down only five minutes into

the second, when St. John's
Medufia Kuelgo ripped a shot toward
Hamblin's right. He made the initial
diving save, but almost lost the ball as
it slipped behind him. In a desperation
attempt, he reached back and made a

Rowers to
ride the
Charles

huge save on the kick.
Thesecond half continued like the
first until a through ball connected with
St. John's forward Pablo Budna, who
one-touched the ball into the top of the
net. The textbook play left a soaring
Hamblin no chance.
Once the Red Storm converted on
an opportunity, the game drastically
opened up. As the Eagles pushed for
the equalizer, the Red Storm sat back
and waited for an opportunity to strike
again. With four minutes left in the
game, Oscar Arauz lofted a pass to Jeff
Mateo. The pass created a one-on-one
with Hamblin, and Mateoknocked the
ball to the far post,giving the Red Storm
the insurmountable two-goal lead.
With all of the additional firepower
of recruits as well as transfers such as
Lie, the role of previous goal-scoring
leader Kevin Boyd has changed from
striker to a defensivemidfielder. Coach
Ed Kelly saw that though Boyd is valuable up front, "he's not the fastest kid
in the world."The speed from the fresh
faces up front allowed Boyd to move
to the back where he is more valuable.
"He's very good in the air. He's got
very good feet, and he's big, so he's deceptive in his running. He doesn't have
blazing speed, but if he keeps his work
rate up... he's very difficult to defend,"
Kelly said.
Though Boyd may be difficult to
defend, it is almost more difficult to get
by him. His 63" frame provides a near
impenetrable obstacle for oncoming
forwards and allows him to win balls
in the air, a valuable asset to the team.
As if that weren't enough, his
physical play has the ability to change
the momentum of a game. "Boydie"
tackles hard, using every inch of his
huge body to get the ball, forcing the
opposition to back off or end up with
some severe bruises.

OrangemenblankEagles
The men's soccer team fell
to Syracuse, 3-0, on Sunday afternoon on Newton Campus.
Each team posted 16 shots
on the afternoon. Eagle
netminder Chris Hamblin made
six saves in the loss.
The Eagles now stand at 4-7-1 on the season. They will
play host to Dartmouth on
Thursday, October 21 at 3 p.m.

Continued from B4
early in the morning," shared DiPierro.
"You're always looking for sleep." In
order to participate on the lightweight

level, you must weigh only 165pounds.
The average weightof each rower in a
lightweight boat typically cannotexceed 160 pounds.
"You hear stories about wrestlers
running around in trash bags to lose
weight. That's basically what we do,"
laughedDiPierro.
When the Eagles arrive on the
shore of the Charles River on Saturday, they will be entering a realm of
competition farmore intense than they
are used to. Like all other BC squads,
this team has set the bar high."We are
looking to place within five percent of
the winners or in the top 10 of all the
finishers," said DiPierro.
BC men's crew has already competed in two eventsthis fall. Theywere
able to earn avictory in the Textile Regatta in Lowell. In that contest, the
Eagles overcame efforts by opponents
like Massachusetts and Holy Cross.
Later in the season, BC traveled to
Middletown, Connecticut torow in the
Head of the Connecticut. According to
DiPierro, that particular race did not
play out quite as expected. However,
the Eagles remain confident that they
will display their "A" game this weekend.
The BC men's squad showcases
other seniors. John McKenna,
DiPierro's roommate, is a lightweight
co-captain. The heavyweight men's
squad features seniors John Dziedzic
(captain), James Loftus, Matt
Houtsma, Tamara Deßosa and Mark

Underbill.
The BC womenrowers are a young

squad with only two seniors. Sarah

Lynch and Robin Miller lead the team
as co-captains. DiPierro classifies this
season as a rebuilding campaign for
them. However, theyare also expected
to mightily compete this weekend.
If weget good weather next weekend and you crave the fresh air of an
autumn day in Boston, you may just
want to hop on the B Line and camp

I

out down at the Charles.
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Did you ever want to live in O'Connell House?
or Plan the Middlemarch Ball?
Now's your opportunity to do both!
O'Connell House is currently searching for a new
Publicity Manager!!
Interested? Then, pick up an application in JVEcElroy 141.
They are due no later than 4PIVT on Friday, October 22nd.

Don't miss out on this chance of a lifetime!
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Eagles fly into

BC defeats
Bowling Green

season as

nation's best
Continued from Bl
thing that should be very, very difficult
to giveup," explained York. 'The price
tag on that experience and the degree
you get in four years outweighs the
chance to leave to go professional ...
It's a constant battle because the pros
are saying 'sign with us, you can always

go back to school.'I think Mike Mottau,
Blake Bellefeuille and Bobby Allen really feel very comfortable here and are
going to get a good dugree out of it. We
were excited about those choices."
But the Eagles will also focus on
not stumbling out ofthe gate as they did
last season. Even though the Eagles are
a fixture in the Frozen Four, they hovered around .500 at the mid-point of the
season. The leadership of Captains
Mottau, Gionta and Bellefeuille will try
to prevent another slow start.
"You want the team to improve,"
said York. "You are never a finished
product early. You want tokeep improving and getting better as the season goes
on. You certainly wantto be as good as
you can early and neverpeak until the
very end of the season."
The strength of the team appears to
just be the whole team. The offense is
as potent as can be found in any college
program, the defense can do it all, and
Clemmensen was terrific down the
stretch last season. Sprinkle in a talented
freshman like Krys Kolanos and any
loss will be a disappointment for the
Eagles. Here's a look at the Eagles by

position:

Forward
York has the comfort of keeping his
lines almost completely together from
the ones that clicked at the end of last
season. Gionta will again play with
Bellefeuille, who exhibited a sniper's
touch after being paired with the nifty
playmaker near the middle of last season. Gionta and Bellefeuille combined
for 109 points last season. Kolanos will
fill the wing void left by the graduated
Andy Powers on the Eagles' top line.
Gionta (27 goals and 33 assists in
98-99) has an excellent chance of bringing the Hobey Baker Award, hockey's

By

Caroline Brancatella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Could this be

version of the Heisman Trophy, to BC.
As a junior, Gionta will be keyed on and
pounded by opponents evenmore than
he was in his previous two seasons, but
York says the 5-7 dynamois ready.
"He's increased his strength over the
summer underour strength coach, John
Whitesides," said York. "I think he is
really a notch stronger and I think that
will make a difference in the physical
aspect of the game."

"It's a constant battle
because thepros are
saying 'sign with us,
you can always go back
to school. * I think Mike
Mottau, Blake
Beliefeuille and Bobby
Allan really feel very
comfortable here and
are going to get a good
degree out ofit"
Head Coach Jerry York
?

Kolanos has been impressive in the
initial steps of his college career. He
scored a hat trick against Queens College and followed that with a two point
night againstBowling Green. Of course,
playing with Gionta and Bellefeuille
will make any freshman look good.
"He started very, very quickly for a
freshman," said \ork. "He's very
coachable. I think he's listened to his
upper classmen and learned from them.
He's gaining a lot of respect around here
for his ability to play the game. I think
our Conte faithful are really going to
like him."
Farkas, perhaps the Eagle with the
most explosive offensiverepertoire, will
play on exactly the same line that helped
him score 32 goals last season, topis in
the nation. He will center junior Mike
Lephart and sophomore Jeff Giuliano,
both of whom have shown flashes of

the year? The BosCollege hockey team certainly
didn't show any signs that it wasn't
with a 5-2 victory over the Bowling
Green Falcons on Friday night.
Jeff Farkas. college hockey's top
returning goal scorer, lived up to the
title ashe assisted on the first and fourth
goals of the night and scored the last
only 42 seconds after his assist.
Despite the score, Bowling Green
freshman goalie Tyler Masters had 41
saves in his first NCAA hockey game.
Coming off their second straight
Hockey East tournamentchampionship
as well as a second consecutive trip to past Clemmensen.
Clearly not happy with only a one
the Frozen Four, BC can boast a ranking of number one in the U.S. College goal lead, the Eagles spent the final
minute of the second period trying to
Hockey On-line Poll in addition to being unanimously elected to Hockey get into scoring position in front of
Bowling Green goalie Masters. But, it
East's number one pre-season spot.
"We may be ranked number one," was to no avail, as the buzzer went off
Head Coach Jerry York said, "but you'd with the score still reading 3-2.
The Eagles came into the third pebetter earn it." York setabout doingjust
that against the team that he coached riod looking to increase their lead, and
for 15 years prior to returning to his they were successful, largely due to the
alma mater.
efforts of Farkas. Perhaps energized
Both teams came onto theice with by the growing student crowd that
a slowness that might be expected in made its voice heard in the third, albeit
the first game of the season. The first in cheers for the Red Sox, Mike Lephart
shot past Masters after taking the puck
17 minutes of the first period saw several scoring chances forthe Eagles, but from Farkas. Energized by the Lephart
they couldn't capitalize until Jeff goal, Farkas decided to score one of his
Giulianofinally put itin the netat 17:43 own, from nearly the same spot on the
ice.The goal, assisted by Marty Hughes
with the help of Farkas. The celebration was short-lived, though, as Bowland Mottau (his second assist of the
ing Green jammed the front of the net night), whizzed past both Masters and
a minute and twenty seconds later al- the defender standing in front of him.
Farkas surpassed his coach on the
lowing center Zach Ham to slip the
BC's all time scoring list. York has 134
puck past Clemmensen.
Both teams came out for the secand Farkas now has 135, a number that
ond period ready to make a change in is sure to grow. York joked that he
the tied score, however, the lights over should have benched Farkas in the
the ice in Conte Forum suddenly third.
He also commented, "I thought that
dimmed a minute and a half into the
period, causing a 15-minute delay of Bowling Green gave us all we could
game. The pause didn't seem to do handle," he added "I don't think the
much harm to the Eagles' rhythm, shot discrepancy (79-40) was indicathough, as freshman Krys Kolonas' tive of the game. We had to work for
shot lit up the lamp at 3:36. He was it."
assisted by Bellefeuille and Gionta. A
As for the season, Farkas said, there
first-year player. Kolanos wears Marty are greater things in mind. "We're not
Reasoner's number 11, a coincidence playing for individual awards, we're
that may be a harbinger of good things playing for one goal. That's to win an
NCAA championship."
to come, as evidenced by his goal and
ton
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Freshman Krys Kolanos starred against Bowling Green.
becoming big-time players for the
Eagles.
"He's had his best training camp

...

in his four years at BC." York said of
Farkas. "I expect a banner yearfrom Jeff
both in the locker room and on the ice.
He's a dynamic, dynamic offensive
payer and a very strong defensive

player."

The Eagles also boast a group of
players in the bottom two lines who are
more physical players, the grinders it
takes to win in Hockey East. Players like
Tony Hutchins, Kevin Caulfield and
Ales Dolinar will complement BC's big
guns with size, strength and the occasional scoring punch. Highly-regarded
freshman Jeremy Wilson will vie for
time as well.
Defense
The Eagle defense has matured into
one of die best in the country. Mottau is
an All-American who plays tenacious
defense and silky smooth offense. He
dished 39 assists and scored three goals
last season. A draft pick of the New York
Rangers, Mottau will take on the
captain's role as well this season.
"I think he's had a major bearing
on the successwe have hadover the past
few seasons." said York. "He is one of
the key. key people in our whole program. He is well respected by our players and coaches and he will play a major role again for us this season...He is
definitely one of the best players I have

ever coached. When you put the whole
thing together the talent, the persona,
the leadership
he is really a special
?

?

player."

Joining Mottau on the blue line will
be another emerging star in Allen. The
two will probably not play together on
a regular basis, but will quarterback the
power play and be on the ice come
crunch time.
But the talent doesn't end there.
Marty Hughes is a sound defender with
great skating skills and nice offensive
moves. Brooks Oipik developed over
last season and Rob Sender! simply
doesn't make mistakes. Freshman Bill
Cass could be a pleasant suiprise.
Goaltending

Scott Clemmensen played over
2.500 minutes for the Eagles and his tremendous play was responsible for the
Eagles" wins over Northern Michigan
and North Dakota in the NCAA tournament. He posted 2.87 goals above
average and a 26-12-4 record for BC last
year.
Freshman Tim Kelleher will give
York a serviceable, if not impressive,
backup to Clemmensen. This will allow
Clemmensen more rest.
"Scott is definitely our number-one
goalie and has been for the past two season, but we are going to give Tim a
chance [and] give Scott some rest," said
York. "I think that will benefit our whole
team."

assist in his first turnout on (he ice in
an Eagles uniform.
Continuing its attack, BC fired off
several shots without getting one in. But
when Bowling Green's Left Winger
Curtis Valentine was called for slashing, Kevin Caulfield was able to take
advantage of the power play and score
what would prove to be the winning
goal at 7:47, assisted by Bobby Allen
and Mike Mottau.
Nonetheless, BC's two-goal lead
did not last. With Bowling Green at a
two-man advantage due to Jeremy Wilson and Rob Scuderi's two-minute tenures in the box for roughing and delay
of game, respectively, Bowling Green
sped down the ice and slapped a shot
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Local boy Allen makes good for BC
Continued from Bl
defenseman was born. When waking at
5 a.m. for practice became his daily regimen, a star was born. (And beyond honing his hockey, those years ofearly mornings have well prepared him for his eight
o'clock class this semester.)
Allen took his skills to Cushing
Academy, a boarding school in
Ashburnham in central Massachusetts.
He immediately emerged as a potent
weapon, collecting 53 points in his first
twoseasons. The summer after his sophomore season. Allen was recognized as the
"Best Pro Prospect" at Boston's Hockey
Night. In his junioryear. Cushing skated
to a 25-1 record and the New England
Private-Prep Tournament championship.
As a senior. Allen tallied 44 points, en
route to earning the Boston Globe 1997
Prep Player of the Year. Throughout his
high school career, he played on U.S.
Select Teams that took him to Germany
and Japan.
An issue of Spoils Illustrated in the
fall of his senior year featured Allen as
the Old Spice Athlete of the Month.
Evander Holyfield graced that issue's
cover, while the high school star was on
the inside.
"I look my fairshare of jokesabout
that."Allen laughed.
Just like that, the kid from Hull had
become the best prep defenseman in the
nation and there would be no SI jinx in
this case.
As Allen sifted through the dozens
of offers that came his way. the three finalists were right in his backyard,
Harvard was appealing to Allen, a marketing major who was an honor roll student at Cushing. Boston University
caught his interest for a while. But the
Allen family tree had its roots in Chestnut Hill. A cousin of the Allen family.
Bob Ferriter. donned maroon and gold
from 1973-1977. serving as the captain
in his senior season. WhenAllen saw the
school and met Head Coach Jerry York,
he was sold on his future as an Eagle,
choosing BC over BU.
"When I was recruited, the decision
[to come here] was easy." Allen said.
York didn't stop with the addition of
the blue chip defenseman. The coach assembled one of the greatest recruiting
classes in the history of the program, in-

When he arrived.Allen was tempted
his hand at being a two-sport star.
BC's own Bo Jackson. Big league scouts
had taken notice of Allen as a catcher on
the Cushing baseball team. But. undoubtedly to York's relief. Allen decided to
concentrate solely on hockey.
"I thought about playing [baseball]
here, but I realized it would be way too
tough on my time," he said.
So he took to the ice. and. following
a 15-19-4 seasonbefore his arrival, the
learn took off. As BC fans know, York
isn't one to break in talent slowly. During Allen's freshman season, the young
Eagles got plenty of on-the-job experience. York's faith was proven justified,
as BC surpassed any and all expectations.
putting together a magical run that included the Hockey East championship
and a place in the national semifinals.
Allen had an outstanding season, stabilizingthe defense, posting 28 points and
coming up big on the power play.
Of course, it was fitting that Allen
and his BC teammates valiantly battled
for the national championship against
Michigan at the FleetCenter. on a night
when the bounce ofa puck just wouldn't
go their way. Allen had a stellar game
against the Wolverines, but was forced
to miss the end of the third period and
overtime because of a nagging shoulder
to try

injury.
"That whole last month was like a
blur, playingin my hometown. It would
havebeen much sweeter with a win," he

said.
That mi to the FleetCenter also
marked a change in the landscape of BC
sports. Kelley Rink became the place to
be. putting the support of BC hockey on
par with those of their Hockey East rivals.
"When I was recruited to BC, we
didn't have too many fans. Now, 1 can't
say enough about our student body. We
can see the gold shirts from the ice. I'm
speaking for all my teammates when 1
say we appreciate it." Allen said.
After his freshman season. Allen's
name was high on the list of many NHL
scouts. When hisphone rang on draft day.
it was a dream calling. The Bruins, his
hometown team, landed the hallmark of
Boston hockey with their second round
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Allen has been a big
These Eagles weren't able to sneak
up on anyone any more. As the squad
dealt with heightened expectations and
top billing in the national rankings, they
learned that a return to the Frozen Four
wouldn't be easy. The Eagles played
through aregular season lacedwith some
bumpsin the road, but again theyrose to
the occasion in the clutch. BC entered a
fierce field in the Hockey East Tournament,cast in the shadows of New Hampshire and Maine. But two memorable victories a 3-2 semifinal victory over
Maine and a 5-4 classic over UNH gave
trje Eagles another hard-fought conferciivc tine.
"The UNH final had so much emotion in it," Allen said. "By the second
lace.

-

pick.

"That was one of the best days of my
BiiajiJiijjujA.aiid, Jjjfe J.isStilj&U K av£ Bicked better see
iiiiiiu,' Alien sum.
Allen's focus, however,remained on
defensemen Marty Hughes and Rob
Scuderi,
his BC career, which had taken ona new

'

*

-

part of the resurgence

period, we were running on adrenaline.
To win a thriller like that, that's the best
feeling in sports."
That tournament wasn't the last time
that the Eagles saw their two conference
rivals. The three top teams in Hockey East
ventured west to Anaheim for the FrozenFour. BC held a lead for most of the
game, but the Black Bears of Maine came
back and scored a 2-1 overtime victory,
en route to the national championship.
Following the season, many of the
Eagles' core players like Allen. Gionta,
MikeMottau and Jeff Farkas couldhave
said their good-byes to BC and moved

-

vii iv

-

die I-JIIL. Bui, icLOgrUzmg liow

close they have come to achieving their
dream, the team hasremained intact for

ofBC hockey over the last few years.

1999-2000. The Eagles aren't planning team and a cog in the whole machine we
on the laurels of the last two years. have here," York said.
"With everyone coming back, turnAllen knows thatthe Bruins can wait.
For now, he's not thinkingabout the pros.
ing down some big opportunities, wereally are a team. We care about each As one dream looms in the future, another."Allen said. "We're best friends on other stares at him in the present.
the ice and off In my years here at BC,
"We're pumped. We're really optiI've met the greatest group of guys I've mistic." Allen said. "It's understood that
[the national championship! is our goal.
everbeen associated with."
York has witnessed his prized recruit We want to win the Beanpot. finish first
develop into an integral part of the in Hockey East, win the Hockey East
Eagles" quest to win the national title for championship and then finish it off with
the first time since 1949.
the national championship."
"I think he's just gotten better and
Now that would be unbelievable.
training
camp,
better. In
he started out But. with Bobby Allen wearing maroon
jusTwheretic left oFßast season; as cer- "and gold;me~dream of a national chamtainly one of the premier defensemen in
immediately becomes more
the country. He will be a mainstay of our believable.
torest
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Hasselbeck plays the role of hero Eagles rallyfor
Big East win
Continued from Bl
four-yard touchdown pass to senior

tight-end Bryan Arndt late in the first
quarter.

Aside from that drive, Pittsburgh
managed to hold BC's normally potent
offense at bay for much of the game.
Tailbacks Rowe and junior Cedric
Washington (who suffered a sprained
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Tim Hasselbeckrelieved the injured St. Pierre and engineered BC's winning touchdown drives.
By Dave LaMattina
HEIGHTS STAFF

Though the cheers that erupted
from Alumni Stadium in the third quarter were generated by the Red Sox's
humbling of the mighty Yankees, they
may as well have been for the play of
Tim Hasselbeck.
Though Hasselbeck held the ball
for kicker John Matich, the Eagles'
starting quarterback was slated to remain on the bench. Due to a partiallyseparated shoulder Hasselbeck received
in lastweek's loss to Temple, Brian St.
Pierre, in his first collegiate start, had
planned on standing in for first string
Hasselbeck, but fate would write a different ending to this game.
In a crucial conference match-up
against the Pittsburgh Panthers, the ball
fell into the hands of the freshman St.
Pierre. He started out confidently, but
it appeared that running back Cedric
Washington would be the focal point
ofthe Eagles' offense. ThePanthers had
prepared for this strategy and immediately stifled Washington and the Eagles,
forcing St. Pierre to go to the passing
game in the team's first drive.When he
couldn't find his receivers and the Pitt
defense was crashing the gates, St.
Pierre had no other option than to
scramble and rush for nine yards. St.
Pierre's first run would be one of his
seven rushing attempts for a total of 70

tempt a kick from the 44-yard line. Pitt's

MarkPonko blocked thekick and Amir
Purifoyrecovered it, ignitinga momentum shift that found the Panthers atop
the scoreboard, 10-7.
With an injured Hasselbeck watching from the side, the Eagles tried to
get back at the running game that led
the team to victory in the season's first
four games. Missing their go-to
runningback forced the team toexplore
new options. Like in the first quarter,
St. Pierre found himselfrunning and
running well. It wasn't until the third
quarter that Pitt figured out how to stop
him. Demond Jibson leveled a thundering hit on a scrambling St. Pierre,
leaving the red-shirted freshman with
a concussion, and the Eagles without a
?

fidence as he tested Pitt deep. Still, the
offense couldn't get the ball where it
needed to be. After the Eagles punted
the ball, a quick, scoreless Pitt possession put the game in Hasselbeck's
hands.
Hasselbeck was put under immediate pressure. The Panthers broke
through the Eagle offensiveline and left
Hasselbeck to scramble for a few yards.
Where other quarterbacks would have
sacrificed yardage for their body, the
wounded Hasselbeck fought off the
rush and, despite the defenseman that
clung tohis jersey,released a first down
pass to Bryan Amdt. The play sparked
the offense on their final drive.
Hasselbeck tossed a pass to Rowe
for a first down on the Pitt 30-yard line,

...

"/ was reallypumped upfor this. I wantedto start
when Ifound out thatI wasn V going to start thegame I
was so depressedthatJ didn t evenfeel like 1 was going
into afootball game,"Hasselbecksaid.

healthy starting quarterback.
It was a scene full of dramatic potential that even the lowest-budget Hollywood sports flick couldn't script.
Hasselbeck's return went rather unnoticed, as he completed only one pass to
Dedrick DeWalt before BC was forced
to punt the ball. Pitt converted a field
yards.
goal attemptand the Eagles were down
On the Eagles' third possession, St. by six. Thedismal situation was quickly
Pierre hurled a 33-yard pass to Carlton reversed when Hasselbeck hurled a long
Rowe. Washington and Pierre rushed pass to Jamal Burke that was flagged
for a combined 19 yards before St. for interference. The Eagles set up shop
Pierre's four-yard toss found Bryan on their own 48 and went to work.
Amdt in the end zone, giving the Eagles Hasselbeck fired a 14-yardpass to wide
the lead for the remainder of the first receiver Derrick Crittenden. One play
later, he hurled a 35-yard bomb to an
quarter.
The mental errors and bad breaks open DeWalt who was waiting in the
end zone for a touchdown. Lady Luck
that have plagued the Eagles this season seemed ready to pounce in the sec- continued to torment the team when the
ond quarter. After the Eagles' Jonathan Panthers blocked the usually routine
Ordway blocked an 18-yard field goal extra point and the game stayed tied at
13.
attempt, St. Pierre led the team 63 yards.
The drive was successful until WashAt the same time, Pitt's own secington, the heartand soul of the Eagles' ond quarter substitute, quarterback
running game, was brought down hard David Priestly, terrorized the Eagles'
on the turf. Washington turned hisankle defense. His cannon led to a 61-yard
on the play and left the game indefi- pass to Latef Grim on a third and 25
nitely. Without him, Boston College conversion. Their connection once
couldn't break into the red zone and againput the Eagles in the hole, 16-13.
Matich was brought on the field to atHasselbeck continued to show con-

but a holding penalty knocked the
Eagles back 10 yards. On third and 10,
Hasselbeck completed a pass to Amdt
to keep the drive alive. Another pass to
DeWalt put the Eagles in field goal
range, but the team wasn't looking for
an overtime thriller. After an incomplete
pass on second and one, Hasselbeck
showed nosigns of injury as he plunged
through the Pitt defense on a quarterback sneak that gave the Eagles a crucial first down.
The Hasselbeck-DeWalt express
looked to connect for the game's winning touchdown, but Hasselbeck
slightly underthrew DeWalt and the
Eagles remained behind. With the clock
under two minutes and continually ticking, it was time for someone to be a
hero.
As Head Coach Tom O'Brien said
after the game, "For once we made a
play when we needed a play."
That play would look remarkably
like the flawed one that occurred moments before. Showing confidence and
poise under pressure, Hasselbeck
dropped back in the pocket. Stellar
blocking by the offensive line gave him
plenty of time to look downfield.
Hasselbeckreleased the 36-yard game-

winning touchdown pass that landed
right in DeWalt's hands.
Hasselbeck's bomb can be attributed not only to skill, but trust in
DeWalt. "Ded works just as hard as
anyone on this football team, but he
hasn't been getting the touchdowns he's
been expecting this year," Hasselbeck
said. "I knew that when it was crunch
time and the guys are pressing
he
would make the play."
Aftera tremendous defensive stand
that saw Pitt fall to fourth and 28, all
the Eagles had to do was run out the
clock. Appropriately, the ball was in the
hands of Hasselbeck, the game's obvious star, when the whistle blew.
The victory was key both in standings and emotion, but one of the most
important things that BC and O'Brien
learned is the resiliency of Tim
Hasselbeck. "Every time he got hit, I'd
wince thinking that he was going to
come out, but I asked him and he said
he wastine. ?
Hasselbeck played like a mythic
figure and his injury seemed toenhance
his game. The longpasses he completed

...

ankle in the second quarter) were held
to a combined total of 39 yards, and St.
Pierre was the team's leading rusher
with 62 yards onseven carries. As aresult, BC had to settle for two long field
goal attempts by senior place-kicker
John Matich, the first too short and the
second blocked, as their only chances
to score in the first half. In addition,
Matich had an extra point blocked in
the third quarter and missed a 50-yard
field goal in the fourth quarter.
"The field goal team is a comedy
of errors right now," O'Brien said.
Pittsburgh dominated the time of
possession, holding the ball for nearly
twice as long as BC did in the first half.
Wide receivers Latef Grim and Bryant
tore apart BC's secondary, as both had
well over 100 yards receiving. The two
keyed a second quarter 67-yard drive
thatresulted in a three-yard touchdown
pass to Panther tight-end Kirk
McMullen, as both caught crucial thirddown receptions to continue the drive.
But the Panthers' running game
fared much worse, collecting a total of
only 45 yards on 33 carries, averaging
barely over one-yard per carry. Hovan
seemed to live in Pitt's backfteld, making several tackles behind the line of
scrimmage. O'Brien credited Hovan's

yards, meaning the Panthers were in
prime position to score touchdowns but

could not.punch the ball into the end
zone. Thethird-quarter field goalto put
Pitt up 13-7 was directly caused by a
crucial false start penalty that pushed
the Panthers back to BC's 11-yard line.
As aresult, BC managed to stay in the
game when the Eagles could very easily have been blown out.
Following St. Pierre's concussion in
the third quarter, Hasselbeck, not starting because of a sore shoulder, was
called into duty. Using a vast array of
receivers, especially tight ends,
Hasselbeck was able to move the ball
up the field somewhat easier than his
younger counter-part.
In his first full series of the game,
Hasselbeck marched BC down the field
to eventhe score at 13.Aided by a passinterference call that moved the ball to
the45-yard line, Hasselbeck, sore shoulder and all, hit senior Derrick Crittenden
fora 14-yardcompletion, and two plays
later,found DeWalt for a 35-yard touchdown pass. Matich's extra point was
blocked, keeping the score even at 13.
For the first time all year, tight ends
played a key role in the passing game.
Arndtcaughtsix passesfor 88 yardsand
one touchdown, while senior Mike
Guazzo and juniorRobert Ellis each had
keyreceptions in the game. In total, the
group had over 100 yards worth of re-

ceptions.

"I'vebeen waiting for this for three
years," said the Pittsburgh native Arndt,
who cited a Pitt Coach WaltHarris quote
questioning the toughness of Pittsburgh
natives as motivation throughout his
entire BC career.

and the confidence he showed have

been missing from the last few games.
What was Saturday's difference?
"I was really pumped up for this. I
wanted tostart... when I found out that
I wasn't going to start the game I was
so depressed thatI didn't even feel like
I was going into a football game,"
Hasselbeck said. "When I knew I was
going to get my chance to go out there
and play, I was so excited and the

adrenaline was going. I had a good
rhythm and the guys around me were
making great plays."
Whether it was adrenaline or the
guys around him, Hasselbeck was noticeably different in Saturday's game.
His ability to throw the ball and willingness to step up in a pressure situationsilenced his critics and frenzied his
HEIGHTS PHOTO/ LAURENM. PRINGLE
fans.
O'Brien left the game with a clear Former Baltimore Colts great Art Donovan, with Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo, was honored at Saturday's game.
sense ofsatisfaction. "The first thing I
said to them after the game is, 'Where
have you been all year?' This is the success to moving the defensive lineThe tight ends' participation in the
team that I expected to coach."
man outside on nickel packages, which offense signaled how much of a team
Will this be the team and quarter- freed up space for the constantly double- effort this victory was, making the win
back that fans will see for the rest of teamed tackle.
evenmore special to the team.
the year? O'Brien hopes so. "As I told
"We said we were going back to
"This is the best game this team has
them, this better not be a finale. We've fundamentals... and it paid off," Hovan played together because everyone was
got a long way to go."
rallying around each other," Hovan said.
said.
Because BC worked together, the
No matter how well the defensive
line played, Pittsburgh turned out to be Eagles did something they are not
its own worst enemy. The Panthers had known for under O'Brien's three-year
12penalties, costing them 87 yardsand tenure: they made critical plays late in
more importantly, forcing them to kick the game to secure a victory.
field goals inside the red zone instead
As O'Brien simply stated, "They
mately 383 going into the game. And of scoring touchdowns. All three Pittsdidn't make enough plays to win and
in a contest where Pittsburgh's statis- burgh field goals were less than 30 we did, and that's the bottom line."
tics mirrored BC's almost exactly, the
scene was perfectly set for a game that
Boston College 20, Pittsburgh 16
would come down to the wire.
First Quarter
'We
"We thought,
either stopthem
BOS-Amdt 4 pass from St. Pierre (Matichkick), 3:03.
or we lose.'" Hovan said. "Theoffense
job
did their
and they scored. Now the
Second Quarter
PIT-FG Lotz 29,6:32.
defense had to dotheir jobof stopping
(Lotz
2:04.

Eagles pass their way to win
Continued from Bl
Although Pittsburgh averaged
167.6 rushing yards coming into the
game, they managed only 45 yards on
the ground against a charged BC rush

Before this game, Andra Fuller

from Baylorwas the only opposing re-

ceiver this season to hit BC for more
than 100 yards, as he totaled 121 yards
in the Eagles' opening game. Still,
defense. In order to stop Kevan Barlow, O'Brien is not worried that two players
who entered the match-up with 450 accomplished that very mark in one
rushing yards on the season, the BC game. "They're goodreceivers," he said
defense focused on the rush.
of Bryant and Grim. "We're going to
The result was a big game for Pitts- be singled out up there on the perimburgh receivers, as they accumulated eter sometime. You've got to accept
346 yards from 28 completions. Grim that."
While BC's passing arsenal was
caught 11 passes for 151 yards, and
Bryant caught 10passes for 136 yards, equally as impressive, managing22 redespite missing several minutes of ac- ceptions for 317 yards, their attack was
tion due to injury in the third quarter. more evenly distributed than
Before this game, Bryant had a total of Pittsburgh's. DeWalt led the team with
14 receptions for 221 yards.
5 receptions for 90 yards, while Bryan
This ma rks the first time aBC opArndt and CarltonRowe added 88 yards
ponent had more than two players with and 60 yards, respectively.
at least sevenreceptions in a game since
The same Rowe managed just 24
Grim and R.J. English didit for the Panyards on 11 carries for a BC team that
thers last season. The last time BC acaccumulated 105 yards rushing, 62 of
complished this feat was on November which came from the legs of quarter24, 1995, when Kenyatta Watson and back Brian St. Pierre, who was injured
Dennis Harding each caught seven early in the third quarter. "They've got
against Rutgers.
a lot of guys committed to the run, so

[the low total] is going to happen," said
O'Brien, who then noted the similarity
between the way BC and Pitt each

handled the rush.
Nose tackle Chris Hovan, a semifi-

nalist for the 1999 Rotary Lombard!
Award, held a monster presence
throughout the game. "What we did
was move [Hovan] outside on the nickel
defense to get a little better pass rush,"
O'Brien said, citing as an example
Hovan's two rushes at the end of the
game, which putPittsburgh in the situation of 4th down with 28 yards-to-go.
For Hovan, the solution to stopping the
Pittsburgh running game was simple.
"We said we were going to go back to
fundamentals because of what happened last weekend," he stated. "Andit
paid off."
When asked if this was the best he
has played in his career, Hovan had no
certain answer. However, he said, "It
was the best game this team ever played

together."
BC's defense allowed a total of 391
yards, justover their average of approxi-

them."

The score speaks for itself.

PIT-McMullen 3 pass from Priestly

kick),

Third Quarter
PIT-FG Lotz 29, 4:04.
BOS-DeWalt 35 pass from Hasselbeck (kick blocked), 1:54.
Fourth Quarter
PIT-FG Lotz 25, 13:17.
BOS-DeWalt 36 pass from Hasselbeck (Matich kick), 1:48.
A-33,574.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

Flutie completed 19 of 41 passes
for 210 yards and 1 touchdown in
the Bills' 20-14loss to theOakland
Raiders.

RUSHING-Pittsburgh, Barlow 19-27, Feola 4-22, Turman 3-18,
Moothart 2-10, Priestly 5-(minus 32). Boston College, St. Pierre 7-62,
Rowe 11-24, Washington 10-15, Hasselbeck 3-5, DeWalt l-(minusl).
PASSING-Pittsburgh, Priestly 20-30-0-291, Turman8-10-0-55.
Boston College, Hasselbeck 13-24-0-202. St. Pierre 9-15-0-115.
RECEIVING-Pittsburgh, Grim 11-151, Bryant 10-136, Slade2-25,
Barlow 1-14, Ketchen 1-8, Dixon 1-5, Moothart t-4, McMullen 1-3.
Boston College, Arndt 6-88, DeWalt 5-90, Rowe 4-60. Crittenden 2-34, Washington 2-12, Guazzo 1-21, Ellis 1-13, Burke 1-0.
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because life is made up of many things; life is composed offeatures.
Tuesday. October 19, 1999

Should college students return to

Cookie monsters
aspects are not powerful enough to ruin the impression of the cookie.
Other Graduate varieties, such as the cinnaThere's a reason salad bars are highly vismon graham animal crackers and arrowroot
ited in the dining halls, and it has little to do cookies, are more solid and therefore harder to
with the taste of the lettuce. Many Boston Colchew. For $1.29, one can buy a box of animal
lege students are looking for foods that are crackers that contains 21 servings. However, it
healthy and won'tpromote weight increase. But
is important to note
perhaps these students should try swaying away
tnat one servi nS
jdß
from the standard diet sustenance and instead
consists of only
go back to theirroots. However,roots
carIV two cookies. Inrots and radishes, for example ?just aren't
eluding most of the
Tirc-3tnMt <»s \u25a0©ookte*. ~necessary animals ?
\u25a0 ~-' ~jt^k
That's why cookies designed for
such as turtles, ducks and
lions
the crackers are cvbabies may be the perfect addition jjfl
to a food repertoire thatnormally
cry bit as good as any otheraniJH
jH
mal cracker variety. In fact, no anibegins with salad, ends with
salad and has some water in
mals in this particular box were bejjH
headed, which assures that babies will
between. And the most surpris- ME
not be traumatized and that adults are
ing aspect of baby cookies is I
the fact they taste a lot like the V|
W given the opportunity toremove the heads j

infantilefood?
Rice cereal killers

By Greg Gagliardi

By

HEIGHTS FEATURES EDITOR

?

*

HEIGHTSSTAFF

When we were all toddlers and wanted a
big breakfast, what did we get?Why, of course,
we always got that bizarrerice cereal designed
for babies. And
why not? With
plenty of vitamins
and minerals, it
was a perfect meal
for a growing individual. Irt fact, a
far greater question is why we are
not still eating it
years down the
road. After all,
don't we still need
all those important vitamins
and minerals

JKL

?

cookies consumed by those fi|
who are past the diaper stage.
Gerber's brand of Graduate
cookies are in thecenter of the spotlight when it comes to taste and popularity. The
company holds certain recommendations for beginning cookie consumption. Ethel Woods, a
Gerber representative, notes that individuals
should have "quite a lot of teeth" because of the
texture of the food. She adds thatsuch individuals shouldalso be walking with help, as well as
learning to eat with a spoon and to drink out of
a sipper cup. When asked if she recommends
eating cookies at the college age, Woods replied,
"I'm a grandmother, and I eat them."
Gerber'sGraduate banana cookies run $1.39
for 18 cookies and contain virtually none of the
negative inclusions many are trying to avoid,
The snacks hold no sodium, no cholesterol, no
saturated fat and only 35 calories per cookie.
However, the cookies are also low in vitamins
and minerals, so they are more of a treat than a
source of nutrition. The taste perfectly follows
its name banana. Made with real bananas,
the cookies taste similar to the fruit itself and
are almost as soft and chewy as one. There is a
slight aftertaste and a strange texture, but these
?

of the animals themselves.
J
Despite their name, arrowroot cookies m
taste nothing like roots and, taste a lot like \u25a0
butter cookies. Each cookie contains 25 Jfcalories fromsuch ingredients as enriched mp.:
flour, arrowroot flour(hence the cookies'
name), whey and natural butter flavor.Also V
at $1.29 per box, these cookies are as tasty
as their adult butter cookie counterparts.
But baby cookies aren't ready to take
over the snack market quite yet. Some varieties rely heavily on teething and nutrition and
lessen the taste in the process. ZwiebackToast,
made by companies like Nabisco, runs $2.99
for 21 oval toasts. While most Zwieback are
lightly coated with cinnamon, it is the taste of
hard toast that dominates
similar to melba
toast or a slice of toast that was left in a toaster
for the length of an entire television sitcom.
Nabisco reminds buyers that children shoufd
be in an upright position when eating, in order
to reduce the possibility of choking on crumbs.
Such a warning pertains to adults as well, despite not being listed on the side of the box.
Consumption of baby cookiesisn't anything
new for most individuals it's just a return. And
while standing in line with a box or two might
grab a glare from others in the area, noone needs
to know the reason for your purchase. It's their
loss.

Mi

?

-

Jonathan Raelin

.
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to stay strong

and healthy?
r
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and we have three exciting variet-

ies of rice cereals for babies at ourlocal superGerber and Earth's Best
brands. By far one of the biggest names in the
business is one

I market: Beech Nut,

f

synonymous
with candy,
Beech

Nut.

Boasting one
of the cheapest
prices at $1.39
for an eightounce box,
complete with
the claim of being an excellent source of
iron, zinc, calcium and vitamm C, it appears to be a sure thing.
Unfortunately, one will also find Beech Nut
to be the most dry and bland
ofthe options. Be further cautioned that if an incorrect
amountofhot water is added,
therice flakes will coat one's
teethand become almost impossible toremove. About the
only taste to this rice cereal
is a brief tinge of metallic
zinc, but the consumer will be
left unfulfilled after being
built up for such a taste sensation. In addition, the pour
spout tends to leak, which results in rice flakes spraying
everywhere when one attempts to pour a big bowl of
rice cereal.
There is a form on the
back of the case for ordering
a monogrammed pullover
bib, stuffed bear or place mat.
Still, there is no option ofsaving up proofs ofpurchase to
get such gifts, so one instead
has to pay the exorbitant

price.

1

WRITERS' BABY PHOTOS
COURTESY OF MARJE 1
OAGLIARDI ANDABBY

RAELIN

Of the three options presented, the true underdog of
the group is the relatively un-

known Earth's Best. With the highestprice, at
$1.79 for an eight-ounce box, the brand boasts
a new and improved formula and claims to be

grown without synthetic pesticides, in addition
to being easily digestible and iron-fortified.
However, one will be stunned upon trying this
rice cereal, as the consumer is hit
by a sour aftertaste. This is likely
to make those with a weak stomach nauseous.
On top of that, the cereal is
clearly the lumpiest and tangiest
(§ot a desired quality for rice cereal). On the otherhand, this writer
did not use the recommended
breast milk to make his cereal and
instead opted for the more traditional hot water. To further add to
this rip-off, a one-dollar coupon
for jars of baby food on the box is
actually one dollar off on a purchase of 10 or more cans. This is
truly a disappointment, even
though the cereal does have the

best-designed pouring spout.
Finally, one comes to the biggest brand
name, Gerber, and will be delightedby the high
quality of the product. With a price of $1.39,
Gerber is tied for the cheapest price, and they
also promise the iron and zinc that one needs to
get through the day. Essentially, this brand's rice
cereal tastes like grits, but with a pleasant, milklike flavor. There is no aftertaste problem and
the consistency is perfect
liquidy, but with
enough substance to be enjoyable.
Even though Gerber's pouring spout is not
as effective as Earth's Best, there are certainly
no leaking issues, and the back of the box provides some great breakfast reading. In the end,
it is truly a question as to whymore college students are not seen in the baby supply aisles picking up some healthy and hearty rice cereal. After all, who needs the Trixrabbit when they can
have the Gerber baby? So next time you get a
chance, start your day offright with a nice hearty
bowl of Gerber hot rice baby cereal.
?
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Police Blotter
5:43 a.m. ? Officerfiled a report of
an assault involving a BC student that
occurred on Tyler Street in the
Chinatown section of Boston.

October 13,1999

11:22 p.m.
A fight broke out in
the Plex parking lot. One suspect
slabbeda victim several times with a
pen. The suspect was placed under October 2,1999
arrest for assault with a dangerous
weapon.Two other suspects with out1:49 a.m. ? Officer took possession
standing warrants were also placed ofa M-80 firecrackerdiscovered durunder arrest.\ \u25a0
ing a health and safety inspection.
?

October 7,1999
7:40 a.m.
A custodian reported
finding a Tab newspaper box under
the Edmonds Hall stairwell.
?

10:37 a.m. ? A parent of a 14-yearold female complained his daughter
had been given a postcard entitled

"Free Sex.".
;
;
:"\u25a0'\u25a0'
11:11 a.m. Boston police officers
on patrol with the BCPD for the foot?

October 3, 1999

2:08 a.m.

?

Control received a re-

port that a fire extinguisher had been

thrown through a Mod window.

ball game placed a student under arrest for being a minor in possession

of alcohol.

1:48p.m.?Officer ejected two parA male student comties from section P of the stadium for
plained he was not feeling well after shouting profanity at the band memhe consumed a brownie at a party. bers and making fun of their outfits.
Upon conversation,thevictim said the
food was laced with a mind-altering ? Compiled by Colin B. Galloway,

4:44 a.m.

?

Heights Staff.

drug.

AlcoholAwareness
Allison Antalek

1

In the world of a college student,
alcohol too often becomes the central
focus of the daily routine so much
that few of us actually take the time
to think of how it really affects us.
Enter National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (NCAAW). Each
year, seven days are dedicated toraising awareness of the negative and
harmful effects of alcohol.
During NCAAW, we are asked to
take a step back to examine the role
alcohol plays in our lives and the lives
of those close to us. This time of reflection will help us assess our alcohol-related behavior and determine if
"use" has evolvedinto "abuse." There
are several activities planned by the
Peer Education Network (PEN) and
Boston College Health Services that

-

are designed to guide us, as a community, toward making better

choices.

BC Health Servicesand PEN will
be in McElroy during NCAAWwith
information on alcohol and related
issues. You may also contact PEN at

(617) 552-0218 or by email

(pen@bc.edu), or visitthe Health Ser-

vices education website for a listing
of events and additional information:

www. bc.edu/bc_org/svp/uhs/
heahhyevents/html.
Please consider participating in
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week in some way the success of the week depends upon your

-

involvement and the resulting
strength of the BC Community.
?

Allison Antalek is the Health
Services Health Promotion
Coordinator

By

Caroline Hosman
HEIGHTS STAFF

Fire-damaged property, more than
the normal inconveniences, can occur
from a power outage or lightening
storm. What do students dowhen their
televisions have been destroyed by a
sudden power surge or their belongings
disappear in
flames?
Should they
call home to
more
get

never have the power

He noted the office looks at each
claim on an individual basis. "You
might have a situation where a power
surge caused a fire in a student's room.
Then Boston College's insurance policies would respond and take a list of all
of the damages that occurred to the
[student's property]. We would calculate with the student to find out what

in a fire to where they have no clothes,
no money and no food, we advance
them money and work with them to reimburse an amountequivalent to whatever their losses were," he said.
The Risk Management office
handles situations other than fires. A
computer fried from a power surge and
similar situations would also merit re-

office cannot handle problems such as
papers lost because of a power outage
and other inconveniences related to
lightening storms or the loss of power.
Rob Shea, A&S '00, has experienced
this problem when he lost half of his
17-page term paper because of a power
outage. "My professor didn't believe
that Ilost halfof my paper, and he only
gave me an ex-

tension until
the end of the
day to hand it
in," Shea said.
Last
month, students on Upper Campus
were privy to
several power
outages and
many of the inconveniences
that comewith
them.
"It wasreally dark, so
you couldn't
do anything in
your rooms.

money?
Thankfully, the an-

swer is "no."
By working
through the
Risk Management Office,

these problems
can be resolved.
Michael Prinn,
director of
Risk Management,
explained that
Boston College is insured
for these kinds
of situations. "The Risk Management
Office works with the Housing Office
and with students to help them solve
their problems," Prinn said.
He added, "If damage is caused by
a lightning storm, Boston College has
insurance to handle that type of incident."

We all
the cost of their total damages wereand
collect from our insurance company.
Then we would reimburse the student,"
Prinn stated.
Prinn further explained that Risk
Management looks out for the student
first. "It depends upon the circumstances. If someone has lost everything

placement, even if the damage was (he
fault of the electric company. "IfBoston Edison was responsible, the Risk
Management office works for the students in trying to collect any funds to
reimburse them for damaged equipment," Prinn explained.
However, the Risk Management

out

?

Natchez Immersion expands to two trips
Applications are being accepteduntil
October 29, for winter break and spring
break volunteers to Natchez. MS. While
only the latter has been finalized, the intention of the two trips is to meet with
students and faculty, assess material and
funding needs and establish semester-long
student teaching opportunities.
For more details,check www2.bc.edu/
-cawthorn.

Features meets on Thursdays in the Eagle's Nest at 4:30 p.m.

PHOTOS COURTESYOF ABBYGAROFALO
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Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

www.BCagartments.com
617-527-6655

went

into the
hallway where
the emergency lights were on. Everyone was doing work, and then those
lights went out. You couldn't see anything. It was pitch black and kind of
scary," Bridgett Scimone, A&S '02, related.
Take this as a warning save your
papers periodically.
COMIC BYNDI SAMPSON
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Progressive Revelations

tUmutlyitf*
by Greg Gagliardi
I got the following e-mail from arandom company the other day:

fBotehsrWeek

avoided those Senate election signs
that basically read, "Vote for me because I'm cool." So, four of the five
\u25a0 digits of the phone number on the
study banners are the same as mine,
and I now feel extra phone anxiety
because of it. I have to be prepared if
someone makes a dialing mistake,and
worst of all, this study offers $50 for
participation. I'm pretty sure I don't
offer anything close to that. Sometimes I'm almost convinced that I
don't even offer conversation. I think
I'll say, "Hold on, let me put my
Hershey Bar on the phone." I'll have
to get a Mr. Goodbar so I can prepare
for the response

Hey,
Just thought I'dsendyou a quick message to let you know about a site designed to help college students improve their grades and get more out
ofthe college experience.

You can find out how to learn more
efficiently, improve study skills, have
morefree time, conquer text anxiety,
win scholarships and much, much
more.

What: A Cappella Fest
Where: O'Connell House
When: Tuesday, October 19 at 8
p.m.
Boston College a cappella groups
will be combining forces this week
to benefit Drug andAlcohol Awareness Week. Arrive early there is
usally a line. Cost of admission has
yet tobe disclosed. There will probably be araging party afterthe event.

...

It then listed the web address, of
course, but I am not listing that here
because I don't want to support something I know little about. I already
made that mistake with Perot...

As a confirmation to last week's online version of "Progressive Revelations," I still believe Wrigley's
Double-Mint gum contains only one
mint. And, as a confirmation to my
recentMaroon & Goldsports column,
I want to mention that Mr. Owl's guess
of three licks still appears far out of
line. The sentence you are currently
reading should give you enough time
to think aloud, "And I confirm thatI
am officially confused. He lost me on
the Hershey Bar."

But I didn't type that e-mail just to
make sure my hands were properly
using the home row of the keyboard
(which they weren't). I typed it because I think the e-mail is ridiculous.

Morefree time, huh? Cool so I can
read more messages like that one?
And talk about study skills I think
the best way to get those is to avoid
?

?

reading irrelevant junk mail. I thought
this kind ofstuff stopped when I quit
America Online. Now I geta couple
of pieces of junk e-mail sent to my
BC account per day, and the worst
thing is, I actually read a lot of it, despite titles along the lines of "Lose
your wrinkles fast!" and "Are you
afraid of the Giggyman Virus?" I
think I'm more afraid ofe-mail, actually. And I'm not evensure why I'm
getting all of this. I guess I signed up
for a chance to win a free napkin
holderat some point, so my name was
given to everycompany that uses napkins in their office. I can only hope
Y2K will help me out here

I saw some signs in McGuinn which
read, "Do you like studies? Do you
like money?" I answered "no" to the
first question and "yes" to thesecond.

What do I get?

In the dining halls, I now find myself
pointing to food and asking for "that"
rather than asking for the food by
name, because I rarely know what
anything is. If I were a freshman, I
would probably take the time to look
at the list, but now I'm at the point
where it just doesn'tmatter. "I'll take
some ofthatwith some of this on the
side. What you mean that's just a
bin of hot water? Oh, great, then I'll
just take some hot water and none of
the other stuff I asked for."

?

..

?

Othermessages havebeen popping up
lately as well. I recently consumed
fouE-sevenxhiLDf.a fcJers.hey.Bar..W-heo..
I looked at what was in'my hand, the
word was "hey."So, I know cellphone
usage is pretty prominent on campus,
but talking to a chocolate bar is where
I draw the line. Besides, it didn't respond. SoI ate the rest of it. And now
every time I say"hey," I have a strange
guilty feeling

Facility.nnwhas axoju-

parison list to show how BC prices
stack up against restaurant prices. You
know, a BC escort van is cheaper than
a stretch limousine, but there's a reason escort vans aren't taken to high
school proms

...

...

?

For Crying Out Loud
Dear Kate,
I'vebeen seeing this girl forabout
a month. She's really great, but she
never introduces me to any of her
friends. Ifshe sees them whtie we're
walking across campus together, she
always says to me, "Oh I have to go
now. Bye." And then she leaves to go
talk to them. We are really good together when we're out on dates, but
when we are walking across the
Dustbowl, she won't even hold my
hand or make eye contact with me.
The other night, I wrote a paper for
her, and she didn't even hang out
with me afterwards. She said, "I'm
really sorry, but you'll haveto go. I'm
expecting a visitor. But thanks for
writing my paper."
It's stuff like this that makes me
worried that the relationship just
isn't workingout. Help!
Depressed in Duchesne
?

Dear Depressed,
This chick is using you
and
you're letting her walk all over you!
You're doing these ridiculous favors,
like writing herpaper, in hopes that she
will treat you better. But it only makes
you look more pathetic.
Within a healthy relationship, both
?

for freshmen and sophomores and
I'm starting to feel like one of those
dirty old men that shows upafter Red

Sox games. Do you think I have a

problem?

?

peopeople should be proud of the other.
They should want to introduce each
other to their friends and hang out in
groups rather than alone all of the time.
She is affecting how you feel about
yourself. Stand up for your pride and
havethe last word. Dump her!
Plus, don't you wonder who this
"visitor" was, anyway?

Dear Kate,
I am writing to you regarding my
addiction that I'vehad since the first
week offreshman year. My problem
is not a drug, but it is a habit that I
can't kick and it's greatly affecting
my academic life. I'm asenior who is
addicted to Who's [on First]. I'm
fearful that I will never be able to
have a serious relationship because
nothing makes me happier in this
world than sandwiching a girl on
stage with my roommates.
I've tried going to other bars but
I just don't get the same enjoyment
from them. I know it's a place mainly

Down and Under

Dear Under,
So, you're "that guy" huh? "That
guy" who freshmen both swoon over
and at the same time can't understand
whyyou're still there. There's no problem with that, if you worship Austin
Powers.
A wise person once said, "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it." So if bumping,
sweating and grinding float your boat,
then go with it. Go three times a week
if you can.
I justhope this isn't the only interaction you have with girls. When you
are eventually out of college (I know, I
know, the saddest day ofyour life), your
ability to thrust your hips to the beat
will probably not impress too many
women in the working world.
It is a good sign that you are aware
of the gross men whovisit college bars
to stare at the girls in their tight, black,
hoochie pants. Don't become "those
guys." End these excursions in May
?

please!

Doug Flutie sometimes makes return

visits to BC, and I think it'd be cool
There havebeen bannersand signs on to havehim working in the Rat. I make
campus in regards to a "cutting-edge this statement for no particular reason.
computer-based study," alsoknown as I just think it'd be cool to see him in
"a study ofpersonal experience." You the Rat...
might have seen these as you made
your journey through campus and But I digress.

what

What: Elvis Costello and Steve
Nieve
Where: The Orpheum Theatre
When: Thursday, October 21 at
7:30 p.m.
These two classic performers come
together for one night in Boston.
Costello, whoreceived criticism for
his last tour with Bert Bacharach,
has- chosen a new partner for the
event. While you're there, scan the
audience for Allison and Veronica.
What: Private Eyes
Where: Bonn Studio, Robsham
Theater, Boston College
When: Thursday, October 21 to
Sunday, October, 24
Written by StevenDietzand directed
by Mike Salerno, The Dramatic
Society'sfall show employs the play
within a play technique and is full
of surprises. The castinclude some
of Boston College's most recog-

nized actors and actresses, including: Jamie Perez, LSOE '03, Katy
Pamello, A&S '00, JeffBoardman,
A&S '02, Patricia Runcie, A&S '01,
andMegan McCabe, LSOE '00. Admission is $5.

WjhaPsharps Ca«

Where: Dunkin' Donuts at McElroy
When: Thursday, October 21 at 8

?p.m.

Come see these lovely ladies serenade a crowd with a cappella. They
have worked hard at toning their
voices and perfecting their coordination all semester. And don't forget about thosewacky skits! So support your friends and hallmates in
their fall '99debut,orjust come hear
some great covers of your favorite
songs.

Visit us on November 12 for an interview
during our on-campus recruiting.
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SPEAR,LEEDS & KELLOGG isthe largest specialist firm on the trading
floors of the New York and American Stock Exchanges and a leading
NASDAQ market maker.
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rate and mortgage bonds.

We are currentlyrecruiting for this Program, designed to prepare fast-track
participants for a successful trading career. Trainees will rotate through the
following trading areas: New York Stock Exchange, American Stock
Exchange (Options, Equities, and Derivative Products), Over the Counter,
Proprietary Trading Desk, and Fixed Income. Ongoing, in-house training
seminars are held as well as technical analysis and market orientation
classes. This is an excellent opportunity for individuals interested in a
career on Wall Street, specifically in a trading environment. We offer a
competitive salary and benefits package.
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companies for which it has specialist responsibility include
approximately 18% of the issues that comprise the closely-watched
Standard & Poor's 500 Composite Stock Price Index and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average. Inaddition to serving the auction market and the public
through this vital specialist activity, SLK, at its Capital Markets Division.
is a market maker in more than 5,500 NASDAQ-listed and Bulletin Board
securities. SLK also offers a wide array of financial services to the
professional trader in the equities, options and futures markets and is a
dealer in obligations of the U.S. Treasury and federal agencies, as well as
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Interested parties should contact the Career Services
Office and sign-up for an interview or mail/fax resume to:
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1

Spear, Leeds & Kellogg
Human Resources Department
Attention: Fernando Casadevail
120 Broadway
New York, New York 10271
Fax: (212) 433-7490
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Good Indian food
in Brookline
cheese mixed with spinach)are favorites. Seafood lovers will also enjoy
the wide variety of shrimp dishes, as
SPECIALTO THE HEIGHTS
well as the relatively hard to find
In anarea with as much diverse swordfish masala. However, the lamb
ethnicity asCoolidge Corner, it is ex- and the sausage do notmatch the high
citing to seerestaurants cropping up caliber of the aforementioned options.
that reflect their owners' backIt is important to note nearly every
grounds. They are all there from meal is served in a miniature wok,
Russian, to Mexican, to French but which only accentuates the uniqueperhaps one of the most unique op- ness of this restaurant.
No meal is complete without an
dons is Indian Cafe. Set in a cozy
comer of Beacon Street,Indian Cafe order of naan bread which, although
not compliis a romantiBy

JonathanRaelin and
MattSwenson

?

?

mentary,

cally lit, welldecorated restaurant that
serves some
very
good

worth

\u25a0jS

Indian Cafe
1665Beacon Street,
Brookline
(617)278-2100

is
its

weight in gold.
Despite being

unleavened,
naan bread is
soft, buttery,
hot and has a
much more
satisfying taste
than its wellknown unleavened counterpart, rnat-

food.
Complete
with a broad
variety
of
tandoori dishes
and various
curries, therestaurant runs the gamut
of chicken, beef, seafood, lamb and
a very comprehensive vegetarian selection. A novel idea for thosewith a
more sensitive tongue is to take advantage of Indian Cafe'soffer to make

zoh.

Even though one might observe
more experienced Indian food connoisseurs holding the naan bread in
theirright hand and using it to scoop
any dish mild, medium or hot.
up food which theypromptly eat, this
Starting offeach meal with some- is not as easy as it might look, Perthing that resembles a large, flat tor- hapsbeginners should instead use the
tilla chip, the diner can select from bread to create small "sandwiches"

-

WHEN IS THE 6EST TIME TO USE THE ATM?;..

...WHENEVER YOU HAVE THE- BuSONic PUA&Up.^
TKy/N*-OTNEF.WISE., CW'T EVEN
COMTCBY NDI SAMPSON

These are the (ATM) times to remember
hours of 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., however, found the obvious, but all-too-oftenforplan on making a whole group of new gotten answer. "I've neverstood in line.
pals, as you will most likely be stand- I refuse to stand in line for an ATM,
ing around waiting with more than eight Besides, you can always go down to one
You are surrounded by eight other
or nine other students. "The problem where there is never any line, even at
aggravated individuals. Students to says.
So, what times are the best to ventime is 1p.m. definitely," an anonymous lunch ... like on the top floor of
your left are talking obnoxiously and
loudly on the pay phones, as the man ture down to that infamous congested freshman says.
McElroy, at Lower, on Newton or next
behind you continues to repeatedly hallway in search for some "quick"
But does anyone actually plan what to Flatbreads," he says.
time they need some fast cash? Brian,
He's correct: the very same experisigh, tap his foot and shuffle his stack cash?
Early in the morning or late in the a freshman, sums up popular opinion ment found that, while lunchtime at the
of papers for what seems like
McElroy ATM resembled a
the hundredth time. The concrowded Newton bus at 8:45
secutive sequence of hypnotic
\u25a0
a.m., the ATM machines at
beeps sounding in front of you
"/ want to just get my money and go, and sometimes
Lower were nearly deserted.
is becoming increasingly annoying. As you check your
Why?
people are there doing more than one transaction."
"It's just easier to use the
watch and realize you have
Stephanie Lubin, A&S '02
five minutes to get to your next
ones in McElroy. They're right
; there, so I can stop in whenI am
class, yourirritation heightens.
between classes or at lunch," MeAhhhhh ... the joys of
lissa Goldstein, A&S '03, says.
lunchtime at the McElroy
Of course, you can always wait and
ATM. "It's obnoxious. It's ridiculous eveningseem to be the most opportune when he says,"I don't go when it's the
that 1 have to stand in line and waste periods of the day. A recent experiment least number of people. I go when 1 dowhat Patrick Dwyer, A&S '03, does.
"I use ihe ATM down by the T stop
my time just to access my own money," found that before 9 a.m. and after 6 haveto."
Or, as Matt Daly, LSOE '00, thinks, when 1 miss the T and I'm bitter," he
p.m.. the ATM at McElroy is fairly deAnne Dc Silva, SON '03, says.
A lot of BC students seem to share serted at the most, one or two people most people seem to "just kind of use says.
it when [they] have to sporadically."
But then again, you never know
these same feelings of frustration. will be sharing the intimidating maStephanie Lubin, A&S '02, states, "I chines with you. In between those So, is there any solution to this minor it could be your new best friend in the
hours, the number slightly increases to but frustrating part of everyday college line behind you. Just make sure you're
want to just get my money and go. and
\u25a0only, making one transaction. And
sometimes people are there doing more three, four or five annoyed students. life at BC? ~-,,
~.?,<,,
Jeremy.Par&er,J '03, may have please remember your password.
During the ever-popular lunchtime
than one transaction. It's a pain, espeBy

daily if Ihave a class I have to run to."
Brian O'Leary, A&S '03, echoes
her complaint. "It irritates me. When
you're in arush, it's a real hassle," he

Janine Hirt
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provided sweet sauce and chuthey.

The casual eater might be advised to
go lightly on the complementary
chutney, which, although tasty, is ex-

tremely spicy.
Moving on to drinks, one will
find a wide variety of fruity specialty
drinks that are served in both alco-

holic and non-alcoholic forms. From
the mango margarita to the more exotic champagne-based Kohinoor, one
will be overwhelmed by anextremely
sweet taste that dominates the alcohol, making all drinks seem almost
non-alcoholic.
As for appetizers, one is faced
with a variety of traditional fried or
baked dishes. From the lamb sain osa s
to the aloo tikki (Indian potato pancakes), they

PRJNGI.eI

that will absorb some of the heat of
;(
their main course.
If one is still hungry after the main
course (which is doubtful), it is recommended to sample one ofthe cafe's
many exotic desserts. One suggestion
is the very creativerasmalai, which
can only be described as cheese balls
in a vanilla almond sauce (it sounds
disgusting, but this is one to accept
on blind faith alone). Complementing these desserts is powerful but
tasty Indian coffee.
Although being a bit on the expensive side (most dishes average
about $10), the Indian Cafe is certainlyworth the splurge. Just remember: with a unique style all its own,
Indian food is not for the faint of
heart. Very unlike the food to which
most Americans are accustomed, Indian food is certainly something
worth experimenting with, although
one needs to approachit with an open
mind and an open mouth.
Greg Gagliardi, Heights Editor.
contributed to this article.

only increase anticipa-

tion of the meal to come rather than

satiate the patron.

Of the main courses, thechicken
and vegetarian dishes stand out as the

satisfying. The chicken tikka
masala (chicken in a creamy tomato
most

?

sauce) and the saag paneer (cooked
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* Meet one-on-one with over 100 Graduate

°

-

Registration begins at 8:00 a.m. Workshops begin at 6:30 a.m.
Graduate school exhibits open from 10:00 a.m. 3:30 p.m.
Admission $5.00 or bring this ad and get in FREE!

-

For more information,call !-609-771-7670 or
check out ourWeb site at www.gre.org

I
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lent lour weeks prior to The Forum
Sponsored by the GRE Boardand the Council of Graduate School*. EDUCATIONAL TESTING
SERVICE. ETS,GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS and GRE are registered trademarks ot
EducationalTesting Service.The modernized ETS logo ila trademark of Educational Testing Service.
an interpretermult contact ETS
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AND GRADUATE
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by Tim Greenspan

UNDERGRADUATE

WWFI
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Coffee BUZZ

ATTENTION

ch ol Representatives
* Learn how to prepare for the GRE tests
* Attend workshops and discussion of various
graduate disciplines
Obtain catalogs, applications, and financial aid information
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The world'slargest campus jobfair

Although it also produces highly intellectualprograms seen on
500 televisionstations and a general intellectual magazine that is
read across the country, MSL's main focus is on teaching you the
practical skills you need for success in law, businessand government.We
teach you to analyzelegal,business and human problems, uncoverfacts
and organizethemlogically, write well,be persuasive both orally and in
writing, negotiate, arbitrateand mediate, try cases, andwrite specialized
legal documents. And at MSL, you will be taught by experts who
regularly practice these skills.
The non-specialized skills that we teach you, such as the ability
to analyzeproblems, amass and organize facts, andwriteand speak persuasively, are needed not only in law,but are greatlydesired in business.
MSL teachesyouall these crucial skills at a tuition that is by far
the lowest ofany lawschool in New England - about halfof themedian
tuition elsewhere in New England. The following chart of full-time
tuitions illustrates this:
over

School 1
School 2
School 3
School 4
School 5
School 6

125,550
$24,448
$24,090
$23,520
$22,708
$22,054

$21,750
School 7
$21,200
School 8
School 9 $20,200
School 10
$20,150
School 11
$19,084
$17,986
School 12

School 13
School 14
Schoolls

$17,075
$15,950
$14,850

MSL

$10,800

LSAT not required ? Rolling Admissions
Classes enter in January 2000 and August 2000
?

500 Federal Street,Andover, MA 01810 ? (978) 681-0800
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filmWthiorkneing ndustry

Business Briefs
Dow Jones Industrial Average

Thefollowing is an interview that the Career Center conducted with BC alum Emily Engler, A&S
'98. As a current student, you can get some ideas for your own future career plans.
You workfor afilm production
company. Which one, and what
do theyproduce?

I work for a company called
Beacon Communications. Al-

giving me invaluable experience,
and I really enjoy it.

shoots in San Diego (basically

that means I justworked one day
when they needed some extra
help) as a result of someone my
mom knew.

How didyou get your job?

I got the job through a trade
though they are a fairly small magazine (moreor less). When I On a day-to-day basis in your
company, they are growing fast,
graduated, I began sending my job, do you usethe skills you deThey produced Air Force resume to films that were going veloped at BC?
One and, as a result, they now into production.
have a deal with Universal. BaBecause I work in an office,
Tlie Hollywood Reporter has
sically, we produce three to five an issue everyother Tuesday that I use a lot of basic skills that I
films a year, and Universal gets lists films
and learned in college: critical thinkComposite
to look at them all first (whilewe production..,,'"'*% ing, organizational skills, reare developing them) and decide
I guesS I sjgifmy resume to search skills, people skills, etc. I
more technical expeif they want to be in on it. /"'
one of thefy«s thatBeacon was
If they do, they put up part about to
(I don't rience^KiLrm learning a lot of
ofthe money in exchange for cerreally TerrJffiber, because I sent that on tnH&.
tain distribution rights (foreiga,or my resumfflß) so many films.).,*«*a
I thmkSpin general, my
domestic). If they don'|TOgpt to
Any\r|jlithey did t hire JjErai education helped; me <zel the job
be involved with that jnovfe, we towork ontrrecrew,but th< jppU |fbecause
;gu||s|§o hired me
my resume on file, and whctjj&gm was looking tor someone to relook for otherstudios pr production companies who would like needed help in the oficelH ally support hi iuisfih&areas he
toproduce it with us.
j,felt weak like spelling. I'm a
called me.
:
v
he's hot.
One benefit of my job whicn ? good speHejr
Also, |ie .Was really imYou wantedto work as a producI never anticipated is that I've
my
tion assistant on the set. Are vgtt. ; been hired ona more permanent pressed that I had
doing that?
basis thanif I had just
resume. because: he said most
to work on acrew. /' mm
can't figure oiwow to
I work in the production ofI get to work on several films. get bullets on computer profice as an assistant to\the vice not just one, because o|l|prnpresident of production. Basi- pany hasjjSlhiple films
cally, I help facilitate aspects of ductiorJjjraPprcKluction analdenifieapt things t
all our productions.
riie Set
Fighting the cold with an alternative arsenal
I don't get to work on-set,
| PH» my job doesn't end
As winter approaches, so does the traditional start of the flu season. which is what Iwould rea% likfi ; when afe film stops shooting,
Here are a few alternative ways to fight the common cold. Seeright to be doing(although I get
is always another What advice wouldyou havefor
sets sometimes when they shooft wpne jusf around the corner. This BC students who want to work
Dow falls in wake ofinflation report and Greenspan warning
and entertainment
locally).
more experience. more/
The Dow droppedmore than 250 points this Friday, dipping to below
However, this is a really great contacts anffßttfirSStafe3|^^^
industry?
10,000for a shorttime before finishing at 10,019.71. Alan Greenspan
A lot of my job search inentry-level jobto get into the film
had warned investors that there was a possibility of a steep equity
BE PERSISTENT. This also
.industry because it allows me to volved looking through the trades
plunge. Shortly afterward, a report on the Producer Price Indexshowed work with &\y up-and-coming
helpedme gel the job. My boss
to get ideas,, and the rest was ba :
the largest increase in wholesale Inflation in the past nine years. The
company arid to meet a lot of sicallytrying to network andfind wasn't even going to interview
past week saw a 630-pointloss, around 5.9 percent, in the index makcontacts.
me because he realized that I
people in the industry.
ing this one of the worst weekly losses in the history of the Dow.
Moreover, it's giving me exIhad several interviews as a lived in San Diego. He was worperience in areas offilm producresult of a friend who works in ried because I would have to
Martha Stewart, WWF IPOs to debut this week
I never thought I'd be the TV industry, and she sent me move toL.A.
tion
that
World
Federation
will
Wrestling
week,
Next
Martha Stewart and the
involved with. Now I know that a list of jobs whichwas circulated
He thought moving would
both offerinvestors a chance to buy shares in their companies. Martha toreally succeed in this industry, through heroffice weekly.
conflict with my job perforStewart Living Omnicom made $23 million on $180 million in revI need to know and understand
I also had a chance to be a mance. Ihad to keep calling him
enues. The company is responsible for a magazine, fivehow-to books, as much as possible. My job
is "day player" ona TVseries that and letting him know I was inradio shows, websites and a TV show. The WWF made $56 million
on $251 million in revenues. They have an immensely popular franchise that includes TV shows, pay-per-view events, toys, clothing

NASDAQ

Index
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if
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to

even get the

interview.
Then, I had toconvince him
that I could move quickly, start
right away, and not allow the

will keep your resume on file for

when they have something avail-

able.
You might get a call three or
six months later (sometimes even

"I think my BC experience was valuable in
broadening my horizons, so that now I am
more open to the many options that are
available to me in thefilm industry."
Emily Engler, A&S '98
?

changes in my life to affect my
jobperformance.
I even looked at apartments
in the area on the day I interviewed so that in my thank-you
letter I could assure him that I
would be able to move right

longer) from a company you
can't remember sendingyour resume to, but they didn't have anything available at the time.

Where you wouldyou like to be
infive years?

?

JfF^

Business News

terested in order
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I think my BC experience

Wedn&gwPie gave me the jotM\u25a0\u25a0as valuable in broadening my
onJaßßy,

and | Bffilizons so that now I am more
J|«n tothe many options that are
moved on Sunday, and started JHfeilable to me in the film indusI came

to LA.

sjMro a lease on Saturday,

-

what V ll be doTHICI^^^^ aBten
five years. I justknow that
* I don'tknow

t,
BE
son of ehche in this business, but
you
take arafßing

pea^cfpfry."

1 want

to be

working

in

film.

1

director of

'.A lot of people just don't photography, a writer or just a
have time to return phone.calls member of the camera crew. I
or have personal contact
might do all ofthose things in the
applicants,
course of my career.
I'm not narrowing down my
They get thousands of resumes sometimes and it's just not options to one position or one
possible tohire everyone.
course of action. BC has given
1 had to send a ton ofresumes me a broad background of edubefore I even got a bite. And cation and work experiences.
sometimes they jerk you around
Now I'm getting the on-thefornoreason at all. You can't take job experience and making the
it personally or let it get you contacts that will allow me to
down.
move forward and use that eduBE PATIENT. I sent my recation in any of a variety of arsume to somewhere in therange eas.
of 70 to 100 companies and only
Interview by Peter Hunt,
heard back from a handful.
CareerResource Specialist,
A lot of times, companies
Boston College CareerCenter
?

Smart ways to stay healthy this winter

and other merchandise.

Technology News
InflatedRAMprices could cause PC prices to rise
Personal computerprices havebeen plummeting in thepast few years,

By Antonina

Guarino

HEIGHTS STAFF

ventative while you are well,
Although the flu may seem
inevitable to you, there are precautions.
The flu vaccine decreases
your chances of catching the flu
by 75 percent.
Call Health Services and
make an appointment for a flu
shot.
In addition, flu shots will be

On my birthday a few weeks
ago, I woke up sick. It was not a
day for hugs and celebration.The
many cheerful "Happy Birthday!" announcements were
quickly followed by an "Oh,
you're sick," comment and "get
away from me" body language.
Intel earnings report sends NASDAQ stocks down
at
locally
I spentthe morning at Healthstop. administered
This past Wednesday, Intel Corporation released its disappointing
An hour, two throat cultures, Walgreen's in Newton Center on
quarterly earnings report, causing the company's stock to fall about
October 20 from 12p.m. to4 p.m.
six percent. Analysts and Intel officials believe that the company's an antibiotic and additional expensive drugs later, I lay droolless-than-expected earnings were aresult ofthe decrease in the averEchinacea, zinc and
age selling price of chips partly because of Intel's Cerelon line. The ing on my pillow, mumbling Aword on
"thanks" to passersby with birthgarlic
company pushed the cheaper chips to drive the cost of personal comEchinacea is a purple cone
day greetings.
puters, but the final result may not be what Intel wanted,
The irony of the day was that flower. The reason that this herb
evening, when my friends pre- has such a powerful effect on the
Fleet cancels online IPO
system is that it introduces a new
Fleet Boston Corporation announced Wednesday that it would not sented me with a lovely cake coveredwith litcandles. Sure, Icould allergen into the body.
turn its on-line brokerage, Suretrade, into a separate, publicly-traded
have blown those candles out...
Take Echinacea when you
company. Lackluster performances of other similar on-line compaIn my case, I suffered from initially become sjck but not benies have prompted the company to table the idea for the moment.
Investorshave notbeen very warm to on-line trading companies lately, an upper respiratory infection that yond a few days, since you may
develop aresistance to it, thereby
as seen in the recent decline of share prices in companies such as has hit many BC students.
I cannot imagine how much diminishing its effectiveness.
E*Trade and Ameritrade Holding Corporation. Fleet acquired
Be careful when taking zinc,
Suretrade last year in a $ 1.6 billion deal with the discount brokerage worse Icould have felt if Ihadn't
firm Quick & Reilly Group, Inc.
seen a doctor. If you experience If you take a daily vitamin, it
a sore throat beyond two days, it's probably already includes this
Weekly
mineral.
a good idea to see a doctor.
It might save you from beMany people take zinc for
ing bed ridden for over a week, colds without realizing that an
WebWatch: Post-season baseball sites. See Cl4
and it might even land you a lol- overdose can be toxic. Ifyou are
lipop.
taking zinc lozenges, take the recPSX Review: Tiny Tank. See Cl 4
The common cold cannot be ommended dosage.
A safe alternative would be
treated with antibiotics. However,
CareerCenter: Working in the film industry.See right
if the cold leads to a secondary to use zinc oxide or Desetin topiinfection such as u respiratory cally.
Cityscape: Burlington, VT. See Cl4
infection, bronchitis or pneumoFor the most effectiveabsorpnia, antibiotics may be pretion, apply behind your knees or

but the decline may stop shortly. The recent earthquake in Taiwan,
coupled with decreasing production and problems with next-generation technology has led to an increase in the price of RAM. A lot of
RAM is as essential to a computer's speed as a fast CPU. With RAM
prices almost doubling, it's only a matter of time before computer
companies compensate by raising prices of their computers.

Columns

Marketplace Meeting

Interested in writing about business issues, technology or
new video and computer games?Do you have an ideafor a
Marketplace story? Our meetings are Mondays at 4:30 p.m.
in McElroy 113. You can also contact us by e-mail at
marketplace@bcheights.com,or call us at (617) 552-2221
and ask for Cleo or Patrick.

scribed.
under your arms.
In addition to the array of
Since your body will only
colds that are floating around BC, take as much as it needs from the
topical source, this eliminates the
it is also flu season.
Symptoms of the flu include chance of overdose.
Garlic powder and pills will
muscle pain, headache, fever,
chills, fatigue and dry cough. not work. Instead, whether raw or
Since you cannot have a flu shot cooked, many use this pungent
in cooking and as a
when you are sick, it is probably
preventative toboost the immune
a good idea to get one as a pre-

HEIGHTS PHOTO'ANTONINAGUARINO

Traditional and homeopathic medicines fill pharmacy shelves during the winter.
system's defense. Ifyou are cooking with it, just use more.

vitamin C in its cheapest formof
ascorbic acid into a half-cup of

boiling water.
Boost your immune system
Vitamin C
This antioxidant flushes impurities out of your system. How
much should you take?
Although the RDA suggests
500 mg per day, many people use
1,000 to 2,000 mg per day. The
side effects of overdose include
the "runs" and a deficiency in vitamin C.
Therefore, it is suggested that
a person who takes a high dosage should reduce theirintake by
increments of 500 mg per day.
When you are sick and need
to boost your immune system,
this is a wonderful recipe: Drop
several thousand milligrams of

Once the vitamin has dissolved, letit cool. Add some fruit
juice to this solution and keep it
at a refrigerated temperature. This
is an excellent way to heal yourself if you are sick.

Quercetin
This bioflavonoid naturally
occurs in fruits and vegetables,
especially in garlic and onions. It
is great because it enhances the
uptake of vitamin C and helps
cold and flu symptoms such as

cough and congestion.
At a health store, Quercetin
sells for about $20, but here is a
way you can make it yourself. In
a double-boiler, boil four onions
and one-fourth cup of honey for

a half hours.
The sweet liquid from this
mixture will not taste like onions,
but rather like apple pie filling.
You don't need to eat the onions
themselves.
A few tablespoons of the
elixir will soothe a sore throat,
and give you a boost.
Water
Whether you drink it straight
or in the form of chicken soup,
water is wonderful for depleted
fluids and helping your bodyrecover from sickness.
Adding hot pepper to soup
can be an effective natural decontwo and

gestant.

Note that caffeinated beverages, along with alcohol, can dehydrateyou and slow yourrecovery when sick.
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Cityscape: Burlington, Vermont
By

In the winter, Church Street serves
these activities can be accessed from the as one of the venues for First Night,
Burlington's New Year celebration.
city.

PSX Review: Tiny Tank

windsurfing boards and bikes. All of

Jen Keller

HEIGHTS EDITOR

In a state wherethe cow population
outnumbers the human one, people
might not expect to find a thriving,
uniquecity. Burlington, Vermont, however, doesn't conform to this expectation.

borders
Lake
Burlington
Champlain on its eastern shore. In the

Battery Street Park and the waterfront allow terrific views of Lake

swimmers and fishermen populate the lake.
Winter finds Lake Champlain home
to ice-fishing huts and the winding

Champlain below and downtown

summer, boaters,

above.

On the third of July, both areas are
filled with patriotic revelers seeking the

TOURESTYOF LAKECHAMPLAIN CAMPGROUND [NC.

Lake Champlain offers a beautiful location for picnicing, water sports or just strolling.
tracks of snowmobiles.
The nearby slopes of Stowe and
Smuggler's Notch boast yet more winter activity for rugged individuals to

Located in the northwest comer of
the state on the banks of gorgeous Lake
Champlain. Burlington belies the mediocrity of its overused name through
originality and genuineness.
The lifestyle is decidedlylaid back,
despite the fast-paced reputation of East
Coast cities.
Life in Burlingtonentails very few
of the concerns facing residents of
places such as Boston and New York.
Flipping through the Burlington Free
Press one finds headlines such as "Foliage Season Begins" and "Judge Saves
Milk Pricing Plan."
Instead of worryingabout the crime
and violence that fill many cities'headlines, Vermonters spend their time enjoying the resources of their beautiful

enjoy.
By far, the most famous of Vermont
tourist activities is "leaf-peeping," asthe
locals call it. New England foliage is

state.

world-renowned for its brilliant color
and variety.
Break out your thickest homespun
sweater and bring your camera to enjoy the spectacular eenery and join in
typical "leaf-peeping"pursuits such as
hiking and apple picking.
Downtown Burlington has much to
offer visitors. The fabulous Church
Street marketplace is the place to go for
shopping, eating and people-watching.
In the warmer months, street performers entertain passersby with magic
tricks and music, while diners sip coffee at patio tables lining the red brick

The local lifestyle confirms that the
reason to visit Vermont is the outdoors
almost e\ cry car in Burlington sports
some sort ofroof rack for skis, kayaks.

-

street.

fireworks set off a wharffloating beyond the waterfront boardwalk.
For cultural pursuits, Burlington's
Flynn Theatre offers a wide variety of

Most of us don't remember the
original release of Atari's Ba»lezone.
But the 1980 arcaderelease has resurfaced in various "classic game" collection packages, websites spotlighting
Atari games and, most recently, under
the guise of a game called Tiny Tank.
Well, maybe not. But anyone who
picks up Sony Entertainment's new
game Tiny Tank may start feeling a bit
of nostalgia.
Tiny Tank is the same basic idea of
Battlezone. In Battlezone. you're a tank
and your job is to blow things up without getting blown up yourself.
If you replace the green polygons
with modem graphics, throw in some
sounds, music and a few extras, you've
got Tiny Tank.
Those of you who played last year's
Spyro the Dragon will also be feeling
some deja-vu.
The game has taken a lot of the
same concepts that made Spyro a success and transplanted them into Tiny
Tank.
For example, in Spyro when you
kill an enemy you get to pick up some
neat loot like crystals, extra lives and
other goodies.
In Tiny Tank, you also collect items
left over from destroyed enemies. Most

m&

afl

items help you rebuild yourself if
you've taken a few hits, while some give
you new weapons.
In other words, the concept of the
game isn't very original. That doesn't
necessarily make it a bad game, and
there are a few redeeming qualities that
make the game worth a look.
The sound is pretty good. There are
some entertaining tunes that follow you
asyou make yourway through the various levels. There's also some spokenword "radio shows" that are hard to pay
attention to when you'retrying to stay
alive.
Tiny's speech, however, is something that you really want to pay attention to. Some of the game's highlights
come from Tiny's mouth. When you're
about to defeat the first boss a large
robot with a cowboy hat on Tiny starts
to sing "I Shot the Sheriff."
Graphics are another saving grace
of this game, despite the fact that they
are very similar to Spyro'?..
The terrain is a lot of fun to navigate with a tank. You can roll up and
down the sand dunes in the first world.
However, there are a few bugs in
the graphics. When you move inside the
building in the first world, the interior
starts off with walls and dark lighting,
but a little further down the hall, it will
suddenly become the same dark yellow
color of outside.

-

-

It doesn't take too long to learn how
this game, and there's not much
of a challenge for anyone who's picked
up a platform-genre game in the past
year.
Still, the game can be entertaining
at times, and at this time of year, there
are not many games being released,
since most companies are waiting for
the holiday rush.
So if you were a fan of Spyro or
Crash Bandicoot, or even Atari's classic Battlezone, you'll probably enjoy
Tiny Tank.
to play

Report Card
Genre: 3D Shooter
Release Date: Aug 1999

Challenge: 2.9
Payability: 3.0
Graphics: 3.2
Sound: 3.1

Overall
3.1

WebWatch: Post-season baseball

entertainment. Just this month, the theater is hosting The Reduced
By Cleo V. Bertrand
Shakespeare Company's Millenium
MARKETPLACE EDITOR
Musical, the Bluegrass Sessions with
Major
Bush,
Sam
Jerry Douglas and Bela 1.
League Baseball: The offiFleck, the Carl Nielsen Philharmonic cial site for all things MLB has exfrom Denmark and much more.
panded to include coverage of the
The University of Vermont, located postseason. Check out statistics for the
in the center of town, is another source remaining teams and catch up on all the
of entertainment in Burlington. Fans of games. Or, if you already know everythe Catamounts fill the Gutterson thing about this year's game, read up
Fieldhouse for every hockey game.
on past playoff series.
In the everyday life of the city, the www.majorleagitebaseball.com
students' energetic and youthful influ2. CNN/ SI MLB Playoff: One of the
ences keep Burlington rocking despite most respected sports websites has creits relatively isolated location.
ated a special section specifically for
A visit to the Burlington area will
this year's playoff series. Read about
qever let you down, whether you are what happened in the day's games or
outdoors,
cultural entertainwhat happened in playoff series in years
seeking the
ment or a party.
past. There's also a photo gallery and

ILaV

' IBM

By Cleo V. Bertrand
MARKETPLACEEDITOR

Sox have 37 percent.
sports.yahoo.com/mlb
5. Post-Season Central: This is not an
postseason/division_series
3. ESPN.com MLB/ Playoffs 99: In official site, butrather a very well-deaddition to extensive reports on their signed fan site full of information and
TV channel, ESPN has created its own photos. The owner is a Mets fan, but he
website full of information. Just as in gives even coverage to all the playoff
the two previous sites, ESPN offers visi- teams.
tors a mix of current news, past history hometown.aol.com/thebaron9S/
postseason.htm
and photos.
espn.go.com/mlb/playoffs99/league/ 6. The Sporting News History of the
World Series: From 1903 to 1998, the
index.html
4. Yahoo! Sports MLB: This site has Sporting News offers extensive reviews
it all
live broadcasts, player statis- of past World Seriesgames. Read about
tics, photo galleries and links to other last year's Yankee sweep or about the
MLB websites. There's even a poll to infamous 19.1.9 game and the "Black
see who visitors think will win the AL Sax."
pennant?- currently the Yankees have www.sportingnews.com/archives/
links to all the team pages.
www.cnnsi.com/baseball/mlb/1999/

?

62 percent of the votes, while the Red

"MARTIN SCORSESE
IS A TRUE
AMERICAN MASTER!
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Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Barbados,
Florida, Padre

Book now for Free Meals &
2Free Trips
by
Book Decemberi7lh for
lowest Rales

1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE

EARN UP TO $1000

WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
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The key is to start saving now.
Delaying your decision can have a big
impact on the amount of your retirement income.
What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollarsand make the most of
tax deferral.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"
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1 800 842-2776

www.tiaa-cref.org

TIAA-CREF Individual todInrituttonalServtce*. live, diitnbuiet CREF certificate*and inlet-eat* in the TIAA Real EaiaM Account. For mot*complete information,including
charge**nd expense*, call I 800 842.2733,cxi. 6509, tor the proapectuaei.Read themcarefully before you invert or Mod money.
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ROLLING STONE

(888)728-7247

NICOLAS

CAGE

FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com

personal service that have made TlAACREF the retirement plan of choice
among America'seducation and
research communities,
So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website
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classifieds
BC employee looking for after
school care for 14 and 10 year olds
Nanny/Baby-sitter Needed atWellesley home. Must have car.
ASAP for Mon/Wed/or Thurs Job sharing welcome; references
for two imaginative kids, ages 6 required. Schedule: Monmday:2and 3.5, who love to dress up, put -6 and Friday: 2-6. Call Nancy at
on shows, do art projects and go 552-3453 or 781-237-1282.
on adventures. Experience with Babysitter needed for (early)
kids and driver's license are Saturday evenings or Sunday
important. Early childhood afternoons for friendly and athletic
education or drama background is 7 yr old boy and 9 yr old girls.
preferred. Own car wouldbe great Excellent pay. Newton Center
(just to get to us). Located location. Car not necessary. Call
between the BC Newton campus Susan at 244-2348.
and Newton Corner. Accessible Newton Center family seeks high
via public transportation. Start energy, responsible sitter for
ASAP. Excellent pay;references occasional Saturday nights/
required. Please call 617-964- weeknights. Three kids (ages 11,
-1451
10, 7). Two cats. Prefer nonBabysit my two year old "Eagle" smoker, non-TV watcher. Near
daughter, walking distance from MBTA. Please call 964-2887
campus-$ 10/hr. Wednesdays or (eves).
Fridays 10-1. Marguerite 232- Babysitting needed.
M-F
-6218
afternoons, 3-6 pm, and some
Needham-parttime child care for weekends. Could exchange
two year old and/or six year old parking space for car. Loving
boys. Own transportation. environment for adorable ten year
Flexible hours. Please call 781- old boy! Tutoring a plus! Please
-449-0475
call, eves, 6-9 pm, 244-5532. 10
Love kids? Part time position mins walk to BC.
available for a responsible, $9/hr Babysitter. NEWTON
reliable and loving person to assist family with easy children, 3 yrs
in family childcare. Experience and 1.5 yrs. Weekend evenings,
with children a plus. 9:30 am to occasional weeknight, never too
I:3opm 3 or 5 mornings. $10/hr. late. Spanishspeaking a plus! Car
Close to BC. Call 232-6348
preferred. Call Elizabeth 332Babysitter wanted for 3 arid 1 yr. -5214
old, Wednesday mornings and one Babysitter needed. After school.
other morning to be decided. Two girls-11 and 14. Two or three
Experienced, non-smoker, own days a week-2:30-5:30. Must
car. $7.50/hr. In Newton have car, nonsmoker. Excellent
Highlands. We have a big, salary. Madeline 617-964-5084
friendly dog. 617-3329325
Creative energetic student to care
Part-time Nanny needed in West for almost 3yo dynamic duo
Newton. Care for 2 toddlers (twins) afterpreschool. 3-6 or 3MWF 8-5. $ 10/hr, car required. -7 M-F 796-8807. Newton centre
Contact Vita, 617-558-3699.
by town hall.
Nurturing caregiver needed for 2 Part time babysitting wanted.
yr old child beginning Chestnut Hill family seeks
immediately on Tues. thru Fri. reliable,
non-smoking,
from between 3 and 4 pm to experiencedbabysitters (mornngs,
between 6:30-7pm. (add'l days afternoons, weekends, or
and hours avail.). Driver's license vacations) for athree and four year
and references required. Please old beginning in September.
direct inquiries to Susan Donahue References required. Please call
weekdays at 617-556-3900 or Cathy at 566-2342
evenings after 8 pm at 617-738- Occasional Evening Childcare
-4453.
wanted. Mom or two great girls,
Child care needed. Immediate ages eight and twelve, West
opportunity for trustworthy, Newton, will pay top rates for a
reliable nonsmoker who loveskids sitter for occasional evening
to babysit for a one yr old and a 4 babysitting. Access to a car and
yr old. Must be experienced with references required. Call Paula at
infants. Convenient location in 617-630-8775
Broolkline on "T" (Green Line). Help! Busy mother of three (ages
Full or part time position 6, 10, 12) needs help with
available: live-in or live-out. No everything: homework, laundry,
pet owners please, we are allergic. organization, dinner. Walking
Please call 617-293-7362.
distance from BC (about 10-15
Babysitter Wanted (Newton)- minutes). Prefer 4-11 PM
Looking for babysitter for Wednesdays and 4-7 other
(almost) 2 year-old boy. weekdays or as schedules permits.
Occasional evenings and Call evenings at 731-9180 or
weekends. Highly competitive email at Benfam@mediaone.net
pay. Non-smoker. Access to dar Tuesday afternoons-help needed
preferred. CallSarahatssB-1351. in Newton caring for 10 year old
BC 88' grad and husband in girl. Start time: 12:30 for several
Wellesley seek sitter for hours. Payslo/hour. Morehours
occasional babysitter for our available for more help-let's make
infant and toddler! $9/hr! Please a deal. Call Sharon-439-2460
call Sheila at 781-237-7293. Car (days), 527-0606(evenings).
helpful but not necessary.
Babysitting wanted. Responsible,
playful person wanted for
occasional weekday evening sits Private club in Brookline looking
for two children, ages 4 &6. Own for part time waitstaff and
transportation or walk to D-line. bartenders. Flexible hours, Taccessible, shuttle service
$6/hr. Call Andrea 969-7123.
Babysitter needed evenings, two available. Paystarts at $8 and $11/
girls, 9 and 6 years. Experience hr. Please call 566-0244.
required. Carpreferred. 617-527-3768.

Mature, understanding and kind
people wanted to act as
companions to elderly persons.
Flexible schedule, part time or
full. Excellent compensation.
Must have own transportation.
This is a new concept in Elder
Care. Call Companion Care
Corp. 617-489-8053
$1000's WEEKLY!!
Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FT, PT. Make
$800+ weekly, guarenteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one
stamp to: N-109, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire BLVD, Los
Angelas, CA 90025
Want a Job in the Environment?
Here's how to get one. Attend the
nation's premier environmental
career conference! Career fair.
Educational
Networking.
Sessions.
National
Environmental
Career
Conference Hartford Civic
Center. October 22-23, 1999.
Call 617-422-0021. Or visit
www.eco.org.
Looking for a great job with
convenience and flexibility? The
Wellesley Country Club seeks
part-time waitstafffor busydining
room and banquet service.
Experience
preferred,
transportation a must. Call 781-235-7333.
CPA Firm in need of an assistant,
flexible hours. Some course work
in accounting preferred. Located
in Cleveland Circle, Brookline,
MA. Call Paul days® 617-731-2333, evenings 617-784-9218.
Valet Parking. Fun job, flexible
hours!! Days, nights, and
weekends. Full and Part-time
positions, Boston, Newton,
Cambridge and Allston locations.
Immediate openings! Call 781-748-9147

SPRING BREAK 2000 with
STS Join America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises, and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call 1-800-648-4849 or
visit
online
@
wvAv.ststravcl.com.
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
Break
2000.
Spring
is
for
City.com
looking
Student
highly motivated students to
promote Spring Break 2000!
Organize asmall group and travel
FREE!! Top campus reps can
earn a FREE TRIP and over
$10,000!
Choose Cancun,
Jamaica or Nassau! Book trips
on-line. Log in and win FREE
stuff. Sign up now on line
www.studentcity.com or 800-293-1443
#1 Spring Break 2000Vacations!
Book early and save! Best Prices
Guaranteed!!! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, & Florida! Sell trips,
Earn Cash, & Go Free! Now
Hiring Campus Reps! 1-800-2 3 4-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
Get the best Spring Break
Prices! South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & mardigras. Reps
needed....travel Free, EarnSSS.
(.ion, Discounts for 6+. 800-838-8203 www.leisuretours.com

Boston Coi^^^f]
REALTY SeCTOuKM

Earn Free Trips and Cash!!!
Spring Break 2000. Cancun,/
Jamaica. For 10 years Class
Travel International (CTI) has
distinguished itself as the most
reliable student event and
marketing organization in North
America. Motivated Reps can go
on Spring Break FREE & earn
over $10,000. Contact us today
for details!
800-328-1509
www.classtravelintl.com

...the BC student's source/or ojf-caippust
BOARDWALK

IBMAptiua M3O, 13" monitor, in
excellent shape, never had avirus,
perfect for word processing,
email, and websurfing. $250
negotiable. Call Chris at 730-3791

PROPERTIES
Boardwalk Properties features a
huge selection of condos and
houses in the BC area-From
Cleveland Circle to Comm Aye
in Newton. CALL TODAY!!
566-5333
SMALL
Cleveland Circleright on shuttle.
Modern one beds and studios!
Dishwashers, lndry, hw firs.
Great place to study! $800-1000
for oneperson.
1 bed split on Comm next to
Maddies!! Modern great for
two! Huge kitchen, laundry,
pool, live in super luxury
building! Haveitall! $1150 for
2
Orkney Rd. large modern one
beds w/D&D, marble bath, huge
kitchens, and a porch! $1050
Comm Aye 2 bed modern with

tons of amenities. Right on

shuttle $1400
MEDIUM

Chiswick Rd! Huge 2 bed will
fit three! Eik, laundry, parking
included! On T and Shuttle

-

$1500
Strathmore Rd! Cummings and
Egermont! Great units! Large
& Modern! Best Prices $1700
and up!
Beacon Brownstone! Eik w/
D&D, porch, laundry, modern
charm! Close to everything!
$2000
Orkney Rd. Modern 3 bed w/
tons of windows, D&D, EIK,
and a porch $1800
Hatherly Rd. 3 bed in house,
garage prkg, lvrm, dnrm, hw
floors beautiful layout! $2000
LARGE
Cummings and Egermont!! 4
beds 2 baths and a porch!! Prkg
Avail! A steal for $2200. These
won't last
Comm Aye huge 4 bed
apartments starting at $2300-

Lndry, porches, huge rooms,
tons to choose from!
Cleveland Circle luxury 4 beds
in house. Huge units great for
large groups. Rent one unit or
whole house $3000 and up.

\u25a0

The

Foster Street five beds close to
Comm Aye! In house, ptkg
avail, hw floors. Incredible
price! $2300 forfive!!
Cleveland circle house with 6,
7, 8 beds, multiple baths, full
basements and more! $3600+
Don't waste time with the rest.
Go directly to the best. Advance
to Boardwalk Properties 566-5333
Greenline Realty. Next to
Cityside in Cleveland Circle.
BC's Off-Campus Housing
Specialists. Sept. 2000Available
Now!
"STUDENT
DISCOUNT" Walk-in or call
731-5434
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Hey B.C. Sophmores! Now is
the time to secure your offcampus housing for next fall.
Places are disappearing quickly

but we still have

a huge
inventory of great B.C. offcampus houses and apartments,
many new listings justarriving.
Large groups are out specialty
and we have every B.C. listing
available. Many exclusives can
ONLY be rented through AT
Home Realty. 1705=1711

Comm.Aye... 1680-1682Comm.
Ave...1653r1661
Comm.
Aye...South St...Strathmore

Rd...Algonquin Rd...Beacon
St...Foster St...Ayr Rd...Orkney

Rd...Radnor
Rd...Gerald
Rd... Sutherland
Rd...Wallingford Rd...Crosby

Rd...Collision Rd...Chiswick
Rd...Cummings Rd...Chestnut
Hill Aye...and the entire

Cleveland Circle area. Call us

today at 738-1820. We'll pick
you up at B.C. and show you a
huge selection of great places.
Nobody has more exclusives
than At Home Realty. Got your
group together? Let's go! At
Home Realty. 738-1820. Voted
B.C's #1 off-campus housing

source. Please visit our web site
for more detailsabout our great
apartments:

http://

bostonapts.com/athome.
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Global resources. Local presence.

Warburg Dillon Read invites
you to a very special event:

Women in Trading.
Sponsored by the Women in Trading
at Warburg Dillon Read
Find out first hand about a career on
the trading floor. Receptions will be
held in both New York and Boston:
New York:
Date:
Monday, October 25th

Time:
6:30 pm
Location: ÜBS Tower
10 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022
Boston:
Date:
Wednesday, October 27th
Time:
6:30 pm
Location: Four Seasons Hotel
200 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116
RSVP preferred but not required.
Please reply by e-mail to

amydeangelo@wdr.com. No telephone
inquiries please.
For more information about
Warburg Dillon Read, visit our website

atwww.wdr.com.
We look toward to meeting you.

Dillon Read
An investment bank of global intelligence
Warburg Dillon Read is the brand name for the investment banking division of ÜBS AG and its investment banking subsidiariesworldwide. In the United States,
Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a subsidiary of ÜBS AG, is a memberof NYSE and SIPC. Warburg Dillon Read is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Carthtgins urns tragedy into triumph
By Jillian Shedneck
For The Heights

A his weekend, Robsham Theater
was transformed into the Irish town of
Deny for the play Carthaginians, written by

Frank McGuinness and directed

by Professor Scott Cummings. The

set.

lightingand incredible performances all

added

to

town still

this realistic portrayal of a

Paul, an intelligent man who goes mad
after Bloody Sunday. Mawhinney is
very expressive and believably portrays
a man prone to crazed outbursts. Seph,
played by Conor O'Kane, A&S '00.
turned in IRA members after Bloody
Sundayand hasn't spoken since. When
Seph does speak at the end of the play,
itis a surprising and emotional moment.
Kane has one of the better Irish accents,
although they were all excellent. With
one ofthe most movingspeeches of the
play, he describes why he informed and

belief. Greta is so humorouslyand bitterly cynical that when she breaks
down in the end, it is both a surprise
and a relief. Hancock has one of the
best accents and is consistently a
strong actress, describing the death of
Greta's parents and her life as nothing, while searching for meaning and
hating herself.
This is by nomeansa musical, but
the cast does

recovering from the

effects of Bloody Sunday. The

action takes place in a graveyard where all seven characters

wait for the dead

to

rise. The

premise may sound morbid, but

\u25a0titij f l

the play was actually hopeful
ALL PHOTOS BY LAURENM. PRINGLE

and inspiring.
Maela, Sara and Greta live
in the graveyard and are the
strongest believers that the dead
will rise. Maela, played by
Katherine Brown, GSON, is an
older woman who cannotface
the fact that her daughter died
of cancer, coincidentally on

(Left) Dido

directs his
play.
(Above)

Paul and
Greta enact
Dido's
vision.
(Right) Sara
and Greta
perform in
Dido's play.

Bloody Sunday.
The audience can understand why Maela sits at her
daughter's grave laying out
clothes, but the other two are a
mystery. Sara, played by Erin
O'Reilly, A&S '01, has come
back from Amsterdam, where
she was addicted to drugs and
turned to prostitution. She has
returned for her old boyfriend,
Hark, played by Chris Crocetti,
A&S '02. Hark tells her he is a different person, that they all are, after the
trauma of Bloody Sunday. Taking this
setback into consideration, it still
doesn't seem like Hark and Sara were
everin love or are even attracted to each
other now.
Greta, played by Jillian Hancock,
A&S '02, is a cynical woman working
against her bitterness to hope for the
miracle of the dead rising. John
Rydzynski, A&S '01, plays Dido, the
gay young man who befriends Maela
andthe rest ofthe cast. His performance
as a flamboyant and funny man is terrific, but he isn't given as broad an emotional range as the other characters.
Dave Mawhinney, A&S '02, plays

what it has done to his life.
We're told that Hark, Seph, Sara
and Paul were best friends before
Bloody Sunday, but this apparentbond
is only captured during the scene when
the friends recollect a night at a pub together. Other than that, the bond is lost
and they seem like strangers. They do
not delve into the events of Bloody
Sunday and how that caused their specific problems. We dounderstand how
it has affected them, but not why, losing the personal effectsof Bloody Sunday for an American viewer.
A standout performance can not be
picked fromthe seven actors, since this
truly was an ensemble piece. Each actor gave a strong performance and had

their own emotional moments of breaking down or bitter memories. Most
moving was Sara's story, when she described what happened to her in
Amsterdam in a passionate, frantic way.
Crocetti looked and acted the part of
the tough and stubborn Hark.
As the rest of the cast stands at attention, you can feel the reverence and
sadness not only for those who have
died, but also for how the deaths have
affected the characters. Brown so convincingly portrays an older woman that
it is hard to believe she is actually a
college student. Her emotional moments of denying her daughter's death
are so moving and well-acted that we
can understand why she keeps up this

have beautiful voices
and use the
songs to intensify their
memories or
add to the
! scenes.
The set
was convincingly reI alistic. The

lighting worked well to set the

tone and
time of day, and the sunrise at the end
manages to capture this beauty. The
magnificent lighting, along with the actors' excellent accents, helped to turn
Chestnut Hill into the town of Derry for
the evening.
At first, the play is awkward when
all of the characters wind up at the
graveyard together, but by the end their
bond is strong and they all in some way
forgive each other and themselves.
This play says a lot about the aftermath of Bloody Sunday and its effects
on the characters' lives, whether they
were actually there ornot. The play was
written by an Irish playwright for Ireland, so some of its content (including
mention on the F.A. Cup) and meaning
may be lost to us. But regardless, what
we are left with is the strong performances and the detailed set to form our
own conclusions about the effects of

Bloody Sunday.

Return of the Rat

John Chang and Adam Kidd lead Best Friend Josh in
action last Thursday night.
By Paul Catanese
Heights Staff

Whenone decides to attend asmall

three local college
bands, there is a goodchance that none
of the bands will be worth the money
paidfor admission. Perhaps it is just this
reason that keeps attendance at such
events, including the Boston College
Pub Series, at a smaller-than-capacity
level.Yet anyone who put these preconceptions aside and attended the Pub
Series last Thursday night at the Rat
would have found all threebands to not
concert featuring

only be talented musicians and lyricists*

but excellent performers as well. The

lineup for the show consisted of The
Dij opening, followed by punk trioBest
Friend Josh, and Aberdeen, formerly
known as The Cat's Pajamas, closing
out the night.
The Dij started the night out with a
small crowd, which was quite unfortunate for late attendees, as they missed
an impressive hour-long set. Lead
singer and guitarist Erik Carleton was
able put a great deal of personal emotion into his vocals while still maintaining an element of clarity. While
Carleton admitted, "Mostof our songs
are about girls," it was clear that
concertgoers of both sexes could relate
to what was being sung. The rest of the

band did not fall below the standard
set by the lyrics, as they provided a
solid stream of catchy, yet not overly
poppy music. This was particularly
impressive, considering that guitarist
Adam Granossky had to play mostof
the show with a broken string. Also,
bassist Tom McGuinness and drummer Pete Schaefer worked together

well.

Thethreemembers of Best Friend

Josh took the stage after The Dij. Despite being known only as a punk
band, Best Friend Josh played a number of slower songs. It was these songs
See PUB, D6

Norton and Pitt pack a punch in Fight Club
paced." With each punch landed, they will die. This idea is mirrored by Perhaps he will be nominated again, but the occurrences in the movie) and no
it's too early to tell that now. We do true goodguy. Pitt's and Norton's charFincher provides experiences for all of Fincher's direction, which
he demanded the best of himself for know one thing for sure Pitt can play acters are clever and entertaining to
your senses with amazing sound qualwatch on screen, but they would only
ity, up-close camera work, superb act- each scene, both with Fight C&ifys vi- a crazy person very, very well.
Part of the magic of Fight Club is be considered decent guys in today's
ing (or to put it more accurately, react- suals and substance.
?

By Matt Swenson

Heights Review Editor

mediately. We're talking about movies

FIGHT CLUB: A new film directed by
Seven's DavidFincher and starring
Brad Pitt and Edward Norton. Now
showing at Chestnut Hill.

like Blade Runner, Star Wars and Jaws,
all of which transformed the film industry almost instantaneously. You can
now add Fight Club to that group of
extraordinary movies.
David Finchcr (The Game, Alien 3),

It's not very often that you see a
movie that could change the face of
filmmaking for years to come, but when
you see such a movie, you know it im-

arguably Hollywood's stylistic
wunderkind, unleashes a series of images that challenge justhow much realistically portrayed violence you can
take and redefines the term "fast-

ing to the "punches") and an overall feel
of the film that will not allow you to
look away at any moment, no matter
how graphic things become. As a result, the film flies by even with a 135-minute length.
Despite the ad campaign. Club's
main star is Norton, who plays Jack, an
insomniac pencil-pusher in need of serious mental help. He fakes illnesses so
he cm join self-help groups, where he
lets out his emotions. His plan works
well until another faker, Maria (played
by Helena Bonham Carter) joins all the
groups he is in. Herpresence messes
with his psyche, so much so that he ends
up forming a new "self-help" group
with Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt) called
Fight Club. Essentially, all the group
does is beat the hell out of each other,
but the club serves as a sort of sick way
to push its contestants to their limits.
Each has to maximize their abilities or

Matching Fincher's intensity are his

two stars. We'veknown

about Norton's
ability to metaphorically explode on
screen, first with Primal Fear and then
with American HistoryX, and this film
does nothing to disprove how much he
brings to his craft. In one memorable
scene, his character literally beats himself up, which for any other actor would
be a pretty big stretch, but he's already
portrayed a mass murderer and former
Nazi sympathizer. He doesn't shy away
from challenging roles
and Norton
is always up to the challenge.
On the other hand, it's hard to imagine that this is the same Pitt who sleepwalked throughMeet JoeBlack. Maybe
he was resting up for Fight Club, and if
so, he's forgiven for Black's terrible
performance, because he is simply mesmerizing as Durden. He's better here
than he was in Twelve Monkeys, and he
got an Oscar nomination for that role.
?

the dark world Fincher creates. Fight
Club has three principal locations:
Durden's house, the bar where "Fight
Club" takes place and the streets of
Durden's world. On the surface, the
sites are nothing exotic, but when we
see what goes on in the locales, and the
cinematography in these areas, Fincher
creates a wildly original world. While
it serves as a background to the story's
main framework, the setting for each
scene enhances the meaning of every
action and catches your attention, even
if everything is not so beautiful in the
traditional sense of the word.
The reason that this film seems so
different from everything else is that
Fincher has essentially created a film
noir, only minus the hard-boiled detective. There's Norton's voice-over,
Fincher's use of shadows and light,
Carter's femme fatale (as we learn immediately,Jack blames her for most of

world if they had jobs in the World
Wrestling Federation. Ifthe characters
were crooked cops, everyone would call
this L.A. Confidential on speed (and
then some), but luckilythey're not, so
we can appreciate Fight Club's uniqueness in peace.
Despite some muddy storytelling
after a semi-Sixth Sense turn toward the
end of the film, Fincherholds this highwire act of a movie together with taut
direction despite the film'sfrenetic pacing. Though Fight Club is not an easy
movie to watch it is an experience to
behold. You will walk out of the theater thinking that Fight Club has shown
you what taking a movie to the next
level is all about. It will be almost impossible not to break Fight
Club'salready infamous first and second rules by talking about this movie,
and you will, more likely than not, talk
about it for years and years to come.
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Live's latest album goes the Distance to Here
try to point out social problems such

**

Banjo Spiders
Spinning Records Presents the Banjo
Spiders
{Planetary Records)

For
a
band titled the
Banjo

Spi-

ders. there are

certainly
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as, "A few bucks

(Epic Records)
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Indigo Girls
Come on Now Social
Come on Now Social, the recent release of the Indigo
,?, Girls, supports a conawareness and
C
nature-type feeling
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something grabs your throat and ends
your day of fun in the flowers. But this

arguing, bongo drums, xylophone,
gentle guitar playing and "do da do da"

time the change of pace is welcomed,
and appropriately the first line is, "Stop
the circulation and off the flow." Damn,
those are some hot lyrics. What you are
now listening to is Unruh, the greatest
thing to come out of Arizona since ...
actually,they are Arizona's greatest gift
to America.
Stephanie Laemoa
With their second full-lengthrejourney with
distant-sound- lease. Setting Fire to Sinking Ships,
I
ing vocal effects Unruh delivers eight hits seven new
and notable bass ones and a new version of "Friendly
*** ?
WJs-}
Fire," all of which are sure to provide
Live
sassy aural
The Distance to Here
upbeat tempos, the trained ear with some
(Radioactive Records)
sex. Even more so than their past LP,
seven-inch and split-seven-inch with
Enewetak, this CD acts like a wall of
Since Live's disappointing 1997
sizers,
"Infinity
ITnrM I?l
noise it justconsumes everything is
album The Secret Samadhi, tead singer some kind of inGirl" and "Op
its path. Yet this offering is the first
Ed Kowalczyk and company have writ- ncr-spiritual
Hop Detonation" stand out as the best
Artist Motoko Hada's designs
thrash album you can tap your toes
ten andrecorded The Distance to Here, meaning.
tracks on the album.
it is that McNasty. All
along with
feature fish, birds, flowers and an array
which is on par with their multi-platiMany pop music lovers favor the songs are full of thrash blasts from
of colorful patterns whose significance Stereolab's albums because the group
num success, Throwing Copper.
guitarist Ryan Butler (ex-Wellington),
The first single off Distance, "The is not evident to non-fans.
has consistently created universal, who also shows off his skills on the
piDistance is the type of CD that you
Dolphin's Cry" is receiving significant
catchy and complex songs. Throughout ano and viola, yes the viola, and yes it
radio airplay, and is one of the many will listen to all the way through. The Cobra and Phases Group, the remarkis a thrash album. The guitar is complerock songs on the album that professes album flows extremely well, and there able horn arrangements add to the jazz mented nicely by the vocal stylings of
really isn't a bad song on Distance. At elements of the overall sound, while
peace
Kowalczyk
the theme of
and love.
the Mike Edwards, whosounds reminiscent
sings, "You're all I need to find/ So first, all of the songs sound the same; xyloof Ron Reinhart of
through.
however,after
few
times
Disa
phones
when the time is right/ Come to me
Dark Angel fame sans
grow
you.
will
to
on
begin
produce
tance
I
vocal chords, while
sweetly, come to me/Love will lead us,
Live will be performing at the the remi\u25a0\u25a0
backed by the beautialright/ Love wil! lead us, she will lead
Theatre
on
November
18.
nt
Orpheum
n cc
fully sloppy drumus."
'60s tone
ming of Bill Fees, who
The best track on the CD is a beau? Patrick M. Morrissey
heard of- An
looks as if he may be
tiful balten in the
epileptic when he
group's
plays live.
r
w
To say this is just
Stereolab
another thrash record
would be akin to callCobra and Phases Group Play Voltage Like
in the Milky Night
ing DMB just a passn c ii
Mm ')
ing fad; it is just some(Elektra)
pop group
thing that is blatantly
Air,
For the past nine years, the five Stereolab's music sounds timeless. Esnot true. So do yourself a favor: buy
members of Stereolab have created pecially after numerous listens, they this CD and be proud to throw up the
sweet melodies with gentle rhythms for
? never disappoint with their poetic lyr- horns.
pop music fans. Their popularity is most ics, harmonizing and irresistible musiKevin Laßonge
likely based on their sophisticated, ex- cal compositions.
perimental musical arrangements of
e n c c s. guitars, analog keyboards, harpsiTeresa Concepcion
This chords, pianos, theremins, horns, bass,
song has a carpe diem theme: "In a mostrings, drums and brass, among other
ment we lost our minds/ And lay our instalments. In addition, Laetitia Sadier.
Hamburgler
****
spirit down/Today we lived a thousand who sings in both French and English.
I'nruh
Mayor McChcesc
years/ All we have is now." This song has one of most sweet, heavenly-sound- Setting Fire to Sinking Ships
has "radio hit" written all over it since, ing voices in pop music today. A no(PessimiserRecords)
Ronald
like most of the tracks, it blends inspirtable element of Stereolab's music is
Birdie
ing lyrics and uniquevocals with a rock
Sadier's vocal harmonizing with other
It started off nicely enough with
edge.
members of the band.
some piano, acoustic guitar and viola.
Grimace
The final two songs of Distance.
The group's latest record opens like the soundtrack of my youth spent
"We Walk in the Dream" and "Dance with the layered sounds of trumpets frolicking through the meadow. Then
vocals ("Fuses"). In "People Do It All,"
celestial, light sounds are produced
through a harps cnord. The
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Post-Graduate
Volunteer and
Human Services
JobFair
(The old volunteer fair with a twist!)
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MARTIN SCORSESE S

with You" are beautiful and spiritually
uplifting love songs. Live fans who
crave hard rock will undoubtedlylove
"Sparkle," "Sun" and"The DiF'ince,"
which sound

?

commendable, but on
the whole, the album
faults that
misses the mark mux~~ -I .-<\u25a0> i \
jump out at / ~ N
the listeners
/
fk
J sically.
That's not to say
y>}
/
right away
there are no songs
fT j/:
...obviously /
M/
\u25a07
worth listening to on
no spiders,
V>
the album. "Soon Be
''
to Nothing," the secnately, no
ond track on the album, utilizes Indigo
banjos either.
Girl Emily Sailers' smooth, crisp voice
Touted as one of Boston's up-and-comers, this album leaves the listener with and contains a nice blend of vocals. The
a case of cold feet and a feeling ofblase problem is not the singing both Invoices. The
interest in the band's bizarre namesake. digo Girls have phenomenal
is that they've built expectaproblem
with
a
power
pop
With a focus on
tions with hits like "Get out the Map"
little pinch of country and punk thrown
and "Shame on You." Listeners expect
in for the hell of it, the band seems like the same infectious
appeal and excitepiss-poor,
revved-up
version
of
a
ment promoted by those songs. Much
legends
the Meat Puppets. of the album is encased with a country
pseudo-pop
On songs such as "Like a Bomb," Eric music feel that tries to be jolly, but not
Barlow and Thomas Jean's harmonies to the point where one
are astoundingly lacking, and nothing feels the need to get up i
jumps out to grab the listener and suck and line dance. Thealbum does contain slow
him or her into the album.
songs that would be
However, every now and again the
ifnot for the proband will come out with a funny line good,
dragging of lyrlonged
yank
the
or a catchy guitar riff that will
ics and beats.
-.-M
listener's head for just a second. More
Perhaps the greattimes than not. this is just a flash in the est disappointment is
pan, althoughevery now and again the the lack of catchy tunes
band will hit with a song, such as "You that make for great
singing. Listening to
& My Pride." which will require multhe album several times
tiple listenings.
Overall, this band certainly is not and notrecalling a part
the quality trio that their name or the shows how enjoyable
{or not enjoyable) the music is. Very
local Newbury Comics would like the
few songs in the album evoke any emolistener to believe that it is. For local
tion, as music generallycan and should.
fans,
music
this band has potential for Having said that, it is unfortunate that
the future. As for now, just leave this the actual music on the album is subband alone and wait for the improvepar, because many of the lyrics make
mentto come about with age (like a fine
an attempt to stiraction with words like
wine) before investing in one Of their "Raise your hands high/ Don't take a
seat/ Don't stand aside."
albums.
On a deeper level, the Indigo Girls
Jonathan Raelin

dramatic

an hour and not much
more/ The world comes in just to take
things away/They eat it all up and then
they sleep into day." When put to music, the meaningof the words is lostand
the power of music even forgettable
prevails.
music

The Heights Room
Lower Campus Dining Hall

Wednesday, November 3
Stop by anytime between
4-7pm
Learn about Post-Grad Service Programs and Work
Opportunities in Human Service Agencies
Co-Sponsoredby the University Chaplaincy and the CareerCenter
atBoston College. For more info, contact Paula Norbert,
Chaplaincy Office, Gasson 317,552-3170.
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Verve Pipe go from freshmen to seniors
duration time and time again. The lack
of one true radio-ready classic eludes
the new set of music, but this is a good
thing, because such a song would only
take away from what the Verve Pipe has

1/2
*** Verve

Pipe
The
TheVerve Pipe
(RCA Records)

Fans of mainstream radio probably
don't expect much from the Verve Pipe
these days. Althoughtheir 1996album,
Villains, went platinum, it could easily
be tossed aside as one of those albums
that people bought because of one song,
"The Freshmen." And while this album
brought smaller hits as well, mainly
"Photograph" and "Cup of Tea," the
band seemed destined to forever be attached to one soaring and emotional hit.
The label may still be the case, despitethe fact that the quintet's 1999selftitled album contains their best music
to date. The 12-song effort is personal
andear-catching from beginning to end,
forming a thematic template which can
barely be appreciated until played in

The Verve Pipe's new self-titled album.

Matt Swenson's top 25

Stars of
the

emphasis on the rock aspect, as compared to the pop on the one prior. Some
tracks lose power because they become
instrumentally monotonous, but these
tracks hardly take away from the over-

accomplished.
Led by the vocals of orian Vander
Ark and the guitar-based accompaniment of the band, the 12 songs are clear
and complex, resonating roughly yet
melodically, and proving the band is
staying true to their own form a form
?

which has brought them from underground radio to recognizable stature.
The first single, "Hero," is a great
representation of the album's general
sound. Inthe chorus, Vander Ark sings,
"It burned like a cancer/When the answer did occur to me,/ Creep from the
cradle,/ But a hero's what I wannabe."
In the same form as this one, mosr
of the songs are mid-tempo pop-rock.
However, this album places a little more

Century

all effect.
The best work comes toward the
end of the album, as slower melodies
hit the listener like a calm and comforting breeze. Songs like "Half A Mind"
and "She Has Faces" showcase Vander
Ark's voice to its fullest extent, and the
final song, "La La," is possibly the
band's best song to dale. He sings,
"You've got all my loving in a tangle/
Thai 1 could never undo,/ You will never
hear me singing la la,/ I guess la la
means 1love you."
Die-hard fansof the Verve Pipe, as
well as fans of good'music, will love
this one.

Greg GagHardi

?

II #8: MarilynMonroeX
By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor

There has been a lot of talk this last
year of the century about what makes
someone a star because of the many lists

America.
Open For Travel.

(this one included) recognizing some
of the great performers of the past 100
years. Does the person's body of work

?
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make them a star? Is it their influence
on their industry? Or is it something
else? While it is clear that a star usually has agreat portfolio of accomplishments and probablyaffected their arena
in some dramatic fashion, there is an
intangible quality to these stars that
causesus to look up to and admire them
because they (or theirpublic image) are
what we want to be. It's hard to place a
finger on what this intangible quality
is, but when it's present you know it
just like everyone knew it about
Marilyn Monroe, who is arguably still
the personification of Hollywood glamour and beauty.
Monroe did not live a long life (she
died at the young age of 36), and thus
she could not possibly be in as many
films or shows as many of the people
we consider stars. However, every action she took left indelible imprints in
our mind that she is still part of "Americana," aswe still obsess about her. even
though she's been dead for 37 years.
Part of this reason is Monroe's sexuality. She was one of the first beauty
queens, and she certainly didn't hide her
beauty. 1n orderto earn money to eat in
1948. Monroe posed for some pictures
au natural. Five years later, those same
pictures were part of the very first issueof Playboy, ensuring Monroe would
not only be the sex symbol of the '50s.
but the picture of beauty to this day.
Aside from herbeauty. Monroe had
a natural charisma that translated to the
silverscreen incredibly well. Beginning
with her break-out role in the film noir
The Asphalt Jungle, Monroe increased
her fame immeasurably by demonstrating her acting talent. Monroe starred in
All About Eve, Monkey Business, The
Seven Year Itch and Some Like if Hot.
There is no way someonerelying solely
on beauty could end up in such great
films. She had presence, she had timing and she had class, all of which got
her into those classics, and helped make
the classics as good as they are.
Monroe acted almost like a magnet for celebrities because ofher beauty
and talent. Stars like Cary Grant and
Clark Gable worked with her in her
short career, and Billy Wilder (Double
Indemnity) saw fit to cast her in The
Seven Year Itch. On the personal side
of things, everyone wanted to be with
her and that means everyone. Among
herthree husbands were Joe DiMaggio
(though it was only a nine-month marriage) and the Death of a Salesman
scribe, Arthur Miller. These men could
have had anybody they wanted but
chose her, because there was a lot of
substance behind her Hash.
Still, her style is what made her big
her style referring to her audacity,
of course. How many people have the
courage to first star in a 1950s movie
where a gust of wind blows up your
skirt (The Seven YearItch) and then sing
"Happy Birthday" to John F. Kennedy
while he was president? Her seductive
lone clearly left the impression thai the
two had an affair, something kenned}
probably wasn't appreciative of. But
Monroe did not care
she knew it
would be memorable, and it was. Can
you think of a more famous rendition
of "Happy Birthday"?
That was what Monroe was all
about: leaving impressions. Thai she
did. You can only just shake your head
at the bravery (or stupidity) to do some
of the things she did in such a short
span. Imagine what we would think of
her had she lived past age 36. We probably wouldn't have any different impressions, but rather more of an appreciation of her being able to top her own
publicity stunts over and over again,
which she certainly would have. She
didn't know how to stay out of the public eye? she lived for it, which is why
she will never leave our memories.

J
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Superstar singers Sting and Bowie mellow out
**

1/2

Sting

Brand New Day
(A&M Records)

Brand New Day proves that every
little thing former Police member Sting
does is not magic.
Comprised of 10 tracks, nine of
which deal with the loss of a lover, the
album is not necessarily bad, but it's
very hit-or-miss. Thehits are truly terrific, and the
misses
are

put together. James Taylor lends some
of his vocals to "Fill Her Up," and
Stevie Wonder adds his harmonica to
the title (and only optimistic) song,
"Brand New Day." not to mention contributions by Branford Marsalis and Ste.
Maybe it says something when
Sting cannot put together a complete
album even with all of this talented help.
Maybe it means Sting should realize
that it really is a "brand new day" in
the music industry, and his role will
continue to diminish as he hangs on.
Or, maybe it

unfathomably

low for such a
former, even if
he has continually mellowed
.nil

dreaded easy-listening category of music. It appears that his music has settled
down, along with his life. Perhaps
Bowie is happierthan he has ever been,
bin if this album reflects what type of
music his happiness is leading him to,
then it is a disaster for his fans.
Fresh off the success of his darkly
toned electronica album, Earthling, one
might be shocked to hear hints of his
old album that never come to fruition.
For example, "Something in the Air"
hearkens back to the pull and thenkick
of Earthling. but this time around there
there is just a pseudois no kick
electronica background spluttering
along to a kitschy chorus that sends
shivers of nausea through the listener's
stomach.
In addition, the lyrics on this album are a far cry even from his recent
concept album. Outside. Resorting to
cliches and cheesy romances, Bowie
again hits the true fan with a low blow,
After all, this is the man that wrote and
designed "Ziggy Stardust" and the epic

just drift together into one long throwaway that one expects to hear ona rarities and B-sides compilation, but certainly not ona highly anticipated new
release.
It is only on the song '"Hie Pretty
Things Are Going to Hell" that one gets
a glimpse
of the old I
Bowie that
is now entangled in
an artistic

..
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Sting is on
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the cusp of

something
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seems to think
that he's had
enough success, so he can
take all therisks
he wants with
his new CDs. ________________-_-_-_--\u25a0
He's right in
that he certainly has had plenty of success, but the risks he takes do not seem
to be worth the reward based on Brand
New Day.
A case in point is the midway track
of the album. "Perfect Long ... Gone
Wrong." which features two frames
spoken entirely in French. Maybe if the
English part of the song were good, the
idea would have worked. As it is,
though, the French serves as more of a
distraction than anything else.
On the other end of the spectrum is
"Tomorrow We'll See." where Sting
sings from the perspective of a proslilute, The 1\ rics are provocative ("Don't
judge me/ You could be me in another
life") and the song flows very well. It
is a song that deserves many a listen.
The best track on the album is the
very first, "A Thousand Years." where
Sting calls out to his lost lover proclaiming his love. The song works on every
level, from instruments to vocals. If
there is to he a single off the album, it
would be "A Thousand Years."
An interestingfeature of the album
is the amountof big-name cameos Sling
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which will
be seen in a
future alhum. Hopefully, the
latter is true,
for it would
be sad to
seea classic
figure like

Sting hang
around

longer than he should.
?

Matt Swenson
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David Bowie
'hours

"Space Oddity."
Perhaps disaster came from
partnering up with backing musician
and producer Reeves Gabrels to write
the lyrics. As a matter of fact, Bowie

has gone from 10-minute classics such
as "Dygnet Committee" that tell an entire story without even the help of a
chorus, to tedious five-minute shots in
the dark, such as "Seven," that merely
repeat the same word over and over

again.

(Virgin
Records)
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When the songs actually do pick
up, such as in
"I'm Dreaming My Life,"

ness."This
"happ i

is far

too

has

probably |
already
fallen into
a catatonic state of shock after listening to such a talented ground-breaker
fall into mediocrity. Could it be that
after 30-plus years Bowie is finally
showinghis age? Close your eyes, plug
up your ears, ignore this one and hope
that Bowie comes back with greatness
on his next album.
?

Jonathan Raelin
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Matthew Sweet
in reverse
(VolcanoRecords)

For years, Nebraska has been

known as the "Three-C State"

rejected a
generation
of breaking new ground in music and
has instead become a follower in the

repetition factor, and songs

such as "The Angels ofPromise," "Bril-

liant Adventure" and"The Dreamers"

\u25a0
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too late.
tener

of the opening song, "Millennium
Years," remind the listener of the closing of the Beatles' "It's All Too Much,"
from their Yellow Submarine album.
All in all, this album, like many of
Sweet's recent ones, falls in the pit of
monotony.The album is nice to listen
to. but the songs
aren't reallydifferentiable. Songs
like "Faith InYou"
and
"Future
Shock" may start
out in a different
~-«»_

:

college
football, country music and corn. It has
not been well known for chart-topping
rock or pop music. Matthew Sweet, a
Lincoln native, has consistently gone
against this stereotype. He now offers
to the public his seventh studio release,
in reverse. With this album, Sweet looks
to again achieve the success he found
with his 1991 release, Girlfriend.
In reverse is an album consistent
with Sweet's standard sound. His melodies and trance-like voice continue to
ease the listener into a state of relaxation. This release, however, does have
some differences from Sweet's earlier
creations. The horns at the beginning

and the occasional
slow ballad like
"Hide," one couldn't tell this release
from an earlier Sweet creation. One
high point is during the final I
track, "Thunderstorm."This song
starts out like the
normal monotojsWk'si

617-527-6655
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Chris Murphy is top

ill

bum, which is clearly
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track, but it's bro-

instrumental
and then turns
into a lighter. [__
softer tune. In reverse, unlike the final track, is no thunderstorm. Overall, it's more like a dull,

placid day.
?

JeremyRaelin

****

Sloan
Between the Bridges
(murderecords)

Between the Bridges, the third fulllength album in 18 months from Canadian quartet Sloan, surpasses the precedent set for themselves by their previousLPs and delivers a high-quality,
12-track CD of first-rate indie power-

Voted #1 for BC Rentals!!!!!

pop. Easily the best band to ever come
outof Halifax, and certainly one of the
most talented Canadian bands in recent
years, the evergreen Sloan seems to
have a bottomless well of talent and
ideas to put on each of their records.
Between the Bridges cannot be considered especially progressive considering
the band's clear talent, but this CD does
not sound stale.
Unlike their previous albums,
Smeared and Twice Removed, the My
Bloody Valentine shoe-gazer influences
are less apparent, and Between the
Bridgesis clearly more produced. However, the Johnny Marr-sounding guitar
remains, along with a falsetto, every
third song. And as always, this CD has
a bit of glam-rock, a lot of Beatles and
more poppy R.E.M. sounds. The band
works well together here with singer Jay
Furguson's guitar and guitarist Patrick
Pentland complementing each other
while not ever running into the problem of overcrowding. As always, the
rhythm section ol

,\u25a0';\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0:

ences. The eighth
track, "Waiting for
Slow Songs," could be mistaken as a
Smiths song, while the next track. "Losing California," sounds a lot like Rush.
Despite the strong influences, Sloan
still maintains a clear individual identity and does not sound like a bad covei
band. It's fair to say that there really is
not a track here that is not great.
Sloan is oneof those bandsthat critics,rave about, yet maintains only a
small fan base. Often, those bands are
better in theory than practice. Sloan
easily manages to buck that theory, and
have againproved their talent and song

writing ability.
?

Paul Catanese
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Lee dreams of success

SNL's new Superstar

By Richard Benjamin
Heights Staff
"Last night I had a dream where fl
was playing music] with three people:
Mick Jagger, Steven Tyler and Keith
Richards." Like most 20-year-old boys,
Ben Lee dreams about hangingout with
rock stars. "We were playing '10ft. Tall'
off of [my latest album] Breathing Tornados [sic]." Unlike most 20-year-old
boys, Ben Lee actually is a rock star.
However,from his physical appearance at the interview prior to his show
at TT the Bear's, this classification
seems somewhat inaccurate. Wearing a
homemade shirt and ratty blue jeans to
the interview, Lee looks more like a
hobo than a sleekly groomed rock star,
Dirty blond as well as simply dirty, his
curly hair is disheveled and engulfs his
face like a severely waterlogged secondhand picture frame. Impossibly thin.
Lee makes his famously slight dreammate Mick Jagger look 1ike Camie Wilson by comparison,
A year and a half after its release.
Lee is still touring in support ofBreathing Tornados. Through its incorporation of odd soundscapes. the virtual
ditching of his trademark earnest guitar strumming and the absence of his
usual producer (Brad Wood) in favor of
Ed Buller, Lee's most recent album is a
major departure from his past works.
"I'm too young to be set in my ways...
to havea set producer," Lee saysregarding these large alterations. "If you have
someone you're too comfortable with,
you lose something."
While Lee must be admired for embracing change, the release of Breathing Tornados rightfully elicited widespread mourning for the departure of
the songwriter's earnestness and accessibility. Staring down at a wooden table
in deep concentration, Lee explains.
"All of my albums are about a different
certain kind of indescribable entity ...
each album is the person that I want to
be." Based on both the content and delivery of this manifesto, what Lee wants
to be right now is oblique and borderline incomprehensible. Sounding like
Scott Bakula describing his Quantum
Leap modus operandi, Lee attempts to
further elucidate the nature of his album-making process. "I set up a mission statement of what I want to become, then I embody it." he says.
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By Martin Foncello
Heights Asst. Review

Editor

SUPERSTAR: Catholic schoolgirl
Mary {Catherine Gallagher gets her
shot atfame in this outrageous comedy
directedby Bruce McCulloch and starring Saturday Night Live cast members
Molly Shannon and Will Ferreli. Now
showing at the Copley Place Mall.

Who knows why they make it? It's
and Lord knows it's
not because theyreally believe people
will, enjoy it. Regardless, they make it.
Maybe it is some kind of inside joke,
albeit a very expensive one, that gives
Lome Michaels and friends something
to chuckle about over a latte. Or maybe
Irealize it's a long shot they really find it funny,
Anyway, this "it,"the undefined
pronoun overused in the first paragraph,
refers to Superstar, yet another Saturday Night Live skit turned into a feature film. Now try I realize that it's
tough after a weekend of Southern
Comfort and late-night salad but try
to remember the many other accomplished comicroutines turned into drab
films. OK, there was the very successful Wayne's World and its mediocre sequel. Then, Dan Ackroyd and friends
gave new meaning to the phrase illegal
aliens in Coneheads. And then, "Oy
vey," there was It's Pat, a dreadful tale
of she-man whose gender is yet to be
discovered. Where will Superstar fit
into this barometer of silly comedy?
Probably right in the middle,
You've got to wonder at the difficulties involvedin stretching a fiveminute skit into a 90-minute film. You
would think these films are doomed
from the start. "Sketches are reallyhard
because you have to get the story out
really quickly, load the jokesin, and do
your little gymnastics routine," Molly
Shannon told The Heights two weeks
ago. "Whereas in the movie, you have Mary' Katherine Gallagher goes to the big screen, and her armpits still smell.
more time to tell the story. You can slip
littlecharacter moments in the film."
During the time on stage, I don't feel worthy of true applause was the brief
Of course, loading in the jokes it."
appearance of MTV's Tom Green.
wouldn't really hurt a movie about an
Her brand of physical comedy is "This was before Tom Green was faIrish-Catholic schoolgirl whose misreminiscent of another SNL alum, Chris mous," Shannon noted. "He was known
guided energy and poor choreography Farley. Shannon noted. "When I'd see in Toronto. But, this was before his
sends her body-bounding about the him, I'd say, 'I cando that.' Then Chris show
evejf came out on MTV. He has
room and through a stack of folding came onthe show and I was like 'Wow!' skyrocketed to fame faster than any acchairs. Just seeing Shannon's famed He was like crazy. He seemed like feartor that I have ever seen. He's a great
gymnastics stunts, which end up with less. I went, 'God, I'm not that crazy.' guy"'
her on the ground, skirt-up, is laughChris would just throw himself. I feel
So in the end. Green is a genuine
able to an extent.
like I am a little more careful than that." superstar. Whether it comes down to
It makes one question what kind of
Besides me Armageddon spoofand eating worms, painting dad's house
injuries mightshe sustain. "I get bruised the reference to the very obscure Boy plaid, or eating some creepy-crawly
a lot,"Shannon said. "Youknow. Somein the Plastic Bubbh, this film seemed worms, he is an icon of our generation,
times, I wake up and I'm like, 'Ow. I'm all too careful: toocareful not to offend
He is what Mary Katherine Gallagher
sore.' And I'll think, 'Why is my upper the viewer. In fact, this left the entire can
only hope to be: an eccentric lunaWell,
back hurt?' And then I forget.
film worthyof a mere few half-cracked tic that can somehow captivate an auguess what you did the night before. smiles. The only element of the film dience.
not for the money,

?

Ben Lee talked to The Heights at his recent concert.
When the topic of his forthcoming
album arises, Lee briefly takes a break
from furiously picking dirt from under
his nails; he does not, however, take a
break from spewing frustrating ambiguity. "The next album is so indescribable ... it's going to bekind of quiet...
an intense album ... [and] it's actually
going to be really noisy," Lee
prophesizes while ignoring both the
merits of comprehensibility and the
pratfalls ofcontradiction. After this and
similarly unproductive descriptions, the
only thing clear about the upcoming
albumis that it is, in fact, upcomingand
is indeed going to be an album.
When he performs with his band,
Lee is far less distant. Despite taking
the stage 45 minutes late (arespectable
improvement over the hour and a half
for the interview),the crowd embraces
Lee and his almost cartoonishly exaggerated vocal delivery. As Lee stated
earlier, "So much of rock-and-roll is
aboutcamp and posturing." True to his
word, there is posturing aplenty as he
delivers the saccharine "TheFinger and
TheMoon" with the self-importanceof
a choral rendition of "Amazing Grace"
at the funeral of Mother Teresa.
From talking to and observing Lee,
one is led to woqder, if,his conception ;

of rock-and-roll is also about contradictions. On one hand, this artist philosophizes that "image doesn't really matter... if you dowhat you do well, it will
come into fashion," then within minutes refuses to be photographed prior
to the performance "because I am not
all taken care of yet." In concert, he
plaintively delivers, a cappella, the lines
"Stop me, stop me if you've heard this
one before" (from the Smiths song of
the same name), then tells the details
of his Jagger,Tyler and Richards dream
for the third time of the evening as if it
were a key moment in world history,
When not busy carefullyprojecting

eccentricity through incomprehensibility, Lee's upcoming agenda includes
playing at an army base and appearing
on the back of a Kellogg's cereal box
with pre-teen sensations the Moffats,
Although these looming marketing
ploys might lead one to believe otherwise, Lee adamantly professes that he
has no plans of "selling out" by appearing in a Gap commercial. He does, however, show interest in the suggestion of
appearing on a milk carton. Possible
suggestion: a picture of the endearing
and unpretentious Lee of three years
ago under the heading, "Haveyou seen
this man?"
___?

ARE YOU GOING TO BE ABROAD
SPRING 2000?
AND YOU WANT TO BE AN
ORIENTATION LEADER
DURING SUMMER 2000?
You must attend the

Orientation Leader Applicant
Information Session
Monday, Nov. 1, 1999
Devlin 101
4:30 p.m.
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Eyes to go public this week
Jillian Schedneck
For The Heights
Filled with suspense and surprises,
the Dramatic Society's fall show Private Eyes, written by Steven Dietz and
directedby Mike Salerno, will keep you
guessing and entertained until the very
end. With its intimate staging, the audience is constantly involvedby questioning what is real and what is merely
part of the show.
Main characters Matthew and Lisa,
played by Jaime Perez, LSOE '03, and
Katy Pamello, A&S '00, are a married
couplerehearsing a play about adultery.
There is the constant suspicion that
Adrian, the show's director, played by
JeffBoardman, A&S '02, is havingan

affair with Lisa. This suspicion drives
Matthew to a psychiatrist named Frank,
played by Patricia Runcie, A&S '01.
The drama is heightened by the presence of a mysterious woman played by
Megan McCabe,LSOE '00.
One of the things that makes this
play so different is that the story doesn't
unfold in a logical order. The audience
is kept on their toes while actors are
constantly jumpingback in time or replaying a scene from a different perspective. The play's convoluted sense
of order adds to the intrigue.
Another unique aspect of Private
Eyes is that the play the coupleperforms
in is in fact a reflection of their own
lives. The audience cannot be sure if
they are merely playing their parts or

Consider Sooner Than Later...
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Consider getting to the airporthassle-free. Consider calling
U.S. Shuttle. At less than half the cost of most taxis, U.S. Shuttle
will get yon to the airport on-time, guaranteed. We're proud to
provide superiorservice at affordableprices. Our professional
and courteous drivers will pick you up at your home, dorm or
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out the drama of real life until
the very end. Thecharacter's livesmirror the play they are putting on, making the dialogue much more engaging.
The cast is strong. Matthew's innocent jealousy and twisted sense of revenge countered by Lisa's sweet but
suspicious nature makes their relationship real andcomplex. The tensionsbetween Lisa, Matthew and Adrian are so
strong that it is uncomfortable even for
the viewer. Adrian and Matthew display
their jealousy and attraction to Lisa
well, forcing her to be successfully
caught in the middle. Adrian's talented
but all-too-suave demeanor, Frank's
thought-provoking monologues and
Corey's mysterious presence make this
play more than worth the $5 ticket price.
The play ultimately makes the
viewer think about the nature of jealousy, question the bond ofmarriage, the
rewards of revenge and the pains of
separation. It makes the audience wonderif honesty is trulythe last resort and
ifthere is ever aright time to hurt someone. Its context challenges and makes
you think, while allowing you to follow the compelling plot.
This isn't a play that you leave behind as you exit the Bonn Studio. The
questions and thoughts it provokes will
follow you all the way to Addie's.

acting

Free movies and CDs
are up for grabs each
Monday at 5 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest, so be

there!
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Laughlin unveils new work
tion they provided for the path's advance.
"Interactive Electro-Kineticism"
conveys a mesmerizing journey through
wire, metal, color and light. While the
risk of electrocution may deter the curious, it does not serve as an impediment to Laughlin'screations, which are
intricateh wired, permitting them to
enjoy a second life with light and movement.
Laughlinroots his artistic vision in
the objects themselves, and likens his
artistic drive to most other creativeprocesses, "as an attempt to manifest
beauty." In "Interactive ElectroKineticism." the beauty lies in the revival of found objects.
Amongthe provocative creations is
a work comprised of an oven fitted with
a television inside. Entitled "Light in
Transition," its monitor is internally
rigged with video that captures noise
feedback on film. Projecting fluctuating reverberations of color, the screen
is beautiful, and synthesizes another
dimension through its unexpected pro-

jection.
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Laughlin's latest work brings new meaning to the word recycle.
By Antonina Guarino
Heights Staff

When exactly does creative inspiration strike you? Generally, creative inspiration does not follow the death of
your rotary phone, or after you drop the
iron. Most likely, such items hit the
curbside and enter the realm of the obsolete. At what point do throwaway
objects transition from being useful to
useless? This is a question that local
artist Pete Laughlin challenges in his
latest series, "Interactive ElectroKinetic ism." Laughlin gave The
Heights a sneak peek at his project
which has been threeyears in the making.

A native of Boston, Laughlin attended Roxbury Latin, Carnegie Mellon
University and University of Massachusetts-Amherst. Like his artwork,
Laughlin's talents hardly stand still, and

it spans the musical arena. A gifted
musician, he toured with metal band
Thermus for five years as lead guitarist. Settling in Boston, he now teaches
Art Therapy in Brookline while
freelancinghis artwork. He finds teaching fulfilling: his classes range from
folk-art and ceramics to weaving and
cartoons. While his local artistic fame
came through his skateboard patterns
and graphics, he continues to experiment and challenge creative media.
Directly influenced by the information society in w.Jch we live, Laughlin
explores the impact of technology in his
upcoming series, "Interactive ElectroKineticism."' This series engages the
onlooker to consider where technology
meets obsolescence. He describes that.
in its advance, technology carvesa path
that is worthy of reflection. As the outdated and outperformed enter into uselessness, Laughlinrecalls the very trac-

Another spectacle worthy of mention is the thoroughly wired and
soddered sculpture ''Molecule." Used
silverware, chandelier bulbs, and intricately molded metals form this cube of
technology. Laughlin's call for reflection is visuallycommanding. The conglomeration and vibrant glow of "Molecule" is such an eclectic feast for the
eyes that it became the centerpiece for
our photo.
Laughlin's influences for this series
range from artists Marcel DuChamp,
Alexander Calder, and Jasper Johns, to
everyday objects and conversations
with his grandmother. This most recent
project has held his attention for three
years.
Laughlin's recentwork assigns new
meaning to the obsolete through transformation and revival, which leaves an
indelible mark on the viewer's perspective on technology and everyday objects.

The Rat serves up more than just

"chicken"
major label bands have adopted. The
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that really showed off the range and talent of the band. Lead singer and guitarist Jon Chang, CSOM '00, put himself
fully into every song, but many in the
crowd felt that he was at his best when
he was singing his slower and probably
more personal songs. The harder, more
punk-and-metal-influenced songs were
able to successfully avoid the cliched
sound of mainstream punk that many
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drummer, Todd Darton, A&S "00, and
bassist, Adam Kidd. A&S '00, were
both tight and practiced, yet were able
to maintain an element of spontaneity
that is crucial to a good live show.
Aberdeen took the stage last to a
good-sized and very enthusiastic crowd.
The band was full of excitement and
energy, and was clearly ready to give
all in attendance an hour and a half of
solid rock-and-roll. Lead singer Brad
Parker, A&S '01, provided stellar vocals throughout the show as well cleanly
mixing in his talented mandolin playing. Drummer Rob McCaffrey, A&S
'01, and bass player Ryan Kelleher,
CSOM '01, complemented each other
superbly, and laid a tight frameworkfor
the rest of band to fill in.
Guitarists Gavin McDonagh and
Ryan Heller. CSOM '01. were flawless
and showed the range of their abilities
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from playing theirown songs to covers
of The Who, Radiohead and the Talking Heads.
The band's interaction with the
crowd was great, and it was apparent
Aberdeen would be satisfied with nothing less than providing the crowd a top
show, The highlight of the show for
many was the brilliant back-and-forth
medley of the Talking Heads' "Once in
a Lifetime" and The Who's "Baba
O'Riley." Although the band did not
imitate Pete Townsend fully, not ending the show by smashing their guitars,
the performance certainly did not lack
energy.
Talent was found in abundance at
the Pub Series last week, and it is clear
that Boston College has a deep well of
quality bands. It is certain that if one
desires live local music and is not sure
where to go. the Pub Series is sensible
place to start.
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Laughlin informs me that the finishing touches to his upcoming series
around a motorcycle's transformation into a dinosaur. Until then,
Laughlin's select work is. currently on
exhibit in the "Small Wonders" exhibi-
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center

tion at The Gateway Gallery, 62
Harvard Street in Brookline (Hours:
Mon-Fri. 9-4:30 and Sat. 12-4). The
show lasts until November 6. There is
no entry fee at Gateway, and with the
fun and amusing atmosphere, you'll
leave with a smile.
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The Acoustics performed at Fanueil
to
coofe chill. You can
'«
ee-them perform Tuesday night at,
RobshanJ Theater at 7 p.m.
V

promote their new album,
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